
 

 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

You Think It‘s Hot Here?: The Theological Influences on Evangelical Leadership 

Concerning the Politics of Climate Change 

 

Jack T. Goodyear, Ph.D. 

 

Mentor: Charles A. McDaniel, Ph.D. 

 

 

 This dissertation examines the theological influences on evangelical leadership in 

America concerning the politics of climate change.  In the United States, the controversy 

surrounding climate change elicits strong debate and disagreement on both sides of the 

issue concerning not only the validity of the science, but also potential solutions to the 

problem.  In recent years, evangelicals have contributed to the rhetoric and action 

concerning climate change through organizations and individual statements.  Although 

far from a united bloc on the issue of climate change, evangelicals populate a significant 

amount of the U. S. electorate, potentially impacting the future direction of climate 

change policies.  While grasping influences on evangelicals in the United States is a 

complicated task, focusing on key groups and individual leaders allows for a more viable 

examination of evangelical opinions and future directions concerning the topic.  In this 

study, special attention is given to major evangelical groups and their involvement in the 

climate change debate.   Additionally, the discourses of four evangelical leaders, 

representing various facets of evangelical life, are analyzed to better understand the 

influences on the directions taken by evangelicals in leadership and potentially their 



followers.  In analyzing theological influences on the politics of climate change in this 

study, evangelicals are divided into two main groups: Progressive Evangelicals and 

Conservative Evangelicals.  Additionally, eschatology, evangelism, care for the 

vulnerable, and interaction with science become the major focal areas in studying 

evangelical thought.              
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

Introduction 

 

 

Driving through a Bible-belt town in the middle of the summer, one is bound to 

cross a church marquee message similar to ―You Think It‘s Hot Here?‖ with the intention 

of prompting passers-by to contemplate their relationships to God.  While the marquee 

purposes to evangelize others, in today‘s environment, the message could intend another 

meaning as well: ―You think it‘s hot here?  Just wait until global warming really kicks 

in.‖  To know how to interpret the meaning behind the statement, one would need to 

know the doctrines held by the church and the pastor.  Particularly in evangelical life, 

congregations follow leaders who are able to capture the attention of a group and to 

articulate the message to a degree that motivates and inspires others.  With the 

complexity and disagreement present over the issue of climate change, in order to 

understand evangelical leanings on the controversy, examining the words of key 

evangelical leaders allows for more clarity in understanding voting trends of this segment 

of Americans.  Through the exploration of significant evangelical statements about the 

environment, as well as specifically examining the written and spoken words of four 

evangelical leaders, this study will contribute better understanding of the religious 

influences and political decisions of evangelicals concerning climate change.    

 

Framing the Project 

Representing 26 percent of the U. S. population, evangelicals are courted by 

politicians to support various proposals and candidates.  From abolition to labor reform to 
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civil rights to pro-life rallies, evangelicals have often provided the moral framework for 

American political debate.  Evangelical leaders‘ abilities to rally groups of followers, to 

speak in a populist manner, and to engage in the political debate create pivotal roles for 

evangelicals encountering political entanglements in the United States.      

 Although evangelicals emphasize theology differently from group to group and, 

therefore, are difficult to categorize, certain characteristics define all evangelicals: a 

belief in the authority of the Bible, a personal relationship with Jesus, and a commitment 

to share the Gospel with others.
1
  With the constitutional protection of free-exercise, 

evangelicals profited from their commitment to evangelism by expanding their numbers 

and increasing their influence in the country; however, evangelicals lack a church 

hierarchy, requiring more autonomy within local churches and weakening any potential 

leader for all evangelicals.  With no hierarchical church structure, evangelical leadership 

arises when certain evangelicals manage to engage US politics and to bring evangelical 

relevance to the public sphere.  At times, these leaders motivate evangelicals in the local 

church or in national organizations to rally around political causes.   

With the size of the evangelical population, politicians who receive support from 

motivated evangelicals benefit from increased turnout for elections or heightened 

pressure on legislatures concerning policy.  The most effective way to motivate 

evangelicals, due to local autonomy, involves enlisting the help of local pastors and key 

evangelical leaders that have a voice in the community.  Politicians and the media often 

turn to these leaders to gauge the mindset of evangelicals in the United States.  In this 

study, these evangelical leaders will refer to those who have garnered influence in other 

                                                 
1
 A more detailed definition of ―evangelical‖ will be discussed in Chapter Two. 
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public realms beyond the realms of faith.
2
  In particular, this study will analyze 

evangelical leadership influential in the political and religious realms of American 

society, such as Joel Hunter, pastor of Northland Church, former president of the 

Christian Coalition, and current spiritual advisor to President Obama.
3
    These 

evangelical leaders have acquired importance, access and influence in affecting political 

debate on a variety of issues facing the United States.      

One such political issue today is climate change, also known as global warming.  

In a recent Barna study, only 27 percent of evangelicals agreed that global warming is 

occurring.
4
  However, evangelical leaders increasingly speak on the issue in an attempt to 

rally followers to the cause.  Up to this point, the motivation of evangelicals concerning 

the issue of climate change challenges scholars to determine theological and political 

influences inherent in evangelicalism.  Evangelical involvement in the climate change 

debate, like the issue itself, is a rather recent phenomenon with historical roots, as well as 

a political issue that causes consternation for not only religious groups, but for the 

population as a whole, due to the assumed climate crisis facing the future of civilization.  

Therefore, as the theory of climate change is a contested political issue, many scientists 

and industrialized world leaders accept global warming as a fact; however, the United 

States reticently withholds embracing the issue and the resulting reforms due to the 

hesitancy of the public to support major political changes.  Climate change activists have 

                                                 
2
 D. Michael Lindsay, Faith in the Halls of Power (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 1.  

In this work, Lindsay describes how evangelical leaders joined the ―American elite‖ in various professions.   

 
3
 As part of this study, Hunter allowed for me to submit written surveys to his leadership team and 

Northland Church.  The results, which shed light on the influence Hunter possesses over his congregation, 

will be shared in chapter five. 

  
4
 The Barna Group, ―Evangelicals Go ‗Green‘ with Caution,‖ Barna Group, 

http://www.barna.org/culture-articles/23-evangelicals-go-qgreenq-with-caution, (accessed June 2, 2011). 
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attempted to enlarge the support for reform by motivating certain constituencies within 

the United States, including evangelicals, by centering the debate on how climate change 

affects humanity rather than the more intangible atmospheric conditions.   

In order to better understand the direction evangelicals are moving concerning the 

environment, one place to begin is with the evangelical leadership.  Since no analysis 

exists concerning these evangelical leaders and global warming, and since global 

warming is now a salient national and global issue, understanding the political and 

religious motivations of the evangelical movement leadership concerning global warming 

is significant to present and future political action regarding climate change. 

 

Methodology 

 

The arguments for and against climate change involve multiple disciplines, 

making an interdisciplinary study of history, religion, political science, sociology, and 

philosophy necessary.  In order to address religious and political influences on 

evangelical leaders, I will explore historical analysis of evangelical involvement in 

previous social movements in America. Even though analysis of evangelical movements 

exists, this study will connect past evangelical involvement in these movements to the 

current climate change debate.  While examining these evangelical movements, I will 

categorize various viewpoints that influenced and continue to influence evangelicals, 

including evangelism, eschatology, science, and poverty.     

 Historically, eschatology has played an influential role in American politics, 

impacting political issues from dealing with poverty to supporting Israel.
5
  After the 

Industrial Revolution, postmillennialism, as held by those advancing the Social Gospel, 

                                                 
5
 For detailed definitions of various eschatological views, see James Leo Garrett, Jr,, Systematic 

Theology (N. Richland Hills: BIBAL Press, 2001), 2:821-846. 
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framed evangelical thoughts toward shaping society into a utopia.  Post World War I, 

premillennialism dominated evangelical thought, impacting such decisions as 

involvement in politics, support for the United Nations, and the Cold War.  Eschatology 

continues to influence evangelical political thought in relation to global warming and the 

environment, particularly those who define themselves as premillennialists.  One‘s 

understanding of how or when the world will end will influence one‘s thoughts 

concerning what to do environmentally about climate change.   

Concerning poverty, evangelicals divide themselves depending on whether they 

emphasize individualism or communitarianism.  Individualism, which tends to view 

poverty as a personal moral failure, emphasizes the individual‘s responsibility to work his 

or her way out of poverty.  Evangelicals that focus on the community tend to understand 

poverty as the result of societal failures from oppression or injustice.  As the climate 

change debate discusses the impact on the poor as a result of global warming, 

evangelicals‘ views related to poverty cause some evangelicals to support or oppose 

various proposed solutions to climate change due to how they affect the poor and 

vulnerable. 

  For issues dealing with science, evangelicals categorize based on interpretation 

of Scripture, from literalists who view creation as a literal six-day process to poetic or 

symbolic interpretations of Genesis that reconcile the Scripture with such scientific 

theories as evolution.   One aspect of creation that directly affects one‘s view on climate 

change is Dominion Theology, which is an interpretation of Genesis teaching that God 

gave the earth to humans for their use.  Those who believe the earth is humanity‘s to tame 

or to conquer likely view the imminent danger of climate change with skepticism, since it 
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would imply that God‘s creation is unsustainable.  Conservative Evangelicals remain 

suspicious of scientific findings, particularly theories dealing with the beginning or 

ending of the earth.  If one‘s understanding of faith rejects modern science concerning 

origins, then one can assume it will affect one‘s view on climate change.   

Considering the varying viewpoints that evangelicals possess, in this study, I will 

attempt to discover what doctrines or viewpoints drive evangelicals concerning climate 

change.  In order to accomplish this, I will examine the dialogue and analyze the 

discourse of the various leaders, looking for relevant doctrines and teachings that affect 

one‘s view on climate change.  I will explore how eschatology, emphasis on science and 

poverty, evangelism and other relevant issues impact views on global warming among 

these leaders by relying on primary sources of these evangelicals, including sermon 

archives, congregational letters, interviews, blog postings, and editorials.
6
  In these 

primary sources, I will look for clues that link various influences to reactions concerning 

the climate change debate as a result of their theologies and practices.  By examining 

these written and spoken words, I will draw conclusions as to how religion and politics 

impact the evangelical leadership and ultimately the evangelical population concerning 

climate change.  With a better understanding of the doctrines and teachings among 

evangelical leadership, one can comprehend and analyze the present and future directions 

that evangelicals move concerning climate change, and whether climate change will 

                                                 
6
 Many of these sources can be found on the various leaders‘ websites.  For example, Joel 

Hunter‘s sermons are found at www.northlandchurch.net/media, Robert Jeffress‘ sermons are found at 

www.firstdallas.org/media, articles by Jim Wallis are available at www.sojo.net, and Tony Perkins‘ 

writings can be found at www.frc.org. Each of these leaders has written books which address their views.  

These are listed in the bibliography.  Additionally, interviews and articles can be found through news 

organizations.    
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become a major American movement in the mold of Civil Rights, or a fleeting issue that 

will fail to garner the passions or support of the American people. 

 

Literature Review 

Writers produced a plethora of written materials over the past decade concerning 

the environment and climate change.  While some began discussing the issue 30 years 

ago, climate change received more press coverage in the past few years as high profile 

politicians and actors took a more forceful role in the debate.  The amount of writings and 

discussions on the topic fails to make the issue any less complex, unfortunately.  The 

complexity of climate change is not just relegated to the political sphere, as the topic 

tends to require input and knowledge from various fields of study.   Philip Brick, in ―The 

Greening of Political Science,‖ states that since it is impossible to discuss 

environmentalism from any one disciplinary perspective, an interdisciplinary approach is 

necessary.  Further, he finds that ―environmental politics radically expands the 

boundaries of the political, from questions of the here and now to questions of the future 

of all life on planet earth.‖
7
  While he does not call specifically for participation from 

religious voices in the global warming discussion, the call for answers to future questions 

certainly involves religious input.  Adding to the challenges facing the climate change 

debate, Tim Flannery, in The Weather Makers, identifies the lack of ―true experts in the 

field‖ of climate change, attributing the lack of experts to the relative newness and 

complexity of the topic.  Nevertheless, he sees climate change as a dire emergency that 

                                                 
7
  Philip Brick, ―The Greening of Political Science: Growth Pains and New Directions,‖ 

Perspectives on Politics 2 (June 2004): 340. 
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world governments must address.
8
  Seeking answers for climate change, some, such as 

Kevin Deluca in ―A Wilderness Manifest,‖ advocate for the curtailing of humanity‘s 

consumption and exploitation of resources, labeling human beings‘ selfishness as the 

chief ravaging force in the environment and desiring for the earth to have greater 

consideration than humanity‘s personal whims.
9
   With little action taken by societies to 

curb global warming, David Wheeler, in ―Global Warming: An Opportunity for 

Greatness,‖ cautions readers about the dangerous results which include the ravaging of 

economies of wealthy nations as well as destabilizing others; however, Wheeler connects 

environmental reform with poverty as one way environmentalism can achieve success.
10

  

Although he does not mention evangelical involvement with this connection, Wheeler‘s 

argument is useful for faith groups seeking to enlist support from church members.       

The issue of climate change, when given parameters of weather patterns and 

atmospheric conditions, can be rather abstract topic lacking in personal appeal.  

Politically, making issues more about people tends to garner greater support; therefore, 

scholars like Wheeler are not alone in drawing the connection between anthropocentric 

environmentalism and growing political support.  A great deal of influence in connecting 

environmental issues with personal concerns comes out of the environmental justice 

movement of the 1980s.  Dale Jamieson, in ―Justice: The Heart of Environmentalism,‖ 

discusses the influence of African-American communities as they spun environmental 

                                                 
8
 Tim Flannery, The Weather Makers (New York: Grove Press, 2005), 4.  

 
9
 Kevin Deluca, ―A Wilderness Manifesto: Contesting the Infinite Self-Absorption of Humans,‖ in 

Environmental Justice and Environmentalism, eds. Ronald Sandler and Phaedra C. Pezzullo (Cambridge: 

The MIT Press, 2007), 45. 

  
10

 David Wheeler, ―Global Warming: An Opportunity for Greatness,‖ in The White House and the 

World, ed. Nancy Birdsall (Washington: Center for Development, 2008), 63.  
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issues into a more personal discussion.
11

  Believing that early environmentalism was 

racially biased, the environmental justice movement argued that every person ―has the 

right to be free from ecological destruction and deserves equal protection of his or her 

environment, health, employment, housing, and transportation.‖
12

  The effects of 

environmental justice shifted the focus of environmentalism away from esoteric 

discussions concerning atmospheric conditions and toward personal justice and 

environmentalism which balances environmental concerns with their effects on humanity.  

By combining issues such as poverty and environmentalism, climate change morphed 

into a more personal and moral issue, as Peter Wenz details in ―Does Environmentalism 

Promote Injustice for the Poor?‖
13

   Kristen L. Page connects health and climate change 

in ―Global Climate: Implications of Global Health,‖ examining disease, lack of water, 

famine and climate change, thus making humanity the focus.
14

  With the climate change 

issue increasingly centering on humanity, evangelicals discover familiarity with the topic 

by meeting the needs of those most affected by the changing climate.    

                                                 
11

 Dale Jamieson, ―Justice: The Heart of Environmentalism,‖ in Environmental Justice and 

Environmentalism, eds. Ronald Sandler and Phaedra C. Pezzullo (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2007), 89. 

  
12

 J. Timmons Roberts, ―Globalizing Environmental Justice,‖ in Environmental Justice and 

Environmentalism, eds. Ronald Sandler and Phaedra Pezzullo (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2007), 288. 

  
13

 Peter Wenz, ―Does Environmentalism Promote Injustice for the Poor?,‖ in Environmental 

Justice and Environmentalism, eds. Ronald Sandler and Phaedra Pezzullo (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 

2007), 79. 

  
14

  Kristen L. Page, ―Global Climate: Implications for Global Health,‖ in Christians, the Care of 

Creation and Global Climate Change, ed. Lindy Scott (Eugene: Pickwick Publications, 2008), 34.  See 

also, Page, 34, where she observes, ―While there may be disagreement about the role that humans play in 

environmental degradation, it is clear that we are able to change our behavior in such a way as to alleviate 

suffering for many.  We are called to love our neighbors, yet we consume resources at rates that are not 

sustainable.  This has immediate consequences for many neighbors living in the developing world, and 

long-lasting consequences for our future neighbors.‖ 
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For the most part, scholars accuse evangelicals of negatively impacting the 

environmental movement in America.  Lynn White, Jr., in his 1967 seminal work, argued 

that Christian theology and its anthropocentric views threatened the environment, 

concluding that the US ―shall continue to have a worsening ecological crisis until we 

reject the Christian Axiom that nature has no reason for existence save to serve man.‖
15

  

From the literature dealing with evangelicals and climate change, scholars reference 

White‘s seminal work, either building upon it or contradicting it by attempting to 

demonstrate aspects of Christian theology that positively or negatively affects reactions 

toward climate change.  Joseph J. Romm, in Hell and High Water, states that 

conservative Christians‘ denial of global warming is one of the main reasons the United 

States lacks a consensus or the political power to prevent climate change.
16

  Douglas 

Allen compares the differences in worldview and the resulting obstacles in generating 

consensus, since people with different belief systems interpret scientific data 

differently.
17

  As an example, he refers to the argument that the warming of the earth will 

enhance farming and production in some areas as opposed to the predictions of famine 

and destruction.  Justification of either interpretation creates obstacles for people of 

different worldviews, or in the relation to this study, evangelicals with differing 

theological emphases.  However, others express more optimism for evangelical 

                                                 
15

 Lynn White, Jr., ―The Historic Roots of Our Ecologic Crisis,‖ Science 155 (1967): 1207. White, 

1205, also states, ―By destroying pagan animism, Christianity made it possible to exploit nature in a mood 

of indifference to the feelings of natural objects.‖ 

 
16

 Joseph J. Romm, Hell and High Water (New York: Harper Collins, 2007), 233.  Discussion 

conservatives‘ hesitancy toward climate change, Romm contributes the following statement: ―They spread 

misinformation.  They block those seeking to take action at a state, national, and global level. We will not 

be able to prevent catastrophic warming without conservatives embracing a dramatically different view of 

energy policy, international negotiations, and the role of government.‖ 

 
17

 Douglas Allen, ―Is the Sky Falling?,‖ in Christians, the Care of Creation, and Global Climate 

Change, ed. Lindy Scott (Euguene: Pickwick Publications, 2008), 8. 
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involvement in the global warming debate.  Rebecca Kneale Gould, admitting that 

religious environmentalism seems like an oxymoron, cites 2006 as a ―coming out party‖ 

for evangelicals.
18

  According to Gould, the entrance of evangelicals into global warming 

dialogue enables the debate to shift from dry technological solutions to more value driven 

dialogue which will motivate greater participation among citizens.
19

  Since 2006, both 

Conservative and Progressive Evangelicals contributed statements concerning the 

environment which places them on opposing sides of the issue.  Examining the 

articulation of the issues that influence these groups and their leadership provides the 

opportunity to shed new light on Gould‘s conclusions.   Other scholars recognize the 

historic and contemporary importance of religious influence in the political sphere.  In 

―The Measure of American Religion: Toward Improving the State of the Art,‖ Brian 

Steensland stresses ―the increasing recognition that religion plays an important role in the 

public sphere.‖
20

  Additionally, he notes, ―Americans are more involved in religious 

groups than in any other type of voluntary organization, and the breadth and depth of this 

involvement exert a strong influence on contemporary social and political issues.‖
21

  

Recognizing evangelical impact on American society, it is no surprise that 

evangelical voices affect the environmental dialogue.  But to what effect will evangelical 

involvement have on climate change?  As already mentioned, Lynn White‘s seminal 

work highly criticized evangelicals‘ lack of acknowledgement concerning the seriousness 

                                                 
18

 Rebecca Kneale Gould, ―Binding Life to Values,‖ in Ignition, eds. Jonathan Isham and Sissel 

Waage (Washington: Island Press, 2007), 125.  

 
19

 Ibid.  

 
20

 Brian Steensland et al., ―The Measure of American Religion: Toward Improving the State of the 

Art,‖ Social Forces 79 (2000): 292.  

 
21

 Ibid., 309.  
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of the environmental issue, blaming evangelicals‘ theological focus on the individual as 

the main obstacle to solving the environmental crisis.  In reaction to White, Eric 

Woodrum and Thomas Hoban doubt the theological connection, and instead conclude 

that evangelical resistance concerning environmentalism is due to a lack of education.
22

  

This assessment underestimates religious influences and downplays the rationale for such 

beliefs, which weakens the analysis provided by Woodrum and Hoban.  Douglas Lee 

Eckberg and T. Jean Blocker discuss the influence of dominion theology and the 

environment, but share that they are unable to identify a source of influence among 

Christians and the environment, concluding that figuring it out ―will be a difficult task 

indeed.‖
23

  Discussing the conflict between religious conservatives and liberals, Eckberg 

and Blocker label environmentalism as another issue in the ―culture wars‖ raging 

between the two sides; however, while they connect conservative theology with 

environmental attitudes, they do not find progressive theology as influential for liberals.
24

  

The fact that this study occurred prior to the revitalization of Progressive Evangelicals‘ 

voice in politics perhaps explains the lack of connection; however, the articulation of a 

stewardship approach to the environment as espoused by progressives is more apparent 

today.   

Although some scholars downplay the impact of theology on the acceptance of 

climate change, Laurel Kearns observes a theological connection to environmentalism 

                                                 
22

 Eric Woodrum and Thomas Hoban, ―Theology and Religiosity Effects on Environmentalism,‖ 

Review of Religious Research 35 (1994): 202.  See also Heather Hartwig Boyd, ―Christianity and the 

Environment in the American Public,‖ Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion 38 (1999): 36. 

 
23

 Douglas Lee Eckberg and T. Jean Blocker. ―Christianity, Environmentalism, and the Theoretical 

Problem of Fundamentalism,‖ Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion 35 (1996): 354.  

 
24

 Ibid. 
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among Christians.
25

  Kearns concentrates her work on evangelical emphasis on 

evangelism, which causes some evangelicals to naturally concern themselves more with 

individual conversion than with saving the earth.  However, among evangelicals, a pro-

environmentalism group emphasizing Christian stewardship attempts to address human 

sin and redemption not only a personal level, but a corporate level as well.
26

  Christian 

stewards are also concerned about anti-intellectualism within evangelical circles, which 

would indicate ―that well-meaning Christians do not have the scientific knowledge 

necessary to respond to the ecological crisis.‖
27

  Echoing the stewardship argument, P. J. 

Hill, in ―The Economics of Global Warming,‖ details the friction among evangelicals 

concerning the utilization of resources and the effects on the vulnerable.
28

  Hill questions 

whether it is better stewardship to use financial resources to solve the climate problem or 

to provide for the needs of those affected.
29

  While some may view responses to poverty 

as political issues, evangelicals express theological reasons for and against the 

government caring for those who are in need.  Conservatives ordinarily view sinfulness 

                                                 
25

 Laurel Kearns, ―Saving the Creation: Christian Environmentalism in the United States,‖ 

Sociology of Religion 57 (1996): 57.  

 
26

 Ibid., 57-9. Kearns states, ―In variation of a familiar conservative refrain, the problem is that we 

have not been Christian enough; we have all sinned and not repented….The problem is not with 

Christianity, but with not being true to Christianity.‖   

 
27

 Ibid., 60.  

 
28

 P. J. Hill, ―The Economics of Global Warming,‖ in Christians, the Care of Creation and Global 

Climate Change, ed. Lindy Scott (Eugene: Pickwick Publications, 2008), 36.  

  
29

 Ibid, 42.  Hill discusses proper stewardship, writing, ―These attempts to thoughtfully assess the 

trade-offs involved in any policy proposals ought to give Christians pause when thinking of climate change 

measures.  It may well be that advocating strong immediate remediation policies will come at the cost of 

substantially harming the poor and marginalized of the world, either because growth rates of their income 

would be reduced, or because resources spent on remediation could have been used much more effectively 

to deal with problems they face.‖ 
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and irresponsibility as causing poverty, which in turn, limits their willingness to expend 

governmental resources on caring for the poor. 

One aspect of this study includes the eschatological influence upon evangelicals‘ 

reactions to global warming and how their views of the ―End Times‖ positively and 

negatively impact evangelicals‘ reaction to the issue.  Paul Boyer‘s When Time Shall Be 

No More, details the development and influence of the ―End Times‖ and how the subject 

impacted American society and politics.
30

  Boyer alludes briefly to the subject of the 

environment, finding that some Christians see future environmental catastrophes as part 

of God‘s plan and ultimately unpreventable.
31

  Since eschatology profoundly influences 

political policies, it is important that this work utilize eschatological views and their 

influence on climate change, thus contributing to Boyer‘s scholarship on the topic.  This 

viewpoint most notably affects Conservative Evangelicals who hold a premillennialist 

eschatology.
32

   In two different studies, James L. Guth and others see strong indications 

that eschatology influences positions on the environment, but they are not sure of the 

consequences of the findings.
33

  Guth also points out the lack of attention given to 

religious influence: ―Most of the empirical literature fails to specify exactly which 
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aspects of religious faith and practice influence environmental attitudes and why.‖
34

  As 

an example of this omission, scholars still find it difficult to understand why some 

evangelicals do not support environmental causes: ―Future research should examine more 

closely the specific elements of this religious worldview that contribute to less support 

for the environment.‖
35

  Not only will this study attempt to examine evangelicals that 

remain hesitant to embrace climate change, but it will also examine the driving forces for 

those who do.    

Although difficulty remains in understanding the various motivations for 

supporting or for resisting global warming reform, it is clear that religious voices provide 

an ability to infuse moral language into the debate, thus allowing various sides to utilize 

the language to unify support.
36

  Roger S. Gottlieb, in ―Religious Environmentalism,‖ 

also views the inclusion of religious language as beneficial, because it allows for 

environmental concern to be focused more on communities and less on intangibles.
37

  

With evangelical involvement in climate change, inserting moral reflection on the 

controversy creates the possibility for others to see the environment differently.  

However, in A Greener Faith, Gottlieb believes that Christians who embrace 

environmentalism will change their understandings concerning themselves, religion, and 
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God.
38

  Gottlieb presumes that environmentalism will influence views of faith; however, 

the reverse is equally true: faith influences views on the environment. 

How did evangelicals gain prominence in American politics?  Delving into 

American history, Martin Marty‘s development of two distinct camps of Protestants in 

American life contributed to a better understanding of how individualism and community 

affect religious practice, including that of evangelicals.
39

  The basic division between 

Conservative Evangelicals, who emphasize the role of the individual, and Progressive 

Evangelicals, who focus more on the social structures and community, shapes the 

evangelical responses to various political and cultural events. 

Throughout American history, evangelicals continued to grow in numbers through 

evangelism and revivalism, which as a result, spurred social action in American life 

throughout the nineteenth century.  Timothy L. Smith details the profound history of 

evangelical revivalism and social action in his work, Revivalism and Social Reform.
40

  

Smith depicts evangelicals naturally engaging with the culture as an outflow of their 

conversion experiences. His detailed history contributes to understanding how the 

theology of evangelicals affects their political and social action.  In Blessed Assurance, 

Randall Balmer highlights the ability of evangelicals, through grassroots organization, to 

successfully promote an issue within the culture.
41

  The populism found in early 

evangelicalism allowed burgeoning leaders to utilize common vernacular and rhetoric to 
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attract followings for their causes.  According to Mark Noll, in The Rise of 

Evangelicalism, evangelicals‘ desire to spread the Gospel provided the main catalyst for 

their social engagement during the nineteenth century, which in turn, coincided with the 

Second Great Awakening and abolition.
42

  As a result of abolition, Christian citizens 

debated the proper way of interacting with the former slaves.  The Social Gospel in Black 

and White by Luker covered the issues facing evangelicals post-Civil War concentrating 

on the lives of leading religious voices in his assessment of religious influence following 

the Civil War.
43

  Luker‘s concentration on leadership proves effective in revealing the 

complexity of issues facing people of faith during that time period.  Evangelical 

responses to abolition, racism, and the resulting poverty contributed to the political 

dialogue by adding moral reflection to the debate, even though evangelicals found 

themselves on opposite sides of the arguments at times.  Seemingly every new issue 

causes a wider rift between the two groups of evangelicals, making it apparently difficult 

to find common ground for all evangelicals.  One of the most notable rifts began 

following the Industrial Revolution.   

With the technological advancements in the United States, new societal problems 

that most notably affected the poor developed as a result of the Civil War and 

industrialization.  As evangelicals engaged with the culture, differences in sharing the 

Gospel became more apparent in evangelical life.  Conservative Evangelicals continued 

to emphasize personal conversion; whereas, Progressive Evangelicals began to focus on 

the conversion of society and the reform of societal structures.  After the Industrial 
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Revolution, evangelicals called for reforms, birthing the Social Gospel Movement.  

Various works contribute understanding of this movement, including Ronald White and 

C. Howard Hopkins in The Social Gospel.
44

  Widening the gap between conservatives 

and progressives, advocates of the Social Gospel began to discuss sin not just in personal 

failures, but in societal structures as well, calling for redemption not just for the 

individual, but for the society.
45

  This rift continues impacting evangelicals today, 

including concerning the issue of climate change.   

Many primary works enlighten readers on the thoughts of evangelicals during the 

late Nineteenth Century and early Twentieth Century as well.  Washington Gladden 

focused on the need for the Golden Rule in Christianity and Socialism, an emphasis 

continuing for Progressive Evangelicals in the present day.
46

  Walter Rauschenbusch 

argued extensively on the need for Christians to confront the social injustices in 

American culture in Christianity and the Social Crisis and Theology for the Social 

Gospel.
47

   With the goal of ending injustice, these writers, most notably Rauschenbusch, 

were weary of cozying too tightly with the government.
48

  Reinhold Niebuhr, in Moral 

Man and Immoral Society, stressed the need for religious voices to remain autonomous of 

government, since ―no group within a nation will ever criticize the nation as severely as 
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the nation ought to be criticized, if it does not stand partly outside of the nation.‖
49

  In an 

attempt to understand church-state beliefs among Progressives, the voices of 

Rauschenbusch and Niebuhr weigh heavily on understanding how Progressive 

Evangelicals approach politics and faith in America throughout the Twentieth Century.  

These Social Gospel proponents define Progressive Evangelical thought in the early 

1900s.  The influence of these early writers continues to influence Progressive 

Evangelical writers and speakers today as one hears Progressives embracing the 

prophetic role toward government.   

Whereas Progressive Evangelicals participated heavily in shaping the political 

culture of American Society in the early 1900s, Conservative Evangelicals took a more 

influential role as the Twentieth Century unfolded.  George Marsden‘s works, 

Fundamentalism and American Culture and Reforming Fundamentalism, illuminate 

conservative evangelical involvement in context of the changing American society.
50

  

Marsden points out that Conservative Evangelicals, while still promoting individual 

salvation, also reacted against the perceived liberal culture.
51

  Teaching evolution in 

public schools spawned one such reactionary moment in Conservative Evangelical 

history.  The rejection of evolution continues to cause friction between Conservative 

Evangelicals and science, which impacts environmental science today.   

One of the turning points in Conservative Evangelical life was the legal and 

cultural debate concerning evolution and creationism.  Edward Larson‘s Summer for the 
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Gods studies the Scopes trial and the resulting cultural clash, as a result of eschatology, 

inerrancy of Scripture, and anti-science mentality among Conservative Evangelicals.
52

  

Likewise, Larson‘s The Creation-Evolution Debate traces the evolution debate to modern 

day, which demonstrates the tactics conservatives use to limit the theory of evolution.
53

  

These tactics produce a reactionary conservative bloc, which impacts other science 

related political issues as well, such as climate change.  Joel Carpenter, in Revive Us 

Again, describes Conservative Evangelicals‘ retreat from society and development of a 

subculture during the 1930s and 1940s as a result of the evolution debate.
54

  His work 

contributes to better understanding the political reentry of Conservative Evangelicals later 

in the century after years of separation and explains the motivations of evangelicals for 

engaging in politics.  Accounting for more recent evangelical involvement, William 

Martin‘s With God on Our Side recounts the development and political ascension of the 

Religious Right in America, detailing the key contributors to the rising conservative 

coalition that still hold political sway today.
55

  As many of these Conservative 

Evangelicals pass away or retire, new Conservatives, not covered in Martin‘s work, gain 

influence as conservative voices.  Two of these figures, Tony Perkins and Robert Jeffress, 

will be examined in this work, contributing to the topic Martin handily covered.   
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With little hierarchical structure, evangelicals follow personality more than 

official policy, according to Janel M. Curry in ―Christians and Climate Change: a Social 

Framework of Analysis.‖
56

  The lack of hierarchical structure in evangelical life and the 

autonomy of evangelicals to listen to whom they choose allow certain evangelicals to 

maneuver into positions of power within evangelical life and the political sphere.  One 

important work covering the rise of evangelicals is D. Michael Lindsay‘s Faith in the 

Halls of Power.
57

  These leaders are able to use religious language and narratives to 

support and promote certain political agendas.
58

  Lindsay finds evangelical effectiveness 

in their ability to have ―elastic orthodoxy,‖ which enables them to hold onto evangelical 

convictions while also cooperating with others of differing worldviews.
59

  However, one 

of the dangers these leaders face when engaging in political power is the struggle 

between triumphalism and elastic orthodoxy.  As these evangelical leaders continue to 

move in powerful circles, the traditional boundaries of evangelical issues are challenged, 

leading Lindsay to question: ―As evangelicals move beyond the borders of the 

movement‘s subculture and into the mainstream, what will happen to evangelicalism?‖
60

 

As climate change represents a new frontier for evangelicals, Vincent Morris, 

author of ―The Greening of Wheaton College: Environment, Economics, and Equity,‖ 

encourages evangelicals to engage with climate change, calling the lack of evangelical 
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involvement ―one of the larger theological puzzles of the late twentieth century.‖
61

 

Further, Karim Bardeesy observes new alliances between evangelical leaders and 

environmentalists, which allows for the connection of global warming to the moral issues 

of the society.
62

  Evangelical involvement provides the grassroots engagement that 

benefits political movements, writes Grace Y. Kao in ―For all Creation.‖
63

  Drawing on 

the history of evangelicalism in the United States, other writers state that only a 

―redeemed humanity‖ can solve the environmental crisis, making evangelical 

involvement with climate change necessary.  This is the argument of Dave Bookless, in 

―Christian Mission and Environmental Issues: An Evangelical Reflection‖ as he 

concludes that church missions broaden evangelical spectrums, forcing congregations to 

―include not just people but also the non-human creation, not merely preparing for 

heaven but also caring for earth.‖
 64

  Other Christian writers, such as Ronald Sider, in The 

Scandal of Evangelical Politics
65

 and David Gushee, in The Future of Faith in American 
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Politics
66

 devote pages to evangelical involvement in climate change, offering evidence 

of evangelical willingness to address the issue.  Conversely, some evangelicals, such as 

Perkins, in Personal Faith and Public Policy, counter claims of climate change, citing 

―End-Times‖ theology and governmental overreach as reasons to reject environmental 

reforms.
67

 

Tracing through the literature reveals the importance of exploring religious and 

political influences on the evangelical leadership in relation to climate change.  

Evangelicals continue to influence American culture.  In today‘s society, the climate 

change debate slowly attracts the attention of evangelicals, with both sides struggling to 

organize supporters.  Additionally, statements from religious leaders attacking and 

defending the reality of climate change create opportunities for examination of religious 

influences on the authors and on future directions for evangelicals as a whole.  The 

literature reveals a connection between belief and action concerning the environment, 

even though it remains unclear just how faith influences evangelicals concerning the 

politics of climate change. 

 

Direction of Topic 

 

When studying the historic political movements in American history, one notices 

the presence and participation of evangelicals.  Evangelicals contribute a bloc of 

supporters and voters that can motivate the public to action.  The next chapter traces 

evangelical political involvement in the United States, highlighting various religious 
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influences that contributed to major political movements.  It remains to be seen whether 

climate change will be the next issue engaged actively by American evangelicals.  Over 

the last decade, evangelical leaders began publically responding to the issue of climate 

change, calling on evangelicals to mobilize in support or opposition of climate change 

policies.  Chapter three discusses scientific concerns about climate change as well as 

evangelical reactions to it by focusing broadly on evangelicalism through observation of 

both Conservative and Progressive Evangelical reactions. Understanding the influences 

on the evangelical leadership will contribute to current scholarship, allowing future 

scholars to better recognize trends and possibilities regarding the climate change debate 

in American society.  Choosing four current leaders of various segments of 

evangelicalism, chapter four examines the doctrines and viewpoints of these leaders in 

relation to political issues facing American society.  Looking for theological influences of 

these leaders, the written and oral discourses of the leaders will help understand major 

components of these leaders‘ positions concerning key political issues.  With this in depth 

analysis of the religious influences on each leader, chapter five examines motivations of 

the evangelical leaders concerning the politics of climate change, while the final chapter 

discusses present and future trends, offering areas for further research as well as possible 

common ground for evangelicals concerning climate change.  Allowing for a more 

accurate depiction of the diversity among evangelicals for those outside of 

evangelicalism, the study also adds further understanding of the delicate balance of 

church and state, as well as faith and politics, in the American culture and government.  

The endeavor of this interdisciplinary research seeks to illuminate the theological 
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influences on evangelical leadership, thus contributing to more consistent understanding 

of evangelical motivations concerning climate change.   
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CHAPTER TWO 

Evangelical Impact on American Society: A Brief History 

 

Introduction 

 

In an attempt to understand the political and religious influences on evangelical 

leadership concerning climate change, one must examine the development of 

evangelicalism in the United States and the encounters of evangelicals with major 

societal issues in American history.  For this brief exploration of American evangelicals, 

I will focus on the major issues in American history and politics and how evangelicals 

responded.  These issues include the abolition of slavery, response to the Industrial 

Revolution and poverty, the conflict between faith and science, the Civil Rights 

movement, and the rise of the Religious Right.  Each of these encounters unveils certain 

characteristics of evangelical thought and action that will be significant to the climate 

change debate. 

To begin with, one must define evangelical.  Evangelicals are not a monolithic 

group.  As a result of autonomous churches and American individualism, a room full of 

American evangelicals is likely filled with numerous theological understandings as well 

as political leanings.  Likewise, asking a room full of evangelicals to define ―evangelical‖ 

produces numerous definitions, albeit closely related definitions.  As Noll explains, ―The 

evangelical traditions consistently maintain the major evangelical traits, but they have 

done so with a tremendously diverse array of emphases, relationships, and spiritual 
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concerns.‖
1
  However, culling together the disparate viewpoints and numerous 

subgroups, one can find ―a set of defining beliefs and practices‖ among evangelical 

theology to produce a sound definition.
2
  Lindsay, who delves deeply into evangelicalism 

in his research, describes evangelicalism as not just a set of beliefs, but ―a social 

movement and an all-encompassing identity.‖
3
  Since evangelicalism involves what 

someone ascribes to rather than what someone is born into, the action of choosing to be 

an evangelical strengthens one‘s attachment to the group.
4
  This attachment is derived not 

only from the belief in evangelical theology, but the way evangelicals live out their faith 

every moment of every day, leading them to ―evangelize‖ others in the process.  

Additionally, evangelicals are found across Christian denominations and organizations, 

allowing them to network in a variety of ways, including in churches, charities and 

interest groups through written materials and personal connections as they emphasize 

their faith.
5
  Valuing autonomy and lacking hierarchy, evangelicals hold Scripture in high 

regard as ―authority concerning all matters of faith and practice.‖
6
  From Scripture and 

the development of evangelical thought, David Bebbington describes evangelicals as 

possessing four qualities: crucicentrism, conversion, Biblicism, and activism, which he 

finds ―formed the enduring priorities of the evangelical movement throughout the 
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English-speaking world.‖
7
  Upholding these four characteristics, but slimming his 

definition, Marsden defines evangelicals as ―people professing complete confidence in 

the Bible and preoccupied with the message of God‘s salvation of sinners through the 

death of Jesus Christ.‖
8
  In his research, Lindsay describes evangelicals as people who 

―hold a particular regard for the Bible, embrace a personal relationship with God through 

a ‗conversion‘ to Jesus Christ, and seek to lead others on a similar spiritual journey.‖
9
  

Because of his research among contemporary American evangelicals, as well as his 

inclusion of the priorities for evangelicals as described historically by Bebbington, for 

clarity in this study, I will side most closely with Lindsay in defining evangelicals as 

people who hold the Bible as authoritative, consider a personal relationship with Jesus 

Christ as a necessity, and demonstrate the validity of their faith through sharing the 

Gospel with others, whether it be in personal message or social action.
10

  

While this definition accurately describes evangelicals, the way evangelicals live 

out these characteristics can greatly vary.  Evangelicalism emphasizes spiritual renewal; 

however, it also leads believers ―to broader action in the world‖ in obedience to their 
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faith.
11

  Evangelicals historically embraced the Bible as the written guide for relating to 

God and to the world, as one historian noted, ―The argument of the authority of the 

Scriptures was living, vital, and very effectual; for the Reformation habit of referring all 

cases of moral conduct to the Bible was almost universal in the United States.‖
12

  While 

evangelicals hold the Bible as authoritative, the method of interpretation determines 

Scripture‘s authority for them as well as its mandate to share the Gospel.
13

  Some 

evangelicals hold a literal view of Scripture and an understanding that it is the 

responsibility of each believer to share the Gospel personally with the intent to ―save‖ the 

nonbeliever.  This mentality drove the expansion of evangelicalism across the country as 

evangelicals witnessed about their faith to others and converted nonbelievers to 

Christianity.
14

  It also led to a more individualistic practice of faith, focusing on issues 

such as pornography, abortion, gambling and teetotalism.
15

  This individualistic focus on 

evangelicalism and salvation are characteristics of Conservative Evangelicals, who often 

are referred to more broadly as the Religious Right.
16

  Other evangelicals, referred to as 

Progressive Evangelicals, interpret passages from a more allegorical or historical 
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viewpoint while understanding that sharing the Gospel involves performing social actions 

in Jesus‘ name, assisting the poor and eradicating injustice as a way to redeem society.  

Progressive Evangelicals practice theology with regard for the community, or common 

good, highlighting such issues as civil rights, poverty, the environment, and opposition to 

war.
17

  Regardless, evangelicals practice sharing the Gospel with others as a result of 

their salvation in Jesus Christ; however, the different methods of sharing caused a divide 

in evangelicalism that grew throughout history in the United States persisting to today. 

The ratification of the United States Constitution followed by the passage of the 

First Amendment created a favorable atmosphere for evangelicals to spread influence in 

the new nation.  Between the Revolution and the Civil War, the inhabitants of America 

were self-determined individuals, who were optimistic about the free choices they could 

make for their futures.
18

  With this increased personal freedom and determination, 

individuals began to question the validity of established churches in the states.  These 

dissenters became more influential, leading to disestablishment in most of the newly 

formed states.
19

  With separation of church and state, disestablishment, and free exercise 

occurring across the nation, evangelicals capitalized on the religious marketplace through 

revivals.
20

  During this time, evangelical churches mainly affiliated with Baptists and 

Methodists, began in the frontier, where circuit riders evangelized settlers by ―holding 
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camp-meetings, arousing the impenitent, comforting the seeker for salvation, and 

thrashing the rowdies who disturbed the meetings.‖
21

  From the outset, American 

evangelicals effectively communicated to the American masses, affecting the manners, 

customs, and discourse of the nation, even with the separation of church and state.
22

   

Discussing the influence of people of faith during this time, it is noted: 

The chief characteristic of the religious life of the time was its sincere effort to 

make religion effective, to apply the touchstone of Christ‘s teachings and life to 

all moral questions, to make individual and community correspond to the 

principles of Christianity.  Hence, in a country where all forms of state aid to 

religion disappeared, church buildings were multiplied, missionaries were 

supported, denominational colleges sprang up.  To the amiable it was an 

unspeakable grief that millions of people should be doomed to everlasting 

perdition because the gospel had not been brought to their ears.
23

 

 

Even so, evangelicals struggled with how involved in society they should be.  While 

evangelicals discussed separating from the world, they usually responded ―to problems, 

needs or crises thrust upon the evangelicals.‖
24

  Through local revivals and the 

development of congregations across the nation, evangelicals provided a style of 

communication and a grassroots organization that assisted in the union of the American 

society.
25

  These evangelical revivals, commonly referred to as the Second Great 

Awakening, swelled membership in evangelical congregations across the country.     
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Part of the effectiveness of the movement was the simple, populist message 

evangelicals shared in relation to the Gospel.
26

  Whether progressive or conservative, 

evangelicals ―championed the ‗little person‘ by insisting that she or he possessed a 

spirituality superior to that of one elite or another.‖
27

  At the heart of this evangelism, the 

importance was placed on the individual person and his or her relationship with God, not 

his or her socioeconomic status.  The evangelistic message preached the saving grace of 

Jesus for the forgiveness of the individual‘s sins.  For the evangelical, one attains 

salvation as a gift from God, not by works of the individual.  A passage from the book of 

Ephesians emphasizes this aspect of evangelicalism: ―For it is by grace you have been 

saved, through faith – and this is not from yourselves, it is the gift of God – not by works, 

so that no one can boast.‖
28

  The primary emphasis, then, during the Second Great 

Awakening, was on personal conversion and spiritual renewal.  However, the Ephesians 

passage referenced above is followed in the next verse with the author writing: ―For we 

are God‘s workmanship, created in Christ Jesus to do good works, which God prepared in 

advance for us to do.‖
29

  As evangelicals observe in this passage, ―good works‖ often 

follow personal conversion.  It is of little surprise then to an evangelical that personal 

salvation would lead to social action.  This is what occurred during the Second Great 
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Awakening as Christians sought to eradicate the society of profanity, drinking, slavery, 

prostitution, Sabbath breaking and ―other impediments to a perfect society.‖
30

   

One evangelical leader during this time that impacts the understanding of 

evangelicalism today is Charles Finney, leader of revivalism who desired to usher in the 

millennial reign of Christ through societal reforms that would ―put away every kind of 

sin.‖
31

  As described by one historian, Finney ―preached the tortures of damned souls 

until people shrieked and dropped fainting in their pews.  Hell was a place very near at 

hand to the unbeliever.‖
32

  However, Finney did not view salvation as simply an 

emotional response to a fiery message, but rather a decision that involved both emotion 

and rational thought: ―Two things are indispensible to evangelical, or saving faith.  The 

first is intellectual conviction of the truth of a thing…And then true faith includes a 

corresponding state of the heart.‖
33

  With salvation both an emotional and intellectual 

response to faith, Finney exhorted believers to engage and improve the society in order to 

convert others and usher in the millennium.
34
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As a response to the acceptance of the Gospel, and in an effort to spread the 

Gospel further, evangelicals engaged the social issues of the day.
35

  Through this 

message, evangelicals produced followers who were compelled out of their quest to live 

for Christ to take on social problems, such as the abolition of slavery.
36

  The immediate 

conversion of the individual led to immediate activism for the converted to demonstrate 

their true faith.  As a result, more conversions followed.  The impact of the revivals 

produced not only numerically larger numbers of Christians, but also, Christians who, as 

a result of their conversion to Christianity, invested themselves in social movements of 

the day, causing many Americans to view Christianity as a potential ―dynamic force for 

the reformation of human society.‖
37

  Early American Christians desire ―to save the 

perishing, as well as to raise the standards of the people, led directly to reform by 

legislation, such as the movement against the recognized excess in the use of intoxicating 

liquor.‖
38

  Most notably for American politics, the growth of evangelicals in the United 

States directly influenced the American culture as a result.   

Revivalism undercut traditional ecclesiastical authority, since the travelling 

evangelists answered to no hierarchy.  The resulting believers in a community formed 

churches which were more autonomous with leadership that conveyed a more ―direct, 

personal, and popular‖ style.
39

  While evangelicals encompassed multiple denominations, 

the grassroots sharing of the message and rapid growth of converts led to evangelical 
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influence in the society in both rural and urban areas.
40

  Returning to a previous example, 

Finney preached a message to ―save souls‖ and to ―free the world of sin,‖ resulting in 

increased social justice activity in the communities.
41

  Finney taught that evangelicals 

should not only share their faith verbally with others, but should also meet the needs of 

others in obedience to Christ.  He criticized evangelicals who only performed one aspect 

of sharing the Gospel: 

There are two extremes in religion, equally false and equally fatal.  And there are 

two classes of hypocrites that occupy these two extremes.  The first class make 

religion to consist altogether in the belief of certain abstract doctrines, or what 

they call faith, and lay little or no stress on good works.  The other class make 

religion to consist altogether in good works, (I mean, dead works) and lay little or 

no stress on faith in Jesus Christ, but hope for salvation by their own deeds.
42

 

 

Finney‘s concern for evangelicalism is foreshadowed in the previous statement as he sees 

danger in the disunion of sharing faith in words and in deeds.  Even so, during Finney‘s 

ministry, the revivals produced voters who were anti-slavery, thus influencing the 

political discourse in the United States leading up to the Civil War.  Additionally, this 

emphasis on social action as a result of conversion prepared the way for the Social 

Gospel following the Industrial Revolution.
43

  The populist approach and message of 

itinerant preachers, consisting of a simplified salvation message that requires immediate 

and emotional acceptance, becomes a template for future American grassroots politics.
44
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It also provides evangelicals, such as Baptists, with the ability to mesh their religious 

practices with the American spirit:  

Baptist theology was in many ways perfectly suited to emerging American 

cultural values.  Baptists‘ stress on believers‘ baptism, congregational autonomy, 

a called rather than professional clergy, and the individual‘s ability to interpret 

Scripture resonated deeply with America‘s democratic and populist political 

culture.
45

 

 

Allowing congregations to ―call‖ leaders rather than have pastors appointed to 

congregations places more power in the local church and also emphasizes the spiritual 

dimension of discerning who God is calling as leader.
46

   

Populism depends on charismatic leadership for furtherance of populist ideals in 

the political sphere of the United States.  Revivalism depends on a charismatic speaker to 

deliver the Gospel message and call for conversion.  As a result, populism and 

evangelicalism are aided by the cult of personality to enact similar political goals.  Both 

question the status quo of the society and ―rail against the pretension of the entrenched 

elite, whether the latter be an imperial presidency or a bishop dressed in ecclesiastical 

finery.‖
47

  Consequently, evangelical leaders usually possessed a populist style in rhetoric 

and action.  This populist evangelicalism led to a more pragmatic, quick response faith 

than a contemplative, intellectual one.
48

  Through populism and activism, evangelical 

influence led to early action in American society, such as prison ministry, care for 
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orphans, concern for those in poverty, and criticism of slavery.
49

  Many evangelicals in 

the Nineteenth Century possessed an optimism, influenced by a post-millennial 

eschatology, which held hope that the American society could enter into a golden age 

where much of societal ills would be resolved by the influence of Christianity.
50

  Social 

Gospel leaders, such as Washington Gladden, advocated for the application of the Golden 

Rule to American politics.  According to Gladden, by bettering the society through the 

Golden Rule, the citizens of the country could grow into perfection.
51

  Those who shared 

Gladden‘s outlook viewed the United States as a special place, a ―New Jerusalem,‖ where 

injustice could be conquered.
52

  Other evangelicals held a more pessimistic view on 

humanity and the world, concluding that the main calling of evangelicals was to personal 

conversion rather than societal change.  Theological and political influences have 

affected the evangelical community throughout American history.  Some brief attention 

should be paid to major moments in American evangelical development to fully 

understand the current trends among evangelicals concerning climate change. 

 

Two Camps of Evangelicals 

During the 19
th

 Century, Americans were often characterized by an emphasis on 

individualism.  As ―manifest destiny‖ was pursued, a sense of rugged individualism 

dominated the cultural landscape in America.  In keeping with the political culture of the 

society, individual salvation and a personal moral fortitude were encouraged by religious 
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leaders of the time period, which in turn made individualism among evangelicals 

dominant and normative.
53

  Concerning personal responsibility, Protestant individualism 

made a positive impact on the economics of American society by emphasizing the 

conscience of the individual; however, this individualism also tended to neglect or 

disapprove of those in poverty by placing blame on the moral failure of those in need or 

expressing vainness in attempting to shape the culture.
54

   

The emphasis on the individual to the perceived neglect of society among 

Christians caused a rift among Protestants, including Evangelicals, in the late 1800s.  Part 

of this schism surrounded the issue of eschatology, as postmillennialists sought to 

improve the society into a ―Golden Age.‖
55

  When Edward Bellamy wrote his utopian 

novel Looking Backward 2000-1887, his writing impacted the Christian culture, as he 

prophesied that a ―Golden Age lies before us and not behind us, and is not far away.  Our 

children will surely see it, and we, too, who are already men and women if we deserve it 

by our faith and by our works.‖
56

  Observing injustice following the Industrial 

Revolution, Bellamy detested the emphasis on individualism and greed in his community; 
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instead, he promoted solidarity, writing, ―In the religion of solidarity is found the only 

rational philosophy of the moral instinct.  Unselfishness, self-sacrifice, are the essence of 

morality.‖
57

  Continuing his criticism of individualism, Bellamy wrote, ―The workman 

does not sacrifice himself to his tools; so should we not seek to serve the individual, 

which is the serf of the universal, by any sacrifice of those universal instincts, whereof 

the chief is unselfishness, which constitutes true morality.‖
58

  In Bellamy‘s utopia, money 

was eliminated, since the moral society viewed any society based on ―the root of all evil‖ 

as unable to ―rise above a very low grade of civilization.‖
59

  In the climax of his utopian 

narrative, the main character repents of his selfish, individualistic ways in his present 

industrialized society: 

I was moved with contrition as with strong agony, for I had been one of those 

who had endured that these things should be…Therefore I now found upon my 

garments the blood of this great multitude of strangled souls of my brothers.  The 

voice of their blood cried out against me from the ground.  Every stone of the 

reeking pavements, every brick of the pestilential rookeries, found  tongue and 

called after me as I fled: What hast thou done with the brother Abel?...I have been 

in Golgotha…I have seen Humanity hanging on a cross!
60

 

 

Bellamy‘s theology through his writings greatly impacted American evangelicals, 

particularly among the Progressive Evangelicals who practiced the Social Gospel.  

Bellamy‘s neighbor was Washington Gladden, who interacted with Bellamy concerning 
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his writings and concepts.
61

  Bellamy‘s influence carried to Walter Rauschenbusch as 

well; echoing the ―Religion of Solidarity,‖ Rauschenbusch wrote, ―All human goodness 

must be social goodness.  Man is fundamentally gregarious and his morality consists in 

being a good member of his community.  A man is moral when he is social; he is 

immoral when he is anti-social.‖
62

  Holding an optimistic view concerning humanity, 

which was influenced by postmillennialism, the Progressive Evangelicals desired to 

change society by influencing government and instilling Christian virtues in the societal 

structures.  However, not all evangelicals agreed, as one Conservative Evangelical 

described Progressive Evangelicals‘ efforts to improve society as simply ―the devil‘s 

cunning scheme for bringing in a mock millennium without Christ.‖
63

   

The Conservative Evangelicals, holding more to premillennialism, understood the 

purpose of the church as winning souls, holding out little hope for the redemption of the 

fallen world in their lifetime.
64

  While premillennialists also adhered to a future utopia, 

this utopia only occurs after the earth decays, society crumbles, and Jesus comes back to 

set up his millennial reign.  One prominent premillennialist was James Brookes, an 

organizer of conferences in the 1870s that solidified premillennialist support while 

criticizing postmillennialism‘s optimism for humanity.
65

  Emphasizing the necessity of 
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personal repentance, Brookes focused his ministry and writings on personal salvation and 

readying nonbelievers for the end of time: 

We know not how soon death may come to summon us away to our unchanging 

destiny beyond the grave, nor how soon the Lord may come to gather His people 

to Himself as a preliminary step to the infliction of terrific judgments upon the 

inhabitants of the earth; and surely every reasonable man must see that the 

question of his salvation should be distinctly, definitely, and intelligently settled 

without delay.
66

   

 

Brookes faults nonbelievers for only focusing on their present circumstances, ignorant of 

the callings of God, as he writes, ―They eat and drink, they awake and sleep, they give 

their thoughts and time entirely to the pursuits of the world.‖
67

  Continuing, Brookes 

declares, ―How imperative, then, is the duty of the unbeliever to flee for refuge to the 

cross of Christ!‖
68

  Additionally, Brookes criticized postmillennialists for ignoring the 

peril facing nonbelievers through eschatological emphasis on humanity‘s improvement.  

The main argument premillennialists espouse in rejecting postmillennialism is 

summarized by Brookes‘ writings, such as the following: 

Do what you will with a tree in cultivating, pruning, or transplanting it, you can 

never so change its nature that thorns will bring forth grapes and thistles will 

produce figs.  So, do what you will with man by all the appliances of the highest 

culture and the most refined civilization, you cannot so change his nature that it 

will become holy.  God can – and, blessed be His name!  He does – impart a new 

nature by the power of the Holy Ghost, through faith in Jesus Christ, as revealed 

in His word; but the nature which we derive by birth from our parents is evil, and 

only evil, continually.
69
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In this statement, Brookes covers the essentials of Conservative Evangelical thought 

which includes the priority of evangelism and personal conversion to the rejection of 

wasting time on current societal changes as the end of time draws near.  As Bellamy‘s 

influence extended to the broader Progressive Evangelical culture, so too did Brookes‘ 

influence solidify Conservative Evangelical theology and practice.
70

   

These two groups reacted against each other, decrying the other view as false, or 

incomplete, while holding to their own views as the truth, further polarizing the two 

parties.
71

  As Evangelicals increased in number, the split among evangelicals grew.  

While not as noticeable among abolitionists, the split becomes more apparent entering the 

Twentieth Century.  

 

Abolition   

As the United States developed and expanded beyond the original thirteen 

colonies, the balance between the north and the south, the free states and the slave states, 

became more complicated and delicate.  The debate between individual freedom and 

states‘ rights, which ultimately led to a Civil War, also compelled many to advocate for 

the abolition of slavery.  One aspect of the controversy was the balance between power 

and freedom.  With the interjection of evangelical abolitionists, obedience to God was 

defined as advocating for freedom over power; whereas, power over freedom was 

deemed to be sinful.
72

  However, this sentiment was not shared by all evangelicals.  

Within evangelicalism, a dilemma developed around the importance of individual 
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conduct and societal responsibility.  At what cost to unity of a nation should one pursue 

freedom?  Or, what is of most importance, solidarity of religion or freeing human 

bondage?  And by what means should freedom be pursued: through violence or love?
73

  

For some, the proper response of the church concerning slavery was merely the 

regulation of private conduct.
74

  This group of Conservative Evangelicals centered 

religion on the individual, emphasizing personal conversion for all as of utmost 

importance.
75

  As will be seen throughout evangelical history in the United States, this 

camp of evangelicals sees anything that distracts from personal evangelism and 

conversion as a distortion of the calling God has placed on Christians.   

For moderate and liberal evangelicals who advocated for the abolition of slavery 

as a main cause for evangelicals to pursue, a different approach was taken from the 

individually minded evangelicals.  These abolitionist evangelicals, emphasizing a greater 

role for the love of Christ to permeate the society and community in the here and now, 

understood religious duty partly as wielding power appropriately.
76

  Since slavery was an 

inappropriate and sinful use of power, evangelicals were called to rectify the abuse of 

power, thus allowing for true redemption of the society and the abolition of slavery.  By 

bringing freedom to all people and abolishing slavery, these evangelicals believed that as 
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a result, God could transform the society that ceased to violate freedom for others.
77

  In 

the United States, abolition is understood as a religious movement, which grew directly 

from the influence of evangelical Protestants, who were driven by their compassion for 

others and hatred of both personal and communal sin.
78

  These evangelicals, who were 

pursuing a society governed by the Golden Rule, found a shared spirit in Abraham 

Lincoln and his stance and action pertaining to slavery.  Even with legislation passed and 

changes made to the Constitution, the evangelical pressure perhaps was more effective 

for the abolition of slavery than the government was.  Without the voice, organization 

and influence of evangelicals, the government may not have had the impetus to change 

the laws and Constitution which resulted in the abolition of slavery in the United States.
79

 

 

Societal Reform and Progressive Evangelicals 

After the Civil War, America underwent another complex change to society 

through the Industrial Revolution.  With technological advances, the center of economic 

productivity in American shifted from the rural family to the urban factory.  With 

overcrowded urban areas and poor working conditions, poverty became a larger issue for 

the country.  For the first time in American history, Christians began combining 

evangelism and meeting the physical needs of others.  Charity, then, was intrinsically 

Christian, applying the parable of the Good Samaritan to American industrial society.
80

  

Many evangelicals during this time period embraced a view on the end times that is 
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considered Postmillennialism.  For Progressive Evangelicals who believed that the 

society could and should become better, something had to change.   

The Social Gospel movement began as a result of socially minded evangelicals 

becoming impatient waiting for the millennium.  Viewing the economic depravity of 

those ―left behind‖ in the industrial revolution, social evangelicals saw reforming society 

as the most important religious response.
81

  The Social Gospel aimed to secure freedom 

and justice for all of humanity, thus ushering in solidarity for humanity.
82

  Whereas the 

conservative evangelicals focused on ending gambling, observing the Sabbath, and 

encouraging teetotalism, the main focus of the Social Gospel evangelicals was to reform 

slum landlords and sweatshops.
83

  The most well-known theologian of the Social Gospel 

was Walter Rauschenbusch, who ―typified [the social gospel‘s] passion and its soul.‖
84

  

He stressed the need for human solidarity and for reform of current social structures.  

Decrying the sinfulness of America‘s individualism and the narrow mindedness of those 

among Conservative Evangelicals, Rauschenbusch wrote: 

The sinful mind, then, is the unsocial and anti-social mind.  To find the climax of 

sin we must not linger over a man who swears, or sneers at religion, or denies the 

mystery of the trinity, but put our hands on social groups who have turned the 

patrimony of a nation into the private property of a small class, or have left the 

peasant laborers cowed, degraded, demoralized, and without rights in the land.  

When we find such in history, or in present-day life, we shall know we have 

struck real rebellion against God on the higher levels of sin.
85
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Rauschenbusch and the Progressive Evangelicals desired for the Social Gospel to bring 

humanity to repentance for the economic inequality in the nation as a result of 

industrialization.  Seeing the disparity of wealth as a social injustice, advocates for the 

Social Gospel viewed churches as the primary instruments for change and pressured the 

government to build the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.
86

  Rauschenbusch iterated the 

impetus of the Social Gospel: ―[The Social Gospel] is the religious reaction on the 

historic advent of democracy.  It seeks to put the democratic spirit, which the Church 

inherited from Jesus and the prophets, once more in control of the institution and 

teachings of the church.‖
87

 

 Specifically, the Social Gospel sought for the government to improve working 

conditions by limiting the number of hours worked and by providing a minimum wage to 

employees.  Additionally, the Social Gospel sought to curb the materialistic attitude 

pervasive in American society: 

The effectiveness of the capitalistic method in the production of wealth is not 

questioned; modern civilization is evidence of it.  But we are also familiar with 

capitalistic methods in the production of human wreckage.  Its one-sided control 

of economic power tempts to exploitation and oppression; it directs the productive 

process of society primarily toward the creation of private profit rather than 

service of human needs….It has impressed a materialistic spirit on our whole 

civilization.
88

 

 

Through his influential writings, Rauschenbusch further sought to reform society 

through the work of the church.  The pastors of the churches held responsibility for 

equipping the membership to react to injustices in society.  Clear application of Christian 
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principles to current events were encouraged, resulting in sermons preached on the 

subjects of child labor laws, economic exploitation, education, hunger, and equality for 

all citizens.
89

  Churches were responsible to pinpoint and call attention to the social 

injustice until the government responded appropriately.  The church needed to lead the 

way by being the body of Christ in the world and the moral compass for the government.  

Above all, the Social Gospel called on the church to hold to a higher ethic than that of 

politics.
90

 

 The Social Gospel Movement shaped the political landscape in the early 1900s, as 

Presidents Theodore Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson sought council from Walter 

Rauschenbusch during this time.
91

  Although the Social Gospel sought to influence the 

government and societal structures, Rauschenbusch understood the need for separation of 

church and state.  Calling the union of church and state a ―fundamental evil,‖ 

Rauschenbusch did not seek for the government to implement morals from the top down, 

but rather, for the church to educate the people on moral values, keeping a distance from 

the government while also repudiating its economic practices.
92

  For Rauschenbusch, the 

entanglement of the church and state ―unchristianizes the church, and when the salt loses 

it savour, where with shall society be salted?‖
93
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Denouncing a situation in which the church would ever be dependent on the state, 

Rauschenbusch warned against churches accepting any funding from the state: ―Church 

and State are separate with us, but the essence of the evil may creep in once more as soon 

as the mass of church members are financially weak and a few persons hold the financial 

existence of the church in their hands.‖
94

  The Social Gospel sought to reform the state 

corrupted society through the work of the church, thus saving humanity from its 

corporate sins.     

The Social Gospel was not without its detractors, mostly from the Conservative 

Evangelical camp.  Viewing Social Gospel theology as void of personal repentance, 

conservatives interpreted the Social Gospel‘s theology of sin as heretical.
95

  Additionally, 

conservatives viewed the Social Gospel‘s emphasis on social ethics as extreme and to the 

detriment of individual faith.
96

  Therefore, Conservative Evangelicals, who focused on 

the individual responsibility of each person, rejected the Social Gospel and its desire to 

reform society.  This is perhaps what kept the Conservative Evangelicals from entering 

politics sooner than they did.
97

  The Social Gospel placed great hope in the potential of 

society and humanity; however, World War I dashed the optimism of the Social Gospel 

movement.  Additionally, conservatives disparaged liberals‘ optimism by accusing the 

Social Gospel of removing the individual‘s urgency to seek God by offering humanity 
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hope through the redemption of society instead.
98

  Even through these struggles, the 

Social Gospel was kept alive by the Great Depression and the Civil Rights movement 

(MLK was influenced by Rauschenbusch‘s writings), and although it seemingly 

disappeared into Democratic politics, in recent years Progressive Evangelical faith has 

reemerged.
99

   

Jim Wallis, founder of Sojourners, a politically active religious organization, 

represents the focus and passion of a modern Social Gospel.  Wallis, who finds himself in 

a religious-political culture dominated by Conservative Evangelicals, calls for Christians 

to view morality in more societal ways: ―Conventional wisdom suggests the anti-dote to 

religious fundamentalism is more secularism.  But that is a very big mistake.  The best 

response to bad religion is better religion, not secularism.‖
100

  Wallis echoes past Social 

Gospel practitioners by calling for issues such as ―poverty, the environment, war, truth-

telling, human rights, our response to terrorism… abortion, but also capital punishment, 

euthanasia, weapons of mass destruction, HIV/AIDS… and genocide‖ to be discussed 

among Christians as moral issues carrying equal importance with those espoused by the 

conservatives.
101

  Wallis will be covered more in depth later in this work, since he is a 

significant evangelical leader in American life today.  While the Conservative 

Evangelicals stressed the short-comings of every human, those who embraced the Social 

Gospel emphasized the sinfulness of the social order and its effect on humanity.  These 
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Progressive Evangelicals emphasized political reform of society as the ultimate priority 

for their faith.
102

     

 

Personal Salvation and Conservative Evangelicals 

During the late 19
th

 Century, Conservative Evangelicals who favored focusing on 

individual salvation and personal morals over societal change through government began 

their assent in American culture.
103

  Disillusioned by Civil War and economic strife, 

many Conservative Evangelicals, who held premillennial views on the End Times, 

believed that the world was too corrupted to be transformed; therefore, saving individuals 

from eternal hell drove conservative action, as Brookes wrote that nonbelievers ―neither 

understand their condition nor perceive their danger until made to feel that they are 

sinners.‖
104

  As a result, the Conservative Evangelicals focused on changing the 

individual by converting his or her soul to Christianity.
105

  Dwight L. Moody and Billy 

Sunday were two of the leading Conservative Evangelicals during this era to focus on 

individual conversion through revivals.  Both of these individuals exhibited the populism 

in style that appealed to citizens in America, and both preached the need for personal 

repentance and acceptance of Christ.  Billy Sunday, for example, possessed immense 

personal charisma, used colloquial language, and engaged the audience in entertaining 

presentations.
106

  He used his platform to evangelize urban areas, while citing the 

growing liberalism in Christian theology and the moral decay of the society.  His main 
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sermon topics addressed personal vices, such as consumption of alcohol and the misuse 

of the Sabbath.
107

  This focus on individualism continues a thread within Conservative 

Evangelicals that extends to today‘s figures, such as Tony Perkins and Robert Jeffress.  

Additionally, Sunday epitomizes the cutting edge style of many evangelicals throughout 

American history.  Whatever medium of communication could be used, evangelicals, 

particularly Conservative Evangelicals, have often utilized these to better reach their 

audiences.
108

    

With the beginnings of the fundamentalist movement through Moody, greater 

emphasis was placed on premillennialism, infallibility of Scripture, and personal morality 

or holiness.
109

  For Moody, evangelism and conversions were the responsibility of 

Christians, not political reform.  As part of his early ministry, Moody observed that 

attempting to meet needs while sharing the Gospel often resulted in people more 

interested in having their physical needs met than their spiritual needs.
110

  Moody was not 

unconcerned about the poor, but rather, he feared that temporary assistance would replace 

the Gospel as priority.
111

  A side effect of evangelism would be more personal 

responsibility, which may produce a better society, but the main goal was ―saving souls,‖ 

not societal improvement.  However, Moody‘s emphasis on evangelism was not the only 

influence on his views concerning social improvement.  Citing his theological 
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interpretation of scripture and premillennialism, Moody concluded, ―I don‘t find any 

place where God says the world is to grow better and better… I find that the earth is to 

grow worse and worse.‖
112

    

Premillennialism dominates Conservative Evangelical understanding on the end 

times, which in turn affects how they interact with politics and the world.  For 

premillennialists, the decay of society and failure of humanity are simply signs of the 

times.  Spending energy and resources on attempts to make the world better not only 

distracts from evangelizing others, but is futile, since the failure of society is part of 

God‘s plan.
113

  With the belief that society is heading toward judgment, premillennialists 

focused on the return of Christ, while evangelizing others and separating themselves from 

the political and social world.  One influential premillennialist leader during the turn of 

the 20
th

 Century was C. I. Scofield, who is most famous for producing a study Bible in 

1909, complete with his personal notes that ―solidified the premillennial movement.‖
114

  

During Scofield‘s personal growth in his faith, his mentors included James Brookes, who 

impacted Scofield‘s eschatological understanding.
115

  Like other premillennialists, 

Scofield believed that trying to positively influence the society through social reform was 

useless, believing that the world would end ―in sudden and awful ruin.‖
116

  Effectively 

neutralizing any potential evangelical calls for social action among conservatives, 
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Scofield wrote, ―The true mission of the church is not the reformation of society.‖
117

  By 

not participating in present day issues facing the culture and government, 

premillennialists were passive about the coming of war and rejected the action of 

Progressive Evangelicals who sought to serve the poor through the Social Gospel.  As the 

schism widened between Conservative and Progressive Evangelicals, some Social Gospel 

enthusiasts lamented the growing influence of premillennialism and fundamentalism.  

Rauschenbusch declared premillennialists as ―a dead weight against any effort to 

mobilize the moral forces of Christianity to share in the modern social movement.‖
118

      

Additionally, premillennialists, believing the world was decaying, rejected 

Darwinian Theory, faulting the argument of Darwin that life is improving or making 

progress throughout history.
119

   Promoting an anti-intellectualism bent, Conservative 

Evangelicals, notably those influenced by Dispensationalism, a subset of 

premillennialism, rejected much of the study of history.  For Dispensationalists, God 

intervenes at various points in history.  Between each of these points are epochs, or 

periods of time where God relates to creation in unique ways.  History is understood as 

dependent on a supernatural struggle, in which each epoch is presented with different 

methods of salvation.
120

  While not all premillennialists are dispensationalists, 

premillennialism does at times tweak history in order for certain prophesies in the Bible 

to maintain inerrancy, thus supporting the Conservative Evangelicals‘ literal 
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interpretation of Scripture.
121

  With importance placed on inerrancy of Scripture, 

Conservative Evangelicals downplay the role of science and secular education in 

understanding the world.  In a premillennialist worldview, the questions that science 

raises and the development of new technology can even be signs of the end of the 

world.
122

  Whereas Progressive Evangelicals saw education as the key to stemming 

immorality in the culture, conservatives viewed the education system as part of the 

problem, referring to public education as ―Godless, Bibleless, [and] Christless.‖
123

  One 

such example is the debate surrounding evolution and creation, most famously recorded 

in the 1925 Scopes trial.  While evangelical viewpoints existed in the 1800s concerning 

evolution, the rise of fundamentalism in the early 1900s and the Progressive 

Evangelicals‘ embrace of higher criticism concerning Scripture caused a further rift 

between the two evangelical camps.  Holding to a literal interpretation of Scripture, 

particularly Genesis 1, Conservative Evangelicals fully rejected evolution for religious 

reasons alone.
124

  Whereas the Scopes trial exposed much of fundamentalism as built on 

weak intellectual grounds, the fundamentalists and other Conservative Evangelicals felt 

even more threatened by a decaying culture.  William Jennings Bryan, a prominent 

supporter of Conservative Evangelical arguments although not a premillennialist, viewed 

Darwinism as a threat to civilization: "What shall profit a man if he shall gain all the 
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learning of the schools and lose his faith in God?"
125

  Whereas conservatives desired to 

focus on evangelism and conversion of each individual in the culture, Darwinism and 

those who followed the scientific theory were viewed by Bryan as distracting from the 

true cause of God: "If they find a stray tooth in a gravel pit, they hold a conclave and 

fashion a creature such as they suppose the possessor of the tooth to have been, and they 

shout derisively at Moses….Men who would not cross the street to save a soul have 

traveled across the world in search of skeletons."
126

   Fighting against evolution became a 

rallying issue for Conservative Evangelicals.  Even though fundamentalists technically 

won the Scopes trial, the main conclusion drawn by Conservative Evangelicals was to 

feel rejected by the culture, thus leading to separation from society.
127

  Conservative 

Evangelicals believed that their viewpoints were not taken seriously by the American 

public, causing conservatives to feel like an embattled minority alienated from modern 

society.
128

  In today‘s environmental debate, the same cynicism with evolution is often 

applied to climate change, leading conservatives to view the environmental movement as 

an attempt to further challenge conservative thought while solidifying control of the 

global power structures into the hands of secularists who have no regard for God‘s 

sovereignty.    

During the exile of the 1930s and 1940s, Conservative Evangelicals continued to 

express a strong populist mentality.  Instead of seeking to answer deep intellectual 
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debates, conservatives focused more on pragmatic answers and scriptural authority, while 

appealing to emotions.
129

  This increasing populism led Conservative Evangelicals to be 

highly suspicious of intellectualism, leading them to interpret developments in the world 

through their interpretative biblical lens.
130

  These very conservative evangelicals, or 

fundamentalists, focused mainly on personal evangelism, removed themselves and their 

communities from the immoral society, and grew suspicious of governmental 

overreach.
131

   

Between 1925 and 1960, Conservative Evangelicals would remain relatively quiet 

in the political realm.  As has been discussed, conservatives focused on evangelism and 

growing churches, holding out little hope for society as a whole.  The teaching of 

evolution still remained an issue in many parts of the country.  The two sides of the 

evolution-creation debate left little room for compromise.  With the release of Henry 

Morris‘ book in 1961, The Genesis Flood, many Conservative Evangelicals openly 

engaged anew in their campaign for a literal six-day creation being taught in schools, 

pitting conservatives squarely against modern science in the 1960s, and eventually 

leading to landmark Supreme Court decisions of Edwards v Aguillard and Epperson v 

Arkansas.
132

  These cases demonstrate Conservative Evangelicals‘ attempts to limit the 

influence of evolution, an issue conservatives are still wrestling with today.  While some 

scholars believe Conservative Evangelicals began to focus less on evangelism and more 
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on origins during this time, more likely, conservatives regrettably view the embrace of 

evolution and rejection of a Creator as further proof that individuals in society need 

salvation.  At the same time, in order to combat what is viewed as heretical in evolution, 

conservatives further solidified their rejection of science and academia.  This continued 

suspicion of science by conservatives will trickle over into the environmental debates of 

the past three decades.  However, concerning creationism, every loss in the courts 

continued to solidify conservative thought that society was truly decaying and the End 

Times were near. 

Evolution was not the only issue affecting Conservative Evangelicals during the 

1960s, as Civil Rights became a dominate political and cultural issue in the 1950s and 

1960s.  Many Conservative Evangelicals viewed racism as a spiritual, personal problem 

that would be solved through personal conversion.  As a result, the need for government 

programs and initiatives to foster racial healing were unnecessary.
133

  According to many 

Conservative Evangelicals, the government involvement on issues of race has not 

improved the lives of minorities, but instead has allowed individuals to escape personal 

responsibility.
134

  Continuing in the mold of Moody, many Conservative Evangelicals 

believed involvement in the here and now distracted from the calling for eternity.  

However, the populist nature of this movement would not keep it out of the political 

realm for long.   
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One famous Conservative Evangelical initially holding to these separatist views 

said, ―Preachers are not called to be politicians…but to be soul winners,‖
135

 and, 

―Genuine Christian revival will always change society.‖
136

  The anti-political preacher: 

Jerry Falwell, the founder of Liberty University and early leader of the Religious Right.  

What changed his and many other Conservative Evangelicals‘ minds about entering the 

political fray?  For many, including Falwell, ―pelvic politics,‖ which included sexual 

immorality, homosexuality, abortion, and pornography, propelled the Conservative 

Evangelicals into public politics.
137

   

Concerning his about-face on pastors and political action, Falwell wrote: 

As a pastor, I kept waiting for someone to come to the forefront of the American 

religious scene to lead the way out of the wilderness.  Like thousands of other 

preachers, I kept waiting, but no real leader appeared.  Finally, I realized that we 

had to act ourselves.
138

 

 

Attacking not only the immorality he saw in the secularizing world, but also the 

progressive evangelical theology, Falwell wrote: 

The rising tide of secularism threatens to obliterate the Judeo-Christian influence 

on American society.  In the realm of religion, liberal clergy have seduced the 

average American away from the Bible and the kind of simple faith which this 

country was built.  We need to call America back to God, back to the Bible, and 

back to moral sanity.
139

 

 

With vigor, Falwell attempted to create a national movement to bring ―America back to 

God.‖ 
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 The Religious Right has been defined as ―people and organizations representing 

and expressing politically conservative ideas and policies grounded loosely in 

theologically conservative thought and firmly in a web of religious networks.‖
140

  In 

1979, Falwell founded the Moral Majority, the first of the Religious Right organizations, 

which sought to express the political sentiments of the Religious Right.
141

  Falwell 

utilized his television broadcast, The Old Time Gospel Hour, along with other 

fundamentalist pastors across the country, to build his organization.
142

  The Moral 

Majority and subsequent movements of the Religious Right, including Pat Robertson‘s 

Christian Coalition and James Dobson‘s Family Research Council, have succeeded in 

using television, mass mailings, and ministry organizations to influence large sectors of 

the country.
143

  The overall numerical influence attained by the Religious Right 

organizations varies from source to source.  Whereas the Christian Coalition claims to 

have amassed one million members, others place the number around 350,000.
144

  

However, distributing 30 million voters‘ guides impacted the voting public, as nearly 

twenty percent of Americans claim to have utilized the Religious Right as a resource for 
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voting decisions.
145

  The ability to take political issues and translate them into populist 

and religious language with which their following relates enables the Religious Right to 

motivate its core.  The main social problems concerning the Moral Majority and other 

organizations are not the societal structures as understood by the Progressive 

Evangelicals, but rather, the individual‘s moral and spiritual actions that affect the pro-

family and pro-life terminology of the Religious Right.
146

   

The Moral Majority‘s early successes thrust the Religious Right and Jerry Falwell 

into the political scene, as Falwell claimed credit for the election of Ronald Reagan in 

1980.
147

  However, the critics of the Moral Majority, most notably those of the liberal 

Protestants, accused the Moral Majority, along with other conservative Protestants, of 

emphasizing personal morals to the detriment of society and of the separation of church 

and state. 

Although Conservative Evangelicals believed humanity was decaying, many also 

viewed the United States as a chosen nation, claiming special protection from God for the 

country.  Citing the strength of the Soviet Union military Jerry Falwell concluded, ―If 

God is on our side, no matter how militarily superior the Soviet Union is, they could 

never touch us.  God would miraculously protect America.‖
148

  However, even if God 

was protecting the United States from defeat at the hands of the Soviet Union, many 
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conservatives admitted that nuclear annihilation could be the method God uses to destroy 

the world, the destruction of which is sure and useless to resist.
149

     

   The quick entrance into national politics created obstacles for the Conservative 

Evangelicals.  The Religious Right is criticized for reacting to political events before 

reflecting theologically about the issues.
150

  In 1992, the Religious Right‘s rancor at the 

Republican National Convention is cited as damaging to President George H. W. Bush 

and contributing to his re-election defeat.  However, the Conservative Evangelicals 

moderated their vocabulary in 1995 with the release of the Christian Coalition‘s 

―Contract with the American Family,‖ calling for measures that used little religious 

language at all, acquiescing the organization‘s views fully into the Republican Party.
151

  

With the election and re-election of George W. Bush in 2000 and 2004, the Religious 

Right solidified its place in the Republican Party.  The union of the Republican Party 

with the evangelicals of the Religious Right has led to public identification of all 

evangelicals with conservative Christianity.  One of the leading conservative voices today 

is Tony Perkins, head of the Family Research Council.  Like Jim Wallis among 

progressives, Perkins is often the voice heard on the conservative side.  As the face of the 

Family Research Council, Perkins articulates a conservative theology and philosophy 

when it comes to American politics. 

Since the 19
th

 Century, Conservative Evangelicals evolved politically from 

inactivity to intense activity; however, one of their main theological emphases, 
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evangelism, has remained constant.  Just as Brookes, Moody and others believed, the 

current Religious Right community sees moral depravity lying in the souls of individuals.  

With the redemption of the individual, coupled with laws that legislate morality by 

banning certain practices, the Conservative Evangelicals have attempted to influence 

society politically. For evangelicals who do not align with the Religious Right, the 

hijacking of the term ―evangelical‖ by conservatives leads Progressive Evangelicals to 

attempt to rescue the term from conservative politics. 

 

So What? 

Evangelicals continue to influence American politics in numerous ways.  

Conservative evangelical groups and progressive evangelical groups articulate their 

viewpoints and persuade the two major political parties to address their concerns.  While 

conservatives enjoy greater recognition in the American political world, progressives are 

gaining attention during the recent Congressional and Presidential elections.  With this 

growing influence, evangelical leaders find themselves in influential positions within the 

government.  As has been seen in this brief study of evangelical history, the grassroots 

organization and populist style of evangelicals gives momentum to political movements.  

While evangelicals increasingly find themselves in powerful positions, the congregational 

pastors require special attention as well for the influence they have weekly on their 

congregations.  With the development of technology, even the local pastor engages with 

hearers around the world, as sermons are downloaded and pastoral letters are 

disseminated online.  Additionally, pastors of large churches are often contacted by 

various news outlets for their points of view on current happenings.  As these pastors 

amass more exposure, their influence can often be felt by those in power.  Politicians 
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hope that receiving the support of an influential pastor will lead to energetic politically 

engaged citizens from the pastor‘s congregation to help persuade the passing of 

legislation.  In this study, influential evangelicals from both the political and religious 

world will be examined to see how they fall on political issues.  However, special note 

should be made that the engagement of evangelical leaders with politics does not come 

without some peril. Religious liberty and separation of church and state create tension 

within evangelicalism as to how to interact with the society.  Even so, evangelicals wield 

a great deal of influence on numerous political issues throughout the history of the United 

States. 

Conservative and Progressive Evangelicals entered politics with good intentions.  

Who can argue with goals such as the reduction of poverty and the instillation of strong 

family values?  When a Christian approaches one‘s faith holistically, one sees the need 

for both the social and individual realms of the world to be touched by God.  However, as 

both groups continued to participate in politics, clashes occurred between the two 

evangelical groups as well as non-evangelicals and evangelicals in politics.   

The Progressive Evangelicals are accused of compromising their faith by 

emphasizing personal morality less and less, while the Conservative Evangelicals are 

accused of compromising their faith by ignoring the social problems and focusing only 

on a select few personal moral issues.  By doing so, Progressive Evangelicals maintain 

their influence in the Democratic Party, while the Conservative Evangelicals remain 

active in the Republican Party.  Since the Conservative Evangelicals entered politics later 

than the Progressive Evangelicals, the Conservatives have existed in reaction mode, 

attempting to restore what was "lost," the traditional family values, while battling against 
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those who do not fully agree.  Meanwhile, the Progressives, who seemingly lost their 

voice after Civil Rights, have sought to re-assert religious rhetoric‘s place within liberal 

American politics.  

Whereas this argument tends to politicize evangelicals and downplay theology, 

this may be a simplification of what has happened.  Emphasis on eschatology and 

evangelism, as well as acceptance of modern scientific theory and assisting the poor 

continue to influence evangelicals and evangelical leadership today.  The theological 

differences between Conservative and Progressive Evangelicals fit snugly with modern 

political parties on many levels, but that does not mean that evangelicals are driven 

purely by politics.  As scholars study American evangelicals from the outside, many 

misinterpretations are made, which in turn minimizes the influence of faith on 

contemporary issues.  Some may argue that conservatives cannot really believe that the 

End Times are coming, but are only using that line to prop up a rigid political policy; 

however, evangelicals understand that their faith will be misunderstood by outsiders.  

Even Jesus told his followers that the world will give them trouble.  Part of this study 

hopefully demonstrates that theology influences evangelical thought in regard to politics, 

especially in relation to climate change.  By reviewing where American evangelicals 

have been and where they are, perhaps one can understand more about where 

evangelicals place themselves within a hot topic of today.  Both Conservative and 

Progressive Evangelicals vocalize concerns related to the issue of climate change.  This 

controversial topic and its history need to be explored to better understand the 

engagement evangelicals are having with climate change, theologically and politically. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

Climate Change and Evangelical Response 

 

Introduction 

 Does the earth have a fever?  And if so, what is causing it and why does it matter?  

While those studying climate change wrestle with these questions, the political and 

cultural ramifications contribute further complexity to the scientific debate and the 

resulting answers, affecting multiple disciplines beyond merely political science.  While 

political science can address the policy choices concerning the issue, the knowledge and 

input must go beyond political knowledge and include discourse from other disciplines as 

well.
1
  The breadth of the climate change discussion is ―breathtaking,‖ as ―it covers ‗how 

was work today,‘ ‗what are we having for dinner,‘ and ‗what are we doing this weekend‘ 

– all at personal, community, national, and global scale.‖
2
  Even more, those advocating 

for environmental reform argue that addressing climate change is paramount, since other 

issues in society ―are moot if we are all dead.‖
3
  With this heightened sense of urgency, 

the climate emergency also includes discussions on moral choices confronting the 

society, since solving the problems related to global warming include a discussion on 

                                                 
1
  Philip Brick, ―The Greening of Political Science: Growth Pains and New Directions.‖ 

Perspectives on Politics 2 (June 2004): 337. 

 
2
 William Chaloupka, quoted in Brick, 339.  

 
3
 Brick, 340.  
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shifting societal values and commitments, opening an avenue for religious voices to 

address climate change as well.
4
     

The complexity of the debate partly results from differing worldviews and the 

newness of the environmental field; however, the spokespersons on the climate change 

debate are more often celebrities and political figures, such as Al Gore and Sarah Palin, 

than environmental scientists.  In the words of one writer, ―It is remarkable how such a 

complicated problem attracts so many vociferous non-expert opinions.‖
5
  As a result, the 

rhetoric creates more confusion, as ―facts‖ depend on the viewpoint of the presenter.  

Furthermore, the focus of the arguments expressed in the climate change debate shifted 

over time from earth-centered concerns to human-centered concerns, enabling a variety 

of disciplines, including religion, to provide input on the issue.  For the purposes of this 

study, I will not attempt to prove or disprove man-made climate change; instead, I will 

share the scientific findings and controversies, while illuminating the theological 

influences on evangelical positions regarding climate change. 

 

Climate Change Influence 

 

 With so many diverse fields engaged with the issue of climate change, one would 

think that the American public would  readily engage as well; however, this is not the 

case due to the newness of the field, the lack of expertise related to climate change, and 

                                                 
4
 Roger S. Gottlieb, A Greener Faith (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 4.  Gottlieb sees 

environmentalism in need of religious dialogue, writing, ―Besides the physical threat and the physical loss, 

the increase and the decrease in biodiversity, there are more diffuse, harder to identify, but equally 

threatening dimensions of the crisis…not only a danger to our physical and economic well being, but a 

unique challenge to our fundamental sense of what it means to be human.  It requires that we rethink our 

most important beliefs about who we are and how we ought to live."   

 
5
 Carl Wunsch, ―What is the Current State of Scientific Knowledge about Global Climate 

Change?,‖ in The Global Warming Debate: Science, Economics and Policy (Great Barrington: American 

Institute for Economic Research, 2008), 9.  
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the rarity of anyone ―who can articulate what the problem might mean to the general 

public and what we should do about it.‖
6
  While many scientists and activists discussed 

the potential of environmental disaster for decades, only since 2001 have scientific 

journals expressed real concern over the potential environmental threat of climate 

change.
7
  These scientific findings took a few more years to verify, meaning that much of 

the information regarding climate change has only been available since 2004.
8
  Even with 

published scholarly data, skepticism among the American public remains high, leaving 

the United States as mostly alone among developed nations refusing to take action on 

climate change.
9
   

One of the main agencies studying climate change is the Intergovernmental Panel 

on Climate Change, or the IPCC.
10

  In 2007, the IPCC was awarded, along with Al Gore, 

the Nobel Peace Prize for contributions to addressing climate change.
11

  Proponents of 

climate change action describe the IPCC as the ―definitive authority on the science of 

                                                 
6
 Tim Flannery, The Weather Makers (New York: Grove Press, 2005), 4.  

   
7
 Ibid., 4.  

 
8
 Ibid., 60.  

 
9
 Joseph J. Romm, Hell and High Water (New York: Harper Collins, 2007), 100.  See also, Anita 

Pugliese and Julie Ray, ―Fewer Americans, Europeans View Global Warming as a Threat,‖ Gallup, April 

20, 2011, www.gallup.com/poll/147203/Fewer-Americans-Europeans-View-Global-Warming-Threat.aspx 

(accessed July 31, 2011), where the polling data reveals that only 53 percent of Americans in 2010 viewed 

global warming as a threat.  This is down from 63 percent in 2007-2008.  Comparatively, 73 percent of 

Latin America, 71 percent of Canada, 60 percent of ―Eastern/Southern Europe‖ and 74 percent of 

―Developed Asia‖ viewed global warming as a threat to their families.    

 
10

 According to the IPCC website, www.ipcc.ch, the United Nations established the IPCC in 1988 

to provide nations with scientific data and information to better understand the world‘s climate. 

 
11

 IPCC, Climate Change 2007: Synthesis Report (Geneva: IPCC, 2007), 30.  The IPCC defines 

climate change as ―a change in the state of the climate that can be identified (e. g. using statistical tests) by 

changes in the mean and/or the variability of its properties, and that persists for an extended period, 

typically decades or longer.  It refers to any change in climate over time, whether due to natural variability 

or as a result of human activity.‖  
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climate change,‖ which works through a consensus of scientists, giving the IPCC ―a 

reputation for being conservative‖ in the estimates of climate change effects.
12

  However, 

even with the IPCC‘s credibility among scientists and other scholars, the panel is 

criticized for its data collecting and reporting process by those opposed to climate change 

theory.
13

  In a recent publication, the IPCC concluded, ―Warming of the climate system is 

unequivocal, as is now evident from observations of increases in global average air and 

ocean temperatures, widespread melting of snow and ice and rising global average sea 

level.‖
14

  However, opponents of climate change, such as Conservative Evangelicals, 

reject the findings of the IPCC, and spokespersons on the issue are often not well-versed 

in the scientific jargon.  Even so, advocates for addressing climate change begin by 

emphasizing the scientific consensus as support for their arguments. 

 

Scientific Findings and Debate 

 

As mentioned previously, although climate change only recently entered into the 

mainstream political debate in the US, researchers examined trends in the environment 

for decades.
15

  Between 1970 and the present, scientists observed an increase in extreme 

                                                 
12

 Gabrielle Walker and Sir David King, The Hot Topic: What We Can Do About Global Warming 

(Orlando: Harcourt Publishing, 2008), 9.  

 
13

  Michael J. Rizzo, ―Introduction,‖ in The Global Warming Debate: Science, Economics, and 

Policy (Great Barrington: American Institute for Economic Research, 2008), 5.   

 
14

 IPCC, 30.  Attempting to alleviate the skepticism of others, the IPCC shares that 89 percent of 

the studies conducted by various entities of the IPCC were ―consistent with the direction of change 

expected as a response to warming.‖  

 
15

 I am not an environmental scientist; therefore, I am relying on secondary sources to assist in 

fleshing out the concerns related to climate change.  I will also utilize the findings of the IPCC to support 

the arguments put forth by scientists involved in studying climate change in order to provide a backdrop for 

the evangelical discussion.  While I will not include all the arguments presented by these sources, I will 

highlight certain aspects that pertain to evangelicals and climate change.  Additionally, I am using sources 

that accept the scientific findings of the IPCC, while recognizing that I could use sources that reject the 
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weather, such as droughts, floods, fires, tornadoes, and temperature variances, and 

determined that overall a general warming trend along land and within the oceans 

contributed to these weather patterns.
16

  While temperature records do not exist 

throughout history, scientists utilize various tests, such as examining tree rings, coral 

reefs, ice shelves, and written histories to validate their findings related to global 

warming.
17

     

In the 1970s, computer models connected carbon-dioxide and global temperature 

increases, leading scientists to fault the warming trend on increased output of carbon 

from the burning of fossil fuels.
18

  In 2001, the National Academy of Sciences, at the 

request of the Bush administration, studied environmental data and concluded that 

temperatures were indeed rising, that greenhouse gases were the cause, and that humans 

were responsible for the increase and resulting warming of the earth.
19

  Over the past few 

years, those studying energy usage conclude that human beings consume 25 percent more 

energy than the earth can sustain over time, while increasing greenhouse gas to an all-

time high.
20

  The IPCC reports that between 1970 and 2004, greenhouse gas emissions 

                                                                                                                                                 
science of the IPCC; however, I wish to remain focused on the Progressive and Conservative Evangelical 

reaction to the scientific consensus created through organizations like the IPCC.   

   
16

 Flannery, 84. See also, Walker and King, 4, where they cite the Central England Temperature 

Record, kept since 1659, that ―shows clear signs of warming, especially toward the end of the twentieth 

century.‖ 

 
17

 Walker and King, 4.  

 
18

 Ibid., 14-5  

 
19

 Romm, 12-3.  

 
20

 Flannery, 2.  This sustainability issue represents a key disagreement between Conservative 

Evangelicals and climate change proponents.  See Cornwall Alliance, ―An Evangelical Declaration on 

Global Warming,‖ The Cornwall Alliance, www.cornwallalliance.org/articles/read/an-evangelical-

declaration-on-global-warming (accessed August 1, 2011), where the declaration states, ―We believe the 

Earth and its ecosystems…are robust, resilient, self-regulating, and self-correcting, admirably suited for 

human flourishing, and displaying His glory.  Earth‘s climate system is no exception.‖  
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resulting from human activity increased by 70 percent, with carbon-dioxide contributing 

to 77 percent of the total anthropogenic emissions, which led the IPCC to conclude that a 

clear link exists between the increases in temperature and human activity related to 

carbon emissions.
21

  Moreover, human activity has already caused enough environmental 

damage to bring about the potential for catastrophic conditions on earth, as one fearfully 

writes, ―All the evidence suggests that the world will experience significant and 

potentially highly dangerous changes in climate over the next few decades no matter 

what we do now.‖
22

   

One scientist, James Lovelock, argued that the earth is a single, ―planet-sized 

organism‖ consisting of ―a living system designed to maintain a chosen environment.‖
23

  

Due to human destruction of the equilibrium, catastrophic results will occur, such as the 

rising sea levels and the decimation of coastal areas, more intense heat waves and violent 

storms, and increased flooding due to melting ice and snow.
24

  While not all scientists 

                                                 
21

 IPCC, 36.  See also IPCC, 39 where the IPCC states ―Most of the observed increase in global 

average temperature, since the mid-20
th

 century is very likely due to the observed increase in anthropogenic 

GHG concentrations.‖  See also, Flannery, 16.  In Walker and King, 76, it is predicted that carbon-dioxide 

will saturate the atmosphere by 2030, leading to an acceleration of climate change after 2030.  See also, 

Cornwall Alliance, ―An Evangelical Declaration on Global Warming,‖ where the authors reject the findings 

of the IPCC, stating, ―We deny that carbon dioxide – essential to all plant growth – is a pollutant.  

Reducing greenhouse gases cannot achieve significant reductions in future global temperatures, and the 

costs of the policies would far exceed the benefits.‖  

 
22

 Walker and King, 47, mention a 20 year lag behind human action and the resulting effects.  This 

helplessness to immediately impact the climate coincides with Conservative Evangelical eschatological 

views which place little hope in changing the trajectory of history that God has ordained.  Here, 

Conservative Evangelicals find partial agreement with climate change activists, but for obviously different 

reasons.  Whereas proponents of climate change cite the lag time between human activity and the reactions 

of the Earth, Conservative Evangelicals see no connection at all with human activity and resulting climate.  

See Cornwall Alliance, ―An Evangelical Declaration on Global Warming,‖ which states, ―There is no 

convincing scientific evidence that human contribution to greenhouse gases is causing dangerous global 

warming.‖ 

 
23

 Flannery, 13.  

 
24

 IPCC, 30.  See also, Walker and King, 76. While not all scientists discuss earth as a living 

organism, some people of faith assume that all environmentalists embrace similar understandings of the 
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view the earth as a living organism, the described ramifications of climate change would 

greatly impact life on this planet, regardless of whether one views the earth as a living 

organism or not. 

 One consequence and contributor to climate change involves the melting of ice.  

The IPCC reports that since 1978, Arctic sea ice shrinks 2.7 percent per decade, while in 

the Northern Hemisphere, seven percent of seasonably frozen ground disappeared since 

1900.
25

  According to the IPCC, ice provides quality reflection against the Sun‘s rays, 

helping maintain life-supporting temperatures around the planet.  Whereas ice is a good 

reflector, water is just the opposite, as it absorbs the heat from the sun, causing a 

warming within the body of water and resulting in more water vapor in the atmosphere 

which contributes to additional warming.
26

  Currently, the earth‘s average temperature is 

roughly 59 degrees Fahrenheit; however, according to climate change scientists, if there 

is a reduction of ice at the north and south poles, thus allowing more of the sun‘s heat to 

affect the planet, the resulting warming will cause repercussions in various parts of the 

world, leading to flooding in some areas, drought in others, and increased food scarcity.  

Advocates for action on climate change warn that if the temperature on earth continues to 

rise, it ―will decide the fate of hundreds of thousands of species, and most probably 

                                                                                                                                                 
earth, therefore misunderstanding God and God‘s creation.  This will be an important assumption when 

discussing Conservative Evangelicals and climate change. 

 
25

 IPCC, 30.  

 
26

 Flannery, 144-5.  See also Walker and King, 13.  Water vapor soaks up CO2, which in turn 

creates a ―positive feedback‖ by increasing the warming of the atmosphere and thus increasing the amount 

of water vapor, causing the atmosphere to escalate the warming trend.  
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billions of people.‖
27

  The increase of temperature of only 1.5 degrees Celsius predicts to 

increase sea levels by 20 feet, while a larger increase in temperature could see sea levels 

rising as much as 80 feet, causing massive repercussions for billions of people.
28

   

Current factors resulting from climate change that the IPCC observed include 

earlier springs, which cause earlier bird migrations and greening of vegetation.  While the 

IPCC predicts that climate change will initially increase the production of crops in 

various parts of the world, the areas hardest hit by hunger will suffer, leading to increases 

in malnutrition, and food and water scarcity which will threaten 75 to 250 million people 

in developing or undeveloped nations.
29

  Ultimately, according to the IPCC, ―those in the 

weakest economic position are frequently the most susceptible to climate-related 

damages.‖
30

  With much of the scientific data only published in the last decade, many 

                                                 
27

 Flannery, 170.  See also Walker and King, 35.  They predict that 20-33 percent of species are at 

risk of extinction by the end of the 21
st
 century.  In IPCC, 48, data predicts that by the end of the century, 

20 to 30 percent of plant and animal species risk extinction unless action is taken. 

 
28

 Romm, 20. See also Walker and King, 71-3, who write, ―Melting the entire Greenland Ice Sheet 

would increase sea levels worldwide by twenty-three feet,‖ making Greenland ―one of the most convincing 

reasons we have for the urgent need to curb climate change.‖  Again, see Cornwall Alliance, ―An 

Evangelical Declaration on Global Warming,‖ where the Conservative Evangelicals reject the science that 

predicts catastrophic results from climate change: ―We deny…that Earth‘s climate system is vulnerable to 

dangerous alteration because of minuscule changes in atmospheric chemistry.  Recent warming was neither 

abnormally large nor abnormally rapid.‖ 

 
29

 IPCC, 48-9.  In Africa, by 2020, the IPCC predicts that agricultural production will decrease by 

50 percent.  In Europe, violent storms and flash floods will increase.  In Asia, the spread of intestinal 

diseases associated with flooding and droughts will rise.  In Walker and King, 82-3, added to the health 

problems and food scarcity is the human migration, which will eventually lead to hostility and conflict as 

refugees seek relief in nations that may despise those coming for assistance. 

 
30

 IPCC, 64-5.  Those at risk include the poor, the elderly, and those living at low elevations.  

Highlighting the risks posed to the poor and elderly creates the opening for Progressive Evangelicals to 

exercise their faith through acting on their Gospel mission to meet the needs of others.  See Evangelical 

Climate Initiative, ―Climate Change: An Evangelical Call to Action,‖ Evangelical Climate Initiative, 

www.christiansandclimate.org/learn/call-to-action/ (accessed May 27, 2011), where Progressive 

Evangelicals refer to climate change and the poor: ―Poor nations and poor individuals have fewer resources 

available to cope with major challenges and threats. The consequences of global warming will therefore hit 

the poor the hardest, in part because those areas likely to be significantly affected first are in the poorest 

regions of the world. Millions of people could die in this century because of climate change, most of them 

our poorest global neighbors.‖ However, Conservative Evangelicals, in Cornwall Alliance, ―An 
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environmental activists are urging the United States government to address immediately 

the causes of climate change. 

 However, addressing the issue politically means that the main culprits of 

increasing climate change, human beings, must willingly alter the society and culture.  

Human development and industrialization wreak havoc on the environmental balance, 

according to some researchers, leading to destruction of the ―delicate web of life.‖
31

  And 

with humanity‘s increasing population, the problem will only worsen.  One suggestion to 

limit humanity‘s impact on the environment is to control human population.
32

  The 

political debates surrounding population control, such as family planning, abortion, and 

euthanasia, only adds controversy to the issue of climate change, producing strong 

reactions from Conservative Evangelicals.  Another way to limit human impact is to 

change the culture of consumerism, which would alter the economic practices of 

Americans that are perceived as harmful to the environment.  Part of this discussion 

includes personal transportation habits, as the IPCC suggests more stringent fuel 

economy for cars, as well as reducing by half the amount of travel by individuals.
33

  

                                                                                                                                                 
Evangelical Declaration on Global Warming,‖ disagree, stating, ―We believe such policies will harm the 

poor more than others because the poor spend a higher percentage of their income on energy and 

desperately need economic growth to rise out of poverty and overcome its miseries.‖   

 
31

 Flannery, 89-90.  

 
32

 Gregory Tomlin, ―Letter Asks NAE to Rethink ‗Green‘ Actions,‖ Baptist Press, March 9, 2007, 

www.bpnews.net/bpnews.asp?id=25144 (accessed August 2, 2011).  Richard Cizik, at the time a vice 

president for NAE, said, ―We need to confront population control and we can – we‘re not Roman 

Catholics, after all, but it‘s too hot to handle now.‖  

 
33

 Walker and King, 92.  Again, Conservative Evangelicals react against these proposals, viewing 

them as an attempt to limit freedom.  See Cornwall Alliance, ―An Evangelical Declaration on Global 

Warming,‖ where it states, ―We call on political leaders to adopt policies that protect human liberty, make 

energy, more affordable, and free the poor to rise out of poverty, while abandoning fruitless, indeed 

harmful policies to control global temperature.‖  However, Progressive Evangelicals support many of the 

proposed policies.  See Evangelical Climate Initiative, ―Climate Change: An Evangelical Call to Action,‖ 

which states, ―In the United States, the most important immediate step that can be taken at the federal level 
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While this would increase costs for Americans and would require wealthier nations to 

redistribute funds to developing nations, advocates insist the investment is crucial to 

mending the damage done by human activity.
34

  By stabilizing carbon emissions, the 

IPCC notes that ―the rate which the global average temperature increases is expected to 

slow within a few decades.‖
35

   

Whereas scientists involved with the IPCC share a consensus on man-caused 

climate change, not all researchers agree.  Some of the scientific arguments against man-

caused climate change fault the collection of data from previous eras by conjecturing 

what the past climate was like rather than by collecting quantitative data that can be 

analyzed.  According to some critics, climate change scientists assume humanity 

contributes to global warming, which propels the scientists to find evidence that supports 

the assumption rather than finding data that proves the assumption.
36

  When supporting 

conditions are observed, critics of climate change science accuse the media of generating 

further hysteria, while ignoring the varying weather conditions found around the earth 

that would dispute the evidence.
37

  In addition, other scientists hypothesize that the 

                                                                                                                                                 
is to pass and implement national legislation requiring sufficient economy-wide reductions in carbon 

dioxide emissions through cost-effective, market-based mechanisms such as a cap-and-trade program.‖ 

   
34

 IPCC, 58.  The report states, ―Future energy infrastructure investment decisions, expected to 

total over US$20 trillion between 2005 and 2030, will have long term impacts on GHG emissions…The 

widespread diffusion of low-carbon technologies may take many decades, even if early investments in 

these technologies are made attractive.  Initial estimates show that returning global energy-related CO2 

emission to 2005 levels by 2030 would require a large shift in the pattern of investment.‖  See also, Walker 

and King, 92, where they suggest the need to redistribute income to poorer nations.  In the current 

economic and political climate in the United States, this proposal faces a large hurdle in Washington, D. C., 

as is evident by the government‘s rejection of previous international environmental agreements, such as 

Kyoto Protocol.  

 
35

 IPCC, 66.  

 
36

 Roy W. Spencer, Climate Confusion: How Global Warming Hysteria Leads to Bad Science, 

Pandering Politicians and Misguided Policies that Hurt the Poor (New York: Encounter Books, 2008), 43.  

 
37

 Ibid., 30.  
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current warming trend on the planet is part of a natural cycle the earth experiences every 

1500 years.
38

  Again, scientists that hold to the 1500 year cycle fault climate change 

science of seeking to justify preconceived assumptions rather than seeking data to prove 

humanity causes global warming.
39

  These clashing scientific views contribute to the 

political debate surrounding climate change. 

Oftentimes, in the political process, humanity wins out over protecting the 

environment, which frustrates environmental reform advocates.
40

  Addressing the culture 

and changing the culture are two different matters.  Therefore, those concerned about 

climate change must successfully influence the political organizations and the population 

to embrace fundamental changes to societal norms as something in their best interest.   

 

Difficult Politics 

 

 Because carbon emissions are often labeled as the major threat to the stability of 

the climate, those who advocate for reform to curb climate change often suggest the 

control of carbon-dioxide.  One worldwide proposal in 1997, known as the Kyoto 

Protocol, called for a reduction of carbon-dioxide emissions, particularly among 

developed nations.  In an attempt to limit carbon emissions, the Kyoto Protocol sought to 

reduce emissions to lower levels than 1990 by the year 2008.
41

  However, the United 

                                                 
38

 S. Fred Singer and Dennis T. Avery, Unstoppable Global Warming (Lanham: Rowman and 

Littlefield Publishers, 2007), 1.    

 
39

 Ibid., 41.  

 
40

 Kevin Deluca, ―A Wilderness Manifesto: Contesting the Infinite Self-Absorption of Humans,‖ 

in Environmental Justice and Environmentalism, eds. Ronald Sandler and Phaedra C. Pezzullo (Cambridge: 

The MIT Press, 2007), 31. Deluca writes, ―When it comes to saving ecosystems and the planet‘s health, 

culture is often the problem and should not be a trump card used to stop protecting species and 

ecosystems.‖  

 
41

 Romm, 100.  
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States rejected the Kyoto Protocol and thwarted other agreements due to an insufficient 

amount of scientific certainty for the politicians in power and to perceived limitations the 

agreement would place on the United States‘ economy.
42

   

The skepticism of climate change science continued throughout the George W. 

Bush Administration.  In December of 2004, Paula Dobriansky, the under secretary of 

state for global affairs, rejected international climate change agreements with the 

following statement: ―Science tells us that we cannot say with any certainty what 

constitutes a dangerous level of warming, and therefore what level must be avoided.‖
43

  

The skepticism of science is nothing new to American political society, though it is 

frustrating to climate change advocates: ―Given that almost thirty years of hard work and 

astonishing technological advances have failed to reduce the degree of uncertainty, we 

should not be too sanguine about hopes for more precision.‖
44

 Flannery and others fault 

interest groups and a ―lack of understanding‖ as factors leading to the United States‘ 

perceived slow response to climate change legislation.
45

  Further, climate change 

advocates accused the former Bush administration of censoring important scientific 

                                                 
42

 Walker and King, 190. See also, 167, where the authors lament the United States‘ rejection of 

the treaty, writing, ―As the world‘s richest economy and one of the highest greenhouse emitters, the United 

States is particularly important, the rest of the world knows very well that the participation of the United 

States in a future agreement will be essential.‖ 

 
43

 Romm, 117.  

 
44

 Flannery, 160. As President George W. Bush confessed to be a conservative Christian, it comes 

as no surprise tha his administration would be skeptical of the scientific data, if he were relying on his faith 

understanding of the issue.  Of course, as a Republican president, his reluctance to accept climate change 

claims makes sense as well.  But returning to Cornwall Alliance, ―An Evangelical Declaration on Global 

Warming,‖ under a ―Call to Action,‖ the conservative authors, who already question the scientific 

evidence, state, ―We call on Christian leaders to understand the truth about climate change and embrace 

Biblical thinking, sound science, and careful economic analysis in creation stewardship.‖ 

 
45
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details in the official reports in order to uphold the administration‘s position on climate 

change.
46

   

Perhaps more vital to a political administration than the validity of science is the 

effect any new data may have on the economy, since American voters often vote based 

on their economic standing.  The current economic downturn makes the reduction of CO2 

difficult, since forcing companies to reduce their carbon emissions will likely lead to 

increased prices for goods, hesitancy on businesses to expand, and rising gasoline prices 

for consumers.
47

  Politically, raising consumer costs presents a difficult action for an 

elected official to take, particularly in an economy that already sees high unemployment 

and high energy costs.  However, according to climate change advocates, the economic 

hardship of increased costs pales in comparison to the damage done by climate change to 

―undermine the hard-won achievements of developing countries, inflict severe damage on 

the United States and other rich countries, and destabilize so many societies that the 

international system will be threatened.‖
48

  Internationally, the United States government 

rejected not only the Kyoto Protocol because China and India were exempted from the 

reductions, but blocked or delayed many other potential agreements due to the country‘s 

                                                 
46

 Romm, 118.  Romm accuses he former Bush administration of utilizing a ―smokescreen‖ in 

calling for additional research.  He writes, ―In short, the White House conspired with an oil-company-

funded think tank to block a major government scientific report that sought to spell out the dangers of 

climate change to Americans.  The failure of our government to warn us of the dangers, to provide our 

people with a national assessment of the potential consequences of climate change, denies Americans the 

information they need to make decisions.‖  This statement is an example of the type of rhetoric used on 

both sides concerning the climate change debate, where hyperbole and charged accusations push the issue 

of climate change into the realm of such culture war topics as abortion and homosexual marriage.    
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 Rizzo, 4.   
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 David Wheeler, ―Global Warming: An Opportunity for Greatness,‖ in The White House and the 

World, ed. Nancy Birdsall (Washington: Center for Development, 2008), 63.  
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political and economic self-interest.
49

  In a global economy, the United States 

government concluded that the restrictions enacted on the US, but not on competitors like 

China and India, would place the American economy at a disadvantage.  Those in 

political power are also accused of deferring to the special interests of oil companies.  In 

2005, a bipartisan bill sponsored by Sens. John McCain and Joe Lieberman attempted to 

limit greenhouse gas emissions.  The bill was soundly defeated, only garnering 38 votes 

on the Senate floor.
50

  Even through the years of political debate and presentation of 

scientific data, the strength of the status quo held firm for a vast majority of the Congress. 

 Another challenge that faced environmentalists consisted of the accusation that 

they valued the planet more than the rights of people.  In difficult economic times, people 

hesitate to embrace a policy or set of policies that will weaken their economic outlook 

even more.  As environmentalism grew as a movement in the 1980s, a group of African-

Americans, in the spirit of Civil Rights, struggled for justice and accused the policies 

associated with environmentalism of discriminating against minorities and the poor 

instead of partnering with them.
51

  This led to the environmental justice movement, 

which argued that every person ―has the right to be free from ecological destruction and 

deserves equal protection of his or her environment, health, employment, housing, and 

                                                 
49

 Romm, 100.  
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 Ibid., 101.  

 
51

 Phaedra C. Pezullo and Ronald Sandler, ―Revisiting the Environmental Justice Challenge to 
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transportation.‖
52

  As this movement impacted the environmental debate, the result 

focused the issue on human rights as much as environmental protection.  This increased 

human-focused environmentalism is crucial for later discussion of climate change as a 

moral issue, since human rights is an easier concept to argue for than climate, air quality, 

and atmospheric conditions.   

By 1994, President Clinton made environmental justice and the protection of 

individuals a priority in his administration through the Executive Order ―Federal Action 

to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income 

Populations.‖
53

  As a result, more and more people now see justice and environmentalism 

as going hand-in-hand, expanding the coverage of the climate change debate to include 

public transportation, health, and reproductive rights.
54

  Shifting the focus on climate 

change from the abstract concepts of warming to the tangible effects on humanity opens 

the door for more support from the population.  Just as abolition, workers‘ rights, and 

Civil Rights connected American ideals of freedom with morality and ethics, the more 

anthropocentric climate change opens the avenue for morality and American ideals 

interjected into the debate, thus perhaps providing the necessary catalyst for political 

action. 

As advocates for taking action on climate change are aware, winning a political 

argument in America takes an understanding of how to relay the message.  For an issue 
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as controversial as climate change, the political argument focuses on what works in 

political campaigns.  Therefore, the use of simple language and repetition of the refrain, 

while utilizing effective analogies to convince a wavering public, are essential elements 

of political persuasion.
55

  However, these tactics are not embraced by the scientific 

community.  Scientists who speak out on the issue of climate change are often labeled by 

others as purely politically driven.  This accusation can possibly hurt one‘s career; 

therefore, scientists regularly remain outside of the debate, desiring for the data and 

findings to speak for them.
56

  As the subject area of the climate change debate enlarged, 

thus leading to an interdisciplinary study and issue, climate change became less about the 

atmosphere and climate and more about humanity.  Therefore, the debate centered around 

health, social justice, stewardship, and morality in order to better connect with the 

population, while hopefully attracting more support from apathetic or skeptical citizens.
57

  

Due to the reality of American politics, non-scientists argue the climate change debate, 

which produces discussion less about science and more about political philosophy or 

morality.  This is why understanding what drives evangelicals on climate change carries 
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importance.  However, much to climate change advocates‘ chagrin, evangelicals 

remained fairly absent or openly antagonistic toward climate change.    

 

Evangelicals and Climate Change 

 

 As noted in a previous chapter, many of the major movements in American 

society required the involvement, motivation, and organization of evangelicals for 

success.  If the United States ever implements profound climate change legislation while 

at the same time American citizens re-prioritize their lives, it may take evangelical 

support to be successful.  However, even during the newness of the climate change 

discussion, few evangelicals initially engaged, with many ambivalent or opposed to the 

theory of climate change, as one author noted: 

While much of the world, especially the developed nations, has been engaged for 

some time in discussions and proposals for action about the proper role of humans 

in relation to the environment, declining species, human-caused carbon-dioxide 

emissions, pollution, and similar concerns, Christianity has not presented a united 

front.  Evangelicals in particular have been deeply divided on, and often 

completely absent from, the debate.
58

 

 

The longtime disinterest in environmentalism among evangelicals was lambasted 

by many in the secular world.  Lynn White, Jr., in his seminal work, ―The Historical 

Roots of Our Ecological Crisis,‖ faulted Christianity for it anthropocentric focus, 

concluding that the world will ―continue to have a worsening ecological crisis until we 

reject the Christian axiom that nature has no reason for existence save to serve man.‖
59
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While categorizing all Christians in this manner simplifies the complexity of faith too 

much, White‘s main argument reveals a certain truth about evangelicals.  Evangelicals‘ 

emphases on evangelism, eschatology, poverty, and scripture play a critical role in the 

current climate change debate and the future of climate change politics.
60

  Understanding 

how evangelicals emphasize each of these issues related to their faith allows for possible 

consensus to develop in relation to climate change.   

The various worldviews among people of faith tint the way evangelicals and 

others interpret scientific data.
61

  However, the leader or leaders who can tap into areas of 

commonality concerning climate change can impact the debate by inserting common 

moral language to address the relationship of humanity with science and creation, 

offering a source of hope in what some see as a bleak future.
62

  Evangelicals possess the 

ability to make addressing climate change about more than just political policy; rather, it 

can be an aspect of justice that provides a common purpose for society.
63

  Additionally, 

with the sweeping lifestyle changes called for by some advocating for climate change 
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reforms, evangelical experience in personal, spiritual renewal may facilitate a nationwide 

transition and understanding of responsibility, as one author noted, ―All policies 

addressing global climate change involve forms of constraint and restraint….Must 

change be accompanied through individual transformation and conversion, or through 

structural change?‖
64

  Regardless of the answer, evangelicals experience in addressing 

both types of transformation make their involvement in climate change valuable for those 

wishing to enact reform.  As one author suggested, ―Only a redeemed humanity can 

tackle environmental crisis,‖ which highlights the importance of understanding 

evangelical motivations related to climate change.
65

   

When the influence of the environmental justice movement shifted the focus of 

environmental concerns to the people, the result provided many evangelicals with a role 

to play in the issue.  Coinciding with past issues following the Industrial Revolution, 

similar concerns are raised within the effects of climate change, as Dr. L. Kristen Page, 

an ecology professor at Wheaton College wrote: 

Creation is suffering…and as a result, many people suffer due to diseases, lack of 

water, and crop failure.  While there may be disagreement about the role that 

humans play in environmental degradation, it is clear that we are able to change 

our behavior in such a way as to alleviate suffering for many.  We are called to 

love our neighbors, yet we consume resources at rates that are not sustainable.  

This has immediate consequences for many neighbors living in the developing 

world, and long-lasting consequences for our future neighbors.
66
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As one knows, even with the moral calling from the above quote, evangelicals do not 

enjoy a consensus on the climate issue.  Even so, in January of 2006, a group of 

evangelicals released ―Climate Change: an Evangelical Call to Action,‖ in which the 

signers of the document called on Christians to make lifestyle changes in order to protect 

and preserve the environment.
67

  While this call to action did not unify all evangelicals, it 

marked a new beginning of sorts for evangelicals entering into the debate concerning 

climate change.  Researchers have noted that there are theological reasons for 

evangelicals‘ varying positions related to environmentalism and proposed policies.
68

  In 

the remainder of this chapter, I will examine the approaches to climate change thought by 

the two camps of evangelicals, attempting to convey the motivations, both political and 

religious, that drive understandings of climate change.  This will be a general look at the 

two camps, focusing much more in detail on particular key leaders in the next chapter. 

 

Conservative Evangelicals and Climate Change 

 

 Conservative Evangelicals are less likely to embrace the theory of climate change 

than Progressive Evangelicals.  Research shows that ―holding theologically conservative 
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views was negatively associated with pro-environmental beliefs and behaviors, and 

willingness to invest in the environment.‖
69

  As has been the case with other historical 

events in the United States, Conservative Evangelicals‘ views on evangelism, 

eschatology, and individuality influence their engagement with political issues.  This 

appears to be the case with climate change as well.  

 Conservative Evangelicals place great emphasis on personal evangelism and 

conversion, guarding against distractions from the primary mission.  During the past few 

decades, Conservative Evangelicals‘ representation included the late Rev. Jerry Falwell.  

Speaking on behalf of many Conservative Evangelicals, Falwell consistently resisted 

embracing any kind of environmental reform, believing that the climate change issue 

mounted to liberal propaganda.  In a sermon preached shortly before his death, Jerry 

Falwell adamantly condemned the notion of climate change from the pulpit: ―The endless 

hysteria and alarmism over alleged global warming has increasingly become a national 

and international nuisance and loses credibility with every passing day.  The entire myth 

has little to do with science and much to do with politics.‖
70

  Falwell‘s influence was far 

reaching in the Conservative Evangelical camp.  The policies proposed by 

environmentalists, including some evangelicals, were viewed by Falwell and other 

conservatives as immoral. He feared that through increased government regulation, free 

enterprise would be limited, posing a threat to individual freedom, competition, and 
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capitalism.
71

  By implementing the proposed government solutions, the 

environmentalists, according to Falwell, would greatly damage the American economy.  

Additionally, Falwell believed that the evangelical environmentalists, by partnering with 

traditionally liberal political groups, were giving too much credibility to organizations 

that had been anti-Christian.
72

  Falwell believed the supporters of climate change theory 

were simply ―liberal politicians, radical environmentalists, liberal clergymen, Hollywood 

and pseudo-scientists‖ who worship the earth.
73

  Questioning the motivation of 

environmentalists, Falwell charged that the evangelical environmentalists acted to 

damage America‘s economy, to change the subject of morality from personal issues to 

social politics, and to allow Satan to ―re-direct the church‘s primary focus.‖
74

  One can 

hear echoes from earlier Conservative Evangelicals criticizing the Social Gospel 

movement a century ago. 

 Rebutting environmentalists‘ positions on global warming, Falwell asserted that 

climate change was not occurring, human contributions of carbon-dioxide had no effect, 

and the global climate always fluctuated.
75

  Falwell warned evangelicals that ―cooler 

heads must prevail in this global warming debate, especially in the evangelical 

community.‖
76
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 In an attempt to counter the publicity received by the growing environmental 

movement, in 2000, Conservative Evangelical scholars and religious leaders, such as 

James Dobson, Chuck Colson, and D. James Kennedy, produced ―The Cornwall 

Declaration on Environmental Stewardship,‖ joining together with conservatives of other 

faiths to counter the ―misconceptions about nature and science, coupled with erroneous 

theological and anthropological positions‖ in regards to the environment.
77

  The Cornwall 

Declaration expresses a concern with the way environmentalism uses science and 

technology to address the conditions of the planet.
78

  Whereas environmental advocates 

fault humanity for environmental degradation, the Cornwall Declaration asserts that the 

advocates ―mistakenly view humans as principally consumers and polluters rather than 

producers and stewards.‖
79

  Accusing environmentalism advocates of wanting to inhibit 

economic development, the Cornwall Declaration asserts, ―Growing affluence, 

technological innovation, and the application of human and material capital are integral 

to environmental improvement…to oppose economic progress in the name of 

environmental stewardship is often sadly self-defeating.‖
80

  Instead, the declaration states 
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that wealthy nations are best equipped to discover ways to improve the environment, not 

a detriment to environmental protection as environmentalists claim. 

 Holding to God‘s protection of His creation, the Cornwall Declaration rejects the 

notion of the earth as a living organism that humanity is damaging, describing this faulty 

assumption as ―romanticism,‖ which ultimately leads some ―to deify nature or oppose 

human dominion over creation.‖
81

  Instead, the Cornwall Declaration states: ―Humanity 

alone of all the created order is capable of developing other resources and can thus enrich 

creation….Human life, therefore, must be cherished and allowed to flourish.‖
82

  

Regarding humanity, the alliance describes the following as a proper belief for 

environmental stewards:  

Men and women were created in the image of God, given a privileged place 

among creatures, and commanded to exercise stewardship over the earth.  Human 

persons are moral agents for whom freedom is an essential condition of 

responsible action.  Sound environmental stewardship must attend both to the 

demands of human well being and to a divine call for human beings to exercise 

caring dominion over the earth.  It affirms that human well being and the integrity 

of creation are not only compatible but also dynamically interdependent 

realities.
83

 

 

Lastly, the Cornwall Declaration questioned ―unfounded or undue concerns‖ of 

environmentalists such as ―fears of man-made global warming, overpopulation, and 

rampant species loss,‖ concluding that these ―exaggerated risks can dangerously delay or 
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reverse the economic development necessary to improve not only human life but also 

human stewardship of the environment.‖
84

  Fearing a government overreach that will 

limit humanity‘s freedom and hinder the free-market economy, the Cornwall Declaration 

argued that humans are ―moral agents for whom freedom is an essential condition of 

responsible action‖; however, the Declaration also called for God to redeem humanity, 

allowing human beings to develop the ―intellectual, moral, and religious habits and 

practices needed for free economics and genuine care for the environment.‖
85

  This 

coalition of conservative religious leaders, including high profile evangelicals, sought for 

this alliance to impede rapid environmental policy changes, while rallying conservatives 

to supply the necessary political persuasion to do just that.
86

  Another area of interest 

from this document is the principle regarding the poor.  For the Cornwall Alliance, 

―economic freedom – which is integral to private, market economies‖ – underlines the 

conservative economic principles of the organization‘s mentality that individuals are best 

left to freely interact with the economy, rather than facing regulations by the government, 

of which the ―misguided, though well-intended‖ involvement of the government 

exacerbates the issue.
87

  In this declaration, one can see the hesitancy to embrace 

scientific findings, the suspicion of governmental power, and the emphasis on Dominion 

Theology, or the ability of humanity to position itself above the rest of creation.  This 
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document also places a great deal of emphasis on economic freedom and human 

initiative.  This is perhaps a political influence from conservative political views that 

advocate for a limited government and a free economy.  What is missing from this 

particular declaration is any eschatological references; however, since it involves a wide 

array of diverse conservative faiths, any reasoning around end times theology would find 

little agreement outside of Conservative Evangelical circles. 

As this declaration was made in 2000, it was not the last declaration from 

evangelicals to influence the climate change debate.  A group of Progressive Evangelicals 

pushed for evangelical involvement in the climate change debate, releasing their own 

statement in 2006 that conflicted with conservative thought on the environment.
88

  In 

order to promote the agenda of the Cornwall Declaration and to answer the opposition, 

those affiliated with the declaration developed the Interfaith Stewardship Alliance in 

2005, later changing its name to the Cornwall Alliance for the Stewardship of Creation 

for continuity purposes.  In response to the statement released by Progressive 

Evangelicals, the Cornwall Alliance insisted that many of the environmental policies 

promoted actually exacerbate the problem.
89

  In response to accusations that Conservative 
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Evangelicals cared little for those most affected by climate change, the Cornwall Alliance 

retorted:  

Yes, we care.  But we also believe, with economist Walter Williams, that ‗truly 

compassionate policy requires dispassionate analysis.‘ That is the very motive for 

our opposing drastic steps to prevent global warming….It matters little how well 

we mean, if what we do actually harms those we intend to help.
90

  

 

Accusing progressives of exaggerating their findings, the Cornwall Alliance warned that 

attempts to stem global warming actually slow economic development and raise energy 

costs.
91

  Dr. Calvin Beisner, spokesperson for the Cornwall Alliance, said in reference to 

climate change reforms, ―By driving up energy prices and by reducing the agricultural 

benefits associated with moderately increased temperature resulting from increased CO2, 

the [mandatory emissions reductions] will increase the prices on those things upon which 

the poor are especially dependent.‖
92

  

 Instead, the Cornwall Alliance and other conservative religious groups promoted 

their conservative environmental policies as alternatives to ECI.  According to the 

Cornwall Alliance, what scientists have referred to as human induced climate change 

simply results from natural cycles for the planet and are unlikely catastrophic, which the 
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Cornwall Alliance claims to possess ―extensive evidence and argument against the extent, 

the significance, and perhaps the existence of the much-touted scientific consensus on 

catastrophic human-induced global warming.‖
93

  As far as human culpability, the 

Cornwall Alliance states that human activity does not affect the natural cycles of the earth 

positively or negatively, labeling human efforts to slow climate change as ―largely 

futile.‖
94

  Again referring to human dominion over creation, the letter concludes, ―The 

stewardship God gave to human beings over the earth – to cultivate and guard the garden 

(Genesis 2:15) and to fill, subdue, and rule the whole earth (Genesis 1:28) – strongly 

suggests that caring for human needs is compatible with caring for the earth.‖
95

  The 

Cornwall Alliance further entrenched Conservative Evangelical resistance to climate 

change.   

Utilizing many of the same supporters as the Cornwall Alliance, a coalition of 

religiously conservative groups joined together in May of 2008 with the ―WeGetIt.org 

Declaration.‖  Some of the partners in this endeavor to stop progression of climate 

change legislation included the Cornwall Alliance, the Ethics and Religious Liberty 

Commission of the Southern Baptist Convention, the Family Research Council, 
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Wallbuilders, and the Acton Institute.
96

  Other notable signers included Tony Perkins, 

Chuck Colson, Senator Tom Coburn, Senator James Inhofe, James Dobson, and Richard 

Land.  This simplified declaration acknowledged that God created the world, humans are 

to be biblical stewards of the earth, and Christians possess a responsibility to care for the 

poor.
97

  Decrying global warming as a dangerous myth, the WeGetIt.org Declaration 

called on churches and individual Christians to collect one million signatures as a show 

of power to the United States government.
98

  With the intent of collecting quick support, 

this particular declaration failed to provide data, details, or developed arguments 

supporting the statement.  However, Conservative Evangelicals released a more detailed 

proposal eighteen months later. 

In December 2009, the Cornwall Alliance released ―A Renewed Call to Truth, 

Prudence, and Protection of the Poor,‖ which questions the theology, economics, and 

science of Progressive Evangelicals while expounding on the latest positions held by 
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 The WeGetIt.org Campaign, ―WeGetIt.org Declaration,‖ www.we-get-it.org, (accessed May 31, 

2011).  

 
97

 Ibid. The Declaration divides into four sections: ―God Said It,‖ ―We Get It,‖ ―They Need It,‖ 

and ―Let‘s Do It.‖  The section on ―God Said It‖ alludes to the creation, fall and redemption: ―God created 

everything.  He made us in His own image, and commanded us to be fruitful and multiply and watch over 

His creation.  Although separated from God by our sin, we are lovingly restored through Jesus Christ, and 

take responsibility for being good stewards.‖  The ―We Get It‖ highlights the importance of Scripture and 

the suspicion of science: ―Our stewardship of creation must be based on Biblical principles and factual 

evidence.  We face importance environmental challenges, but must be cautious of claims that our planet is 

in peril from speculative dangers like man-made global warming.‖  The ―They Need It‖ section accuses 

environmentalism of harming the poor instead of allowing them to be ―producers and stewards.‖  The final 

section, ―Let‘s Do It,‖ calls on Christians to follow Scripture and ―care for the poor and tend His creation.‖  

Even as a short statement, the declaration references the importance of Scripture, the suspicion of science, 

the validity of dominion over creation, the need for evangelism, and the personal responsibility to care for 

the poor and produce wealth.  These all align with the hypotheses in this study concerning Conservative 

Evangelicals.  
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 Ibid.  
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Conservative Evangelicals regarding climate change.
99

  The opening of the document 

discusses the scientific consensus that the burning of fossil fuels leads to global warming, 

a position the Cornwall Alliance calls ―global warming alarmism.‖
100

  According to the 

Cornwall Alliance, the ramifications of ―alarmist‖ policies will devastate the economy 

and would only result in ―a negligible, undetectable reduction in the global average 

temperature a hundred years from now.‖
101

   

Attempting to debunk climate change alarmist views, the first argument the 

Cornwall Alliance challenges concerns the theological positions of religious and secular 

environmental groups.  According to the theology of the Cornwall Alliance, humanity 

possesses ―the divine mandate to multiply and to fill, subdue, and rule the Earth, 

transforming it from wilderness into garden.‖
102

  In describing creation, the authors write, 

―Earth and all its subsystems – of land, sea, and air, living and nonliving – are the good 

products of the wise design and omnipotent acts of the infinite, eternal, and unchangeable 
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 Cornwall Alliance, ―A Renewed Call to Truth, Prudence, and Protection of the Poor,‖ Cornwall 

Alliance, www.cornwallalliance.org/docs/a-renewed-call-to-truth-prudence-and-protection-of-the-poor.pdf,  

(accessed May 31, 2011), 1.  This document is an update to a similar statement released in 2006.  Since 

they contain basically the same information, for purposes here, I will cover the 2009 document and the 

theological statements related to climate change politics.  At the same time this document was released, a 

simplified, scaled-down version, previously referenced, ―An Evangelical Declaration on Global Warming,‖ 

was released by the Cornwall Alliance.  In Cornwall Alliance, ―An Evangelical Declaration on Global 

Warming,‖ the document refers to ―A Renewed Call‖ as demonstrating ―that many of these proposed 

policies [of climate change alarmists] would destroy jobs and impose trillions of dollars in costs to achieve 

no net benefits.‖   
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 Ibid., 1.  

 
101

 Ibid. In the view of the Cornwall Alliance, the economic devastation includes the loss of 

millions of jobs, the lost production of trillions of dollars, a reduction of the standard of living ―for all but 

the elite few who are well positioned to benefit from laws that unfairly advantage them at the expense of 

most businesses and all consumers,‖ the increase in governmental power over the private and economic 

marketplace, and the lack of adaptation for the poor resulting in widespread death.  

 
102

 Ibid., 3. 
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Triune God of the Bible….Mankind, created in God‘s image, is the crown of creation.‖
103

  

The role of human beings includes the calling ―to cultivate and guard what they subdue 

and rule.‖
104

  Citing the sinfulness of humanity that ―deeply mars‖ the stewardship over 

creation, the authors turn to salvation found in the Gospel for the answer:   

Although sin, universal among mankind, deeply mars this stewardship, God‘s 

redemptive act in Jesus Christ‘s death on the cross and His instructive activity 

through Scripture, communicating the nature of creation and human responsibility 

for it, enable people to create wealth and decrease poverty at the same time that 

they pursue creation stewardship and, even more important, the true spiritual 

wealth of knowing their Creator through Jesus Christ.
105

 

 

The Conservative Evangelicals are careful to mention that humanity should not abuse the 

earth, but also warns against worship of the earth instead of the Creator.
106

       

As part of their stewardship, the Cornwall Alliance calls for the care of those in 

poverty.  Discussing theological concerns of succumbing to global warming hysteria, the 

Cornwall Alliance asserts that ―a high priority for the church should be the welfare of the 
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 Ibid.  This is echoed in Cornwall Alliance, ―An Evangelical Declaration on Global Warming,‖ 

which references the Earth as ―created by God‘s intelligent design and infinite power and sustained by His 

faithful providence.‖  Additionally, the evangelical declaration states, ―We deny that Earth and its 

ecosystems are the fragile and unstable products of chance.‖  These statements, coupled with the reference 

from ―A Renewed Call‖ draws the parallel between environmentalism and evolution.  By referencing 

intelligent design and decrying ―products of chance,‖ the Cornwall Alliance seems to relate the two issues 

together as attempts to undercut belief in God‘s sovereignty.    

  
104

 Ibid.  This is a reference to Dominion Theology prevalent among Conservative Evangelicals.  

 
105

 Ibid.  In this statement, Conservative Evangelical emphasis on evangelism, dominion, and 

personal responsibility are highlighted.   
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 Ibid., 4-5.  Conservative Evangelicals teach that God will sustain the earth until the end of the 

world.  This viewpoint is supported in this document, citing Genesis and Revelation for Scriptural support: 

―Intermittently throughout the Bible, at key moments, the goodness of creation is clearly affirmed.  It is an 

essential part of proctology (Biblical revelation about the beginning of the world): What God creates is 

declared ‗good‘ six times in Genesis 1, and one final, seventh time, everything He made is declared ‗very 

good‘ (Genesis 1:31).  It is an essential part of the final state when ‗the twenty-four elders…say, ―Worthy 

are you, our Lord and God, to receive glory and honor and power, for you created all things, and by your 

will they existed and were created‖‘ (Revelation 4:10-11).  And it is an essential part of present eschatology 

(Biblical teaching about the end of the world) for the Church in this world, as Paul in 1 Timothy 4:4 

declares, against some form of proto-Gnosticism, ‗for everything created by God is good.‘‖    
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poor, since environmental policies often adversely affect them.‖
107

  The Cornwall 

Alliance accuses ―exaggerated risks‖ of climate change as potentially delaying 

improvement for the poor, alleging that environmentalists ―lobby to prevent the poor 

from obtaining electricity from fossil fuels, insisting instead that they must either 

continue as they are or adopt much more costly alternative energy systems.‖
108

  The 

conservatives charge progressive environmental policies of diverting money from 

treating the ill, limiting access to energy for the poor, and redistributing wealth, adding 

that in reality what the poor need is ―the gospel of salvation by grace alone through faith 

alone in Christ alone.‖
109

  In this theological point related to evangelism, while one sees 

the connection with politically conservative economic policy, the curious inclusion of 

personal salvation seems forced in this section.  It is an interesting placement of that 

sentence at the end of a paragraph about income redistribution; however, it does 

demonstrate the preeminence that evangelism holds within Conservative Evangelical 

thought with the accusation that environmental policy is not only taking wealth from the 

poor, but ultimately distracting others from a personal encounter with the Creator.  For 
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 Ibid., 4.  See also, Ibid., 19, where the document states, ―What impoverished people 

desperately need is abundant, affordable electricity – most easily achieved by using fossil fuels like coal, 

petroleum, and natural gas.  However much these might emit real pollutants (not CO2, which is essential to 

all plant growth and not a pollutant, but nitrous oxide, mercury, soot, and others), they are tremendously 

cleaner and safer than wood and dung.‖  
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 Ibid., 19.  The Cornwall Alliance argues that money spent on trying to alter climate change 

would be better spent on helping the poor adapt to a cyclical change in the environment: ―Abject poverty 

forces the poor in much of the world to use firewood and dried dung for fuel.  Every day, untold thousands 

of people must spend hours gathering wood or dung to obtain fuel for cooking and heating.  The indoor 

smoke from their kitchens and open fires causes respiratory diseases like tuberculosis that kill millions 

every year.  Spending on problems like those would yield much higher benefits than spending to reduce 

global warming, and in a world with finite wealth, choices must be made.  We cannot do everything.‖ 
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 Ibid., 4.  
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Conservative Evangelicals, the ultimate concern for the poor is not their present physical 

condition, but their eternal spiritual condition. 

Concerning the role of God in the environment, conservatives in the Cornwall 

Alliance do not teach that the Creator will abandon His creation.  For them, the way that 

God sustains the earth limits what humanity can do to damage the earth.  While 

Conservative Evangelicals believe in the sinfulness of humankind, in this ―A Renewed 

Call to Truth,‖ they conclude that humanity‘s sin will not thwart God‘s plans, or change 

God‘s promises, such as ―that flood waters will never again cover the Earth.‖
110

  With the 

promise made to Noah, Conservative Evangelicals reject the thought that climate change 

will result in devastating elevated sea levels.  The Cornwall Alliance calls the belief in 

manmade climate change as questionable both theologically and scientifically:  

God did not create the world and walk away from it, but actively sustains it so 

that His purposes will be achieved.  God is sovereign, and it seems unlikely that 

man can thwart His purposes.  Consequently there is no need to adopt anti-global 

warming policies, especially if…they will consign our poorest neighbors to 

additional decades or generations of grinding poverty.
111

 

  

Instead, the Cornwall Alliance promotes the view of human dominion ―as a vital means 

to unlock the potential in creation for all Earth‘s inhabitants.‖
112

  In order to accomplish 

this mission, Conservative Evangelicals promote human population growth within 

families, scorning attempts to curb the population as a way to minimize global warming: 

―The command to multiply and fill the Earth came in the context of a blessing, not a 
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 Ibid., 15.  Related to the flood on Noah‘s time, the Cornwall Alliance says, ―Although these 

verses do not guarantee that no local floods will occur or even that the sea level will not rise, nonetheless 

since they were given assurance against devastating judgment…This does not mean that sea level cannot 

rise (and likewise fall) gradually and within certain boundaries over long periods as Earth warms and cools 

through natural cycles.  But catastrophic sea level rise depends on its occurring suddenly, too quickly for 

human adaptation – and that is simply not in the offing.‖ 
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curse (Genesis 1:28; 9:1, 7).‖
113

  Citing additional scriptures that describe children as a 

blessing and that command humans to multiply, the Cornwall Alliance affirms that 

humanity ―is not an alien or a disease on Earth but a proper part of the worldwide 

ecology.‖
114

  By placing so much emphasis on what the Bible says, particularly in the 

Book of Genesis, the viewpoint among conservatives regarding climate change remains 

consistent with Conservative Evangelicals‘ views on the authority and accuracy of 

Scripture, as well as the value placed on the unborn.  From a theological point of view, 

the threat of climate change undermines conservatives‘ concepts of God and order and 

devalues human life.  In a Conservative Evangelical reading of Scripture, God has placed 

humanity above creation. In Genesis, God places humans in authority, or dominion, over 

the Garden.   Claiming that humanity has caused God‘s creation to suffer destabilizes the 

conservative understanding of God sustaining creation.
115

   

One additional theological influence of Conservative Evangelicals mentioned, but 

not prominently, in the ―Renewed Call to Truth‖ is eschatology:  

While the Biblical vision aspires to harmony, it recognizes that true 

environmental harmony will be perfected only in the eschaton of the new Heavens 
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 Ibid.  Continuing, ―Part of God‘s promise of blessing to Abraham was that his seed would 

multiply to be like the stars in number (Genesis 12:2; 15:5; 17:1–6), a promise renewed to Isaac (Genesis 

26:4, 24) and to Israel as a whole (Deuteronomy 10:22; 28:62–63; Leviticus 26:22). The Scriptures see a 

large national population as a good thing (Proverbs 14:28). Children are not a curse but a gift and reward 

from the Lord (Psalm 127:3–5; 128:1, 3). They help fulfill the mandate to fill and rule the Earth.‖  Covered 

in the next two chapters, this reasoning is heavily emphasized by Tony Perkins in his statements and 

writings.  
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 Ibid., 11-12.  The document states, ―God‘s original intention, then, was for man to multiply and 

fill the Earth (Genesis 1:28). That intention was renewed in the covenant with Noah (Genesis 9:1, 7) and 

again with Abraham (Genesis 17:2) and Isaac (Genesis 26:4, 24), then with the nation of Israel 

(Deuteronomy 7:13). Then it was renewed with all believers (Hosea 1:10; Romans 9:26). And in the New 

Testament, the Apostle Paul tells us that God ‗made from one [man] every nation of mankind to live on all 

the face of the earth, having determined their appointed times and the boundaries of their habitation‘ (Acts 

17:26, emphasis added).‖ 
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 Lakoff, 220.  
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and New Earth (Isaiah 11:1-10; 65:17-25) and will prevail before then only to the 

extent that humanity fulfills its mandate to fill, subdue, and rule the Earth.
116

 

 

The allusion to no perfection until the end of the world matches with Conservative 

Evangelicals‘ views on how to engage the world in relation to the end times.  The 

Conservative Evangelical viewpoint on the environment includes the understanding that 

God sustains creation, humankind can do nothing to undermine His authority over 

creation, and only God can make all things perfect when He comes again to earth.  

Placing faith in creation by God, the Cornwall Alliance describes the design, creation, 

and sustaining power of God as ―an essential part of present eschatology (Biblical 

teaching about the end of the world) for the Church in this world.‖
117

  Due to 

Conservative Evangelical‘s importance placed on the process and sustainability of 

creation as a reflection of the sovereignty of God, allowing the concept of a decaying 

earth harmed by humanity undermines this faith in God controlling the end of history, 

which in turn weakens Conservative Evangelical eschatology and understanding of the 

nature of God. 

 For many Conservative Evangelicals, eschatology plays a highly influential role 

on their rejection of man-made global warming.  According to some interpretations on 

Revelation, the sun will grow hot, weather will become dangerous, environmental 

degradation will occur, and the world will turn to a global leader, or anti-Christ.
118

  For 

these conservatives, nothing can stop environmental catastrophe brought on by the end 
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 Cornwall Alliance, ―A Renewed Call,‖ 10.  
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 Ibid., 5.  Further, the document states, ―From the original unformed matter, God‘s work of 

creation makes a cosmos by establishing distinctions, by separating things out, and by giving each thing its 

holy place and function.‖  
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 Paul Boyer, When Time Shall Be No More (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard 

University Press, 1992), 331.  Jeffress preaches a similar interpretation to his congregation at First Baptist 

Church of Dallas.   
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times as it is controlled and ordained by God.  Therefore premillennialism appears to 

influence Conservative Evangelicals lack of engagement with environmental 

programs.
119

  Although the Cornwall Declaration does not specifically mention 

premillennialism, the underlying belief harmonizes with the reasoning given pertaining to 

climate change.   

Consistently supporting the concept of the rugged individual, the Cornwall 

Alliance asserts that the answer to environmental problems and resulting poverty lies in 

the hands of individuals and individual nations to act responsibly and competitively in the 

world market: ―We believe it is far wiser to promote economic growth, partly through 

keeping energy inexpensive, than to fight against potential global warming and this slow 

economic growth…wealthier societies are better able and more willing to spend to 

protect and improve the natural environment than poorer societies.‖
120

  The Cornwall 

Alliance, from the rejection of the IPCC data to the understanding of eschatology and 

evangelism, warns that the policies promoted by climate change alarmists produce 

―unavoidable tradeoffs.‖
121

  In the report, the Cornwall Alliance charges that the 

monetary resources spent on climate change research should instead provide assistance 
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 James L. Guth et al., ―Faith and Environment: Religious Beliefs and Attitudes on 

Environmental Policy,‖ American Journal of Political Science 39 (1995): 368.  Describing the ―belief in 

the imminence of the ‗End Times‘ and Second Coming of Jesus, and consequent pessimism about this 

worldly reform,‖ Guth quotes James Watt, former Secretary of the Interior, who ―warned Congress not to 

gaze too far ahead on natural-resource policy because he did not know ‗how many future generations we 

can count on before the Lord returns.‘‖  In Ibid., 373, the report finds that evangelicals and regular church 

attenders show less concern for the environment.  
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 Cornwall Alliance, ―Open Letter.‖  See also, Cornwall Alliance, ―A Renewed Call,‖ 46, where 

conservative economic principles and individualism are supported biblically, such as, ―private property 

(Exodus 20:15; Matthew 20;15), free and voluntary trade (Matthew 20:1-15), the legitimacy of profit 

through investment (Matthew 25:14-30), etc.‖ 
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for those combating disease and malnutrition.
122

  Additionally, the conservatives insist 

that taxing or capping carbon emissions adversely affects society, particularly in 

developing nations, while also allowing for rampant corruption as governments choose 

which businesses to favor.
123

  Overall, the main economic argument put forth by 

conservatives supports a free market solution to energy, alternative energy, and 

adaptation to a changing environment over a government run program which limits the 

perceived strength in the open market.  For those among Conservative Evangelicals who 

identify with the Republican Party, climate change presents a challenge to accept that 

individualism and consumption may lead to increased environmental problems.   

While economic concerns and evangelism weigh heavily on opposition to climate 

change reform, other reasons persist as well.  In ―A Renewed Call,‖ the Cornwall 

Alliance describes the IPCC as ―a loosely organized, highly politicized group of 

scientists, bureaucrats, and governmental representatives first assembled in 1988 with the 

explicit mandate to build the scientific case for anthropogenic global warming – a 

mandate that has heavily shaped its findings.‖
124

  The IPCC is accused of relying too 

heavily on computer models, which, according to conservatives, cannot possibly predict 

the future of such a complex system such as the Earth‘s climate. Instead, the scientists 

assume that the recent change in climate is related to greenhouse gases produced by 

humans, but they do not have the definitive proof that the cause of warming is related to 
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 Ibid.  The report states, ―Money spent to combat climate change cannot be spent to eradicate 

malaria (which kills two million people per year, mostly children under 5), to improve female literacy 

(perhaps the key investment for social progress), to fight hunger, malnutrition, and communicable diseases, 

or to build roads, electric power plants and grids, and water and sewage treatment plants.‖  
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 Cornwall Alliance, ―A Renewed Call,‖ 27.  The document continues, ―Despite the profound 

influence that Earth‘s greenhouse effect has on weather and climate, it is well known (but seldom 

mentioned) that the direct warming influence of more CO2 in the atmosphere is weak.‖  
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humanity.
125

  As to rising temperatures, the Cornwall Alliance asserts that the Earth‘s 

temperature is higher, but that it is just a part of the natural cycle of the earth over the last 

2,000 years as global temperatures rose and fell over that time span.  Accusing scientific 

research of bias, the Cornwall Alliance accuses the U. S. government and scientists of 

only focusing on man-caused warming instead of including research concerning natural 

cycles.
126

  Therefore, any increase in weather related storms, floods, droughts, or melting 

may be occurring, but not as a result of contributions from humanity.
127

  Finally, on the 

issue of CO2, the Cornwall document doubts that an increase in carbon-dioxide is 

necessarily a bad thing for the planet: ―It is reasonable to consider the possibility that 
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 Ibid., 33-4.  Discussing the lack of proof, the document states: ―It is simply assumed by those 

scientists working within the milieu of current climate orthodoxy that most recent warming was caused by 

humanity‘s greenhouse gas emissions. While hundreds of scientific papers have been written that do not 

contradict the theory of anthropogenic global warming, neither do they demonstrate that global warming is 

largely anthropogenic rather than natural. To do that, scientists would need to understand the causes of past 

natural climate change, and then somehow demonstrate that these have not caused the changes of the last 

50 years or so. Some researchers believe the lack of enhanced warming in the upper troposphere (the so-

called ―hot spot‖ predicted by climate models) in recent decades is proof that the models‘ predictions are 

wrong. Some claim that there is no ―fingerprint‖ of manmade warming since (for example) global warming 

caused by more sunlight being absorbed by the ocean would look substantially the same as manmade 

global warming via more greenhouse gases.‖ 
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 Ibid., 31.  Claiming the climate change research is biased, the document argues, ―This bias 

against recognizing naturally produced climate change even creeps into the decisions of what kinds of 

research to conduct, which inevitably leads to biased research results. The climate research that has been 

funded by the U.S. government over the last twenty years has focused primarily on the threat of 

anthropogenic global warming, not on natural warming or cooling, or the lack of a threat of anthropogenic 

warming. If scientists are promised a career of financial support to find evidence of manmade climate 

change, they will do their best to find it. And computer climate modeling is currently the most popular form 

of research to accomplish that task. But because many important processes in nature are poorly understood, 

climate modelers can get just about any answer they want by simply adjusting those processes within what 

they might consider realistic ranges. The temptation to use the ―likely results‖ criterion (which modelers 

use routinely to judge their models) as a cover for politically expedient results and the desire never to be an 

outlier are powerful human impulses to which scientists are not immune. Thus, there is a built-in 

disincentive to study possible natural causes of climate change that might lead researchers to findings that 

fall outside of the current orthodoxy of climate science.‖  Again, one sees the skepticism of Conservative 

Evangelicals toward scientific findings related to climate change.  
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 See, Ibid., 34, where it states, ―It should also be remembered that, even if warming were to 

cause an increase in tropical storm activity, that says nothing about what caused the warming in the first 

place: nature, as it is known to have done repeatedly throughout geologic history, or human activity, as it is 

theorized to have done for the first time ever in the last 50 years.‖   
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more CO2 will benefit life on Earth.‖
128

  Their final argument against the science of man-

caused warming relates to the use of ―consensus‖ in describing the scientific 

community‘s findings: ―Consensus is a political term, not a scientific one.  The use of the 

term by the IPCC is an admission that scientific uncertainty exists.‖
129

  Conservative 

Evangelicals‘ long history of suspicion of science allows the conservative community to 

question the scientific finding concerning climate change, thus rejecting the findings as 

somehow misinformed or merely political.  This suspicion of science permeates 

evangelical life to a certain degree, which causes some consternation that evangelicals 

lack knowledge about science to fully understand the ecological crisis.
130

  Even the 

Progressive Evangelicals associated with ECI carefully stated that they too, studied and 

verified the scientific community‘s findings before endorsing their plan to combat global 

warming:  

Because all religious/moral claims about climate change are relevant only if 

climate change is real and is mainly human-induced, everything hinges on the 

scientific data. As evangelicals we have hesitated to speak on this issue until we 
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 Ibid., 38.  Continuing, ―Finally, it should be noted that there is no known optimum temperature. 

Either warming or cooling will lead to both benefits and additional stresses, depending upon the kinds of 

flora and fauna involved. Warmer is probably better for most life on Earth, as it extends the geographic 

range of most forms of life toward the high latitudes—an observation contrary to theoretical models on the 

basis of which some scientists predict rising rates of species extinction associated with global warming.‖  
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 Ibid., 40.  Discussing the problems with ―consensus,‖ the document continues, ―As has been 

demonstrated repeatedly throughout the history of modern science, a scientific theory that is widely 

believed to be true can be overturned when more is learned. Our scientific understanding is always 
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of the Earth‘s climate system.‖  
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Alliance (now Cornwall Alliance) as one of the major obstacles facing global warming action, arguing: ―So 
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could be more certain of the science of climate change, but the signatories now 

believe that the evidence demands action.
131

 

 

Until more Conservative Evangelicals are accepting of secular science, not viewing it as a 

godless study, support for climate change using scientific data will make little headway 

among Conservative Evangelicals.   

 Through these various documents produced by Conservative Evangelicals, 

theological viewpoints on evangelism, end times, creation, and the poor impact their 

positions concerning man-caused climate change.  Supporting the hypotheses, suspicion 

of science, emphasis on evangelism, and stewardship focused on dominion lead 

conservatives to reject global warming policies.  Additionally, the view on poverty 

affects global warming action as well; for conservatives, caring for the poor opens 

opportunities to evangelize others.  Returning to a statement made in the opening pages 

of the Cornwall ―A Renewed Call,‖ the poor, ―above all,‖ are most in need of ―the gospel 

of salvation by grace alone through faith alone in Christ alone.‖
132

     

 

Progressive Evangelicals and Climate Change 

 

While Conservative Evangelical organizations remain skeptical concerning the 

issues facing the environment, other evangelicals accept the scientific data and seek ways 

to encourage more evangelicals to support environmental reform; however, evangelical 

involvement in environmentalism minimally occurs, according to surveys concluding that 

environmental activists are less likely to attend church than the general public.
133

  Even 
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so, some Progressive Evangelicals ventured into supporting climate change reforms as a 

product of their faith.   

 One such organization of evangelicals is the Evangelical Environmental Network, 

founded in 1993 in order to educate and mobilize Christians and churches to speak out on 

policy issues that affect their ―ability to preach the Gospel, protect life, and care for 

God‘s Creation.‖
134

  Currently, the leaders of the EEN are Rev. Mitch Hescox, President 

and CEO, and Rev. Jim Ball, Executive Vice President.  According to the organization‘s 

website, the EEN exists to ―[d]eclare the Lordship of Christ over all creation,‖ to provide 

resources for Bible studies on creation‘s care, to ―[s]how the compassion of Christ for 

people who suffer from creation‘s destruction,‖ to strengthen God‘s ―kingdom by active 

service,‖ and to ―[s]hare the Gospel with those who do not know that Jesus Christ is the 

ultimate Hope for creation groaning under our sin and the only Hope for our own 

souls.‖
135

  Through email blasts, podcasts, blog entries, and most notably ―On the Care of 

Creation,‖ EEN seeks to communicate a pro-environmental message grounded on faith in 

Jesus Christ.   

Asserting that ―biblical faith is essential to the solution of our ecological 

problems,‖ the EEN laments humanity‘s sinfulness toward the earth which causes land 

degradation, deforestation, species extinction, water degradation, and global toxification: 

―[We] repent of the way we have polluted, distorted, or destroyed so much of the 

Creator‘s work.‖
136

  Claiming salvation for humanity through Christ, the EEN extends 
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 Evangelical Environmental Network, ―On the Care of Creation,‖ Evangelical Environmental 

Network, www.creationcare.org/blank.php?id=39, (accessed June 1, 2011).  Although some Conservative 

Evangelicals believe otherwise, the EEN is not a radical left evangelical movement.  Its partners include the 
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salvation and healing for sinfulness not just for the individual, but for the creation as a 

whole: ―Because in Christ God has healed our alienation from God…we commit 

ourselves to working in the power of the Holy Spirit to share the Good News of Christ in 

word and deed, to work for the reconciliation of all people in Christ, and to extend 

Christ‘s healing to suffering creation.‖
137

  The manner in which Progressive Evangelicals 

proceed includes recognizing faulty attitudes toward creation. 

In ―On the Care of Creation,‖ the writers address an accusation of Conservative 

Evangelicals that climate change deifies nature: 

Our creating God is prior to and other than creation, yet intimately involved with 

it, upholding each thing in its freedom, and all things in relationships of intricate 

complexity.  God is transcendent, while lovingly sustaining each creature; and 

immanent, while wholly other than creation and not to be confused with it.
138

  

 

Decrying Dominion Theology, the EEN calls evangelicals ―to confess and repent of 

attitudes which devalue creation, and which twist or ignore biblical revelation to support 

our misuse of it.‖
139

  Part of the misuse includes selfishly focusing on individual 

materialism instead of resisting ―the allure of wastefulness and overconsumption by 

making personal lifestyle choices that express humility, forbearance, self restraint and 

frugality.‖
140

  Another area that the EEN addresses is human population, which attributes 

to more severe environmental degradations as humanity presses ―against the finite limits 

                                                                                                                                                 
Baptist General Convention of Texas, World Vision, Habitat for Humanity, InterVaristy Christian 

Fellowship, and United Methodists just to name a few.  The Evangelical Environmental Network paved the 

way for more progressive minded groups to invest in the climate change dialogue. 
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 Ibid.   
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 Ibid.  The declaration also states, ―The cosmos, in all its beauty, wildness, and life-giving 

bounty, is the work of our personal and loving Creator.‖  While the EEN defends itself from worshiping 

creation, they accuse Conservative Evangelicals of abusing creation by advocating Dominion Theology.  

  
139

 Ibid.  Continuing, the EEN states, ―Forgetting that ‗the earth is the Lord‘s,‘ we have often 

simply used creation and forgotten our responsibility to care for it.‖  
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 Ibid.  
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God has set for creation.‖
141

  In order to re-focus the society, the EEN desires for 

―Christians to work for godly, just, and sustainable economies…which empower the poor 

and create abundance without diminishing creation‘s bounty.‖
142

  However, Progressive 

Evangelicals currently describe the stewardship of evangelicals as ―warped‖ and filled 

with greed, rather than reflecting God‘s glory.
143

   

Human sinfulness ―perverted‖ earthly stewardship, leading to ―an unjust denial of 

God‘s created bounty to other human beings, both now and in the future.‖
144

  The Gospel 

allows for reconciliation of this perverted state, ushering humanity into the presence of 

―the kingdom of God,‖ which, in turn, brings ―harmony and justice between people and 

the rest of the created world.‖
145

  The connection of personal salvation and environmental 

healing echoes the call of the Social Gospel among the poor and oppressed, as well as the 
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 Ibid.  The EEN addresses a topic that is toxic for Conservative Evangelicals: population 

control.  In this document, the EEN continues, ―With continued population growth, these degradations will 

become more severe.  Our responsibility is not only to bear and nurture children, but to nurture their home 

on earth.‖  

 
142

 Ibid.  A primary motivator to engage climate change for Jim Wallis and Joel Hunter includes 

addressing the situation of those in poverty.  This involves more government responsibility, as the EEN 

commits ―to work for responsible public policies which embody the principles of biblical stewardship of 

creation.‖  Calling for governmental policies, as well as mentioning the increased risks posed by a growing 

human population gives Conservative Evangelicals pause in assisting with climate change, as conservatives 

see statements like these as potentially devaluing life and promoting abortion.   
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 Ibid.  The EEN states, ―Our God-given, stewardly talents have often been warped from their 

intended purpose: that we know, name, keep and delight in God's creatures; that  we nourish civilization in 

love, creativity and obedience to God; and that we  offer creation and civilization back in praise to the 

Creator. We have ignored our creaturely limits and have used the earth with greed, rather than care.‖  

 
144

 Ibid. The statement cites Hosea 4:1, 3, which says, ―There is no faithfulness, no love, no 

acknowledgment of God in this land….Because of this the land mourns, and all who live in it waste away.‖  

The Progressive Evangelicals cite the economic inequality as evidence of unfaithfulness, which echoes the 

message of the Social Gospel and the concern for the common good.   
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 Ibid.  The document states, ―In Jesus Christ, believers are forgiven, transformed and brought 

into God's kingdom. ‗If anyone is in Christ, there is a new creation‘ (2 Cor. 5:17).  The presence of the 

kingdom of God is marked not only by renewed fellowship with God, but also by renewed harmony and 

justice between people, and by renewed harmony and justice between people and the rest of the created 

world.  ‗You will go out in joy and be led forth in peace; the mountains and the hills will burst into song 

before you, and all the trees of the field will clap their hands‘ (Isa. 55:12).‖  
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connection with Civil Rights during the 1960s.  The theological connection between 

evangelism and salvation for Progressive Evangelicals extends beyond the individual and 

permeates all areas of the Progressive Evangelical world.
146

  EEN places an emphasis on 

evangelism by calling on Christians to ―sustain creation‘s fruitfulness and preserve 

creation‘s powerful testimony to its Creator,‖ while also encouraging evangelicals to 

repent by resisting materialism and over-consumption through embracing humility and 

self-restraint.
147

  EEN urges the evangelical society to cease misusing and devaluing 

creation by centering evangelical faith on Christ, grounding environmental policy in 

Scripture, and learning about God from creation.
148

    

Part of the care for creation includes Christians striving for ―godly, just, and 

sustainable economies which reflect God‘s sovereign economy and enable men, women 

and children to flourish along with the diversity of creation.‖
149

  Slightly referencing the 

eschaton, the EEN acknowledges that only God can ultimately make everything right, but 

that ―until Christ returns to reconcile all things, we are called to be faithful stewards of 

God‘s good garden, our earthly home.‖
150

  Unlike the more Conservative Evangelical 
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 Ibid.  Stretching the Gospel beyond the individual, stating, ―[W]e seek carefully to learn all that 

the Bible tells us about the Creator, creation, and the human task.  In our life and words we declare the full 

good news for all creation which is still waiting ‗with eager longing for the revealing of the children of 

God.‘(Rom. 8:19).‖    
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 Ibid.  
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 Ibid.  The EEN states, ―We urge individual Christians and churches to be centers of creation‘s 

care and renewal, both delighting in creation as God‘s gift, and enjoying it as God‘s provision, in ways 

which sustain and heal this damaged fabric of the creation which God has entrusted to us.‖  
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 Ibid.  Further, the document alludes to eschatological events stating, ―Because we await the 

time when even the groaning creation will be restored to wholeness, we commit ourselves to work 

vigorously to protect and  heal that creation for the honor and glory of the Creator – whom we know dimly 

through creation, but meet fully through Scripture and in Christ. We and our children face a growing crisis 

in the health of the creation in which we are embedded, and through which, by God's grace, we are 

sustained. Yet we continue to degrade that creation.‖ 
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position, which states that there is little humanity can do until Christ returns, this 

statement by Progressive Evangelicals places responsibility on Christians in the present 

day to strive for a better world until Christ comes back.  Whereas the conservative stance 

places the responsibility on God, the progressive stance sees humanity playing a greater 

role in the environment.  When society alters lifestyles and faithfully follows Christ in 

care of the earth, EEN believes that God will redeem all of creation from detrimental 

conditions facing the environment.   

 By bringing more awareness to an evangelical role in the environment, the EEN 

influenced and motivated other evangelicals to engage the political issue of global 

warming.  A second group of evangelicals, the Evangelical Climate Initiative, comprised 

of 85 evangelical leaders, joined the environmental struggle in 2006, calling on Christians 

to make lifestyle changes to protect and preserve the environment.
151

  For many 

signatories, this signified a first foray into addressing the climate change issue from a 

theological perspective.
152

  Striving to enlarge the evangelical political influence beyond 

merely abortion and gay marriage, ECI insists evangelicals must influence politics on 

more than just issues related to sexuality.
153

  In the Preamble to a 2006 document, 
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  Evangelical Climate Initiative, ―Climate Change: An Evangelical Call to Action.‖   

 
152

 Joel Hunter cites this document as his entrance into the climate change debate.  He signed the 

declaration after acquaintances with the EEN approached him with the document.  See, Evangelical 

Climate Initiative, ―Climate Change: An Evangelical Call to Action,‖ where the opening of the document 

suggests this was similar for many: ―For most of us, until recently this has not been treated as a pressing 

issue or major priority.  Indeed, many of us have required considerable convincing before becoming 

persuaded that climate change is a real problem and that it ought to matter to us as Christians.‖ 
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 Evangelical Climate Initiative, ―Climate Change: An Evangelical Call to Action.‖  The 

Preamble includes, ―We are proud of the evangelical community‘s longstanding commitment to the 

sanctity of human life.  But we also offer moral witness in many venues and on many issues.  Sometimes 

the issues that we have taken on, such as sex trafficking, genocide in the Sudan, and the AIDS epidemic in 

Africa, have surprised outside observers.  While individuals and organizations can be called to concentrate 

on certain issues, we are not a single-issue movement….Our attention, therefore, goes to whatever issues 

out faith requires us to address.‖  
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―Climate Change: An Evangelical Call to Action,‖ the writers acknowledge the influence 

evangelicals possess in the public square, calling withdrawal from the public square non-

optional: ―Whether we will enter the public square and offer our witness there is no 

longer an open question.  We are in that square, and we will not withdraw.‖
154

  

Additionally, with the study and reflection the evangelical leaders gave to climate 

change, they are convinced that the church must take action quickly: ―But now we have 

seen and heard enough to offer the following moral argument related to the matter of 

human-induced climate change.‖
155

    

The ―Evangelical Call to Action‖ presents four ―urgent claims‖ with the hope that 

evangelicals will ―take the appropriate actions‖ related to climate change.  The first claim 

states that ―Human-Induced Climate Change is Real.‖
156

  Accepting the science that 

climate change is occurring, the evangelical signers lean on the discoveries of the IPCC 

and the US National Academy of Sciences concerning the reality of the environmental 

situation caused by human activity.  Taking caution to address concerns of skeptics and 
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 Ibid.  See also, National Association of Evangelicals, ―For the Health of the Nations: An 

Evangelical Call to Civic Responsibility,‖ approved by National Association of Evangelicals, October 7, 

2004, 8, where the NAE declares, ―Evangelical Christians in America face a historic opportunity.  We 

make up fully one quarter of all voters in the most powerful nation in history.  Never before has God given 

American evangelicals such an awesome opportunity to shape public policy in ways that could contribute 

to the well-being of the entire world.  Disengagement is not an option.‖  The NAE released this document 

in late 2004, providing another contribution to ushering evangelical awareness toward climate change, as 

one of the seven areas addressed included climate change.  Similar points are made by ECI under two years 

later in the release of their document.    
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 Evangelical Climate Initiative, ―Climate Change: An Evangelical Call to Action.‖  See also, 

NAE, ―For the Health of the Nations,‖ 24, where the section titled, ―We labor to protect God‘s creation,‖ 

stresses the need for evangelicals to involve themselves in the issue of climate change, writing, ―God gave 

the care of his earth and its species to our first parents.  That responsibility has passed into our hands.‖  
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 Evangelical Climate Initiative, ―Climate Change: An Evangelical Call to Action.‖  In Cornwall 

Alliance, ―A Renewed Call to Truth,‖ 2, the Conservative Evangelicals disagree with this statement, saying 

that the ―alarmism‖ surrounding global warming ―wrongly claims that recent temperature changes have 

been greater and more rapid than those of the past….It exaggerates the influence of manmade greenhouse 

gases on global temperature and ignores or underestimates the influence of natural cycles.‖ 
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conservatives, ECI assures its audience that much deliberation and validation of scientific 

data occurred before embracing the findings, conceding that ―everything hinges on the 

scientific data.‖
157

  Mentioned earlier in this chapter, the evangelical leaders associated 

with ECI recognized the hesitancy of the evangelical community to embrace scientific 

findings; however, after receiving convincing scientific data, ECI stated that the scientific 

understanding of global warming is accurate and that human activity contributes to the 

increased temperatures.  By placing assurance in the scientific data, ECI‘s decision to 

place this claim first demonstrates the seriousness with which the scientific data faces 

possible misinterpretation or misapplication.  Progressive Evangelicals, emphasizing less 

the literal interpretation of Scripture, embrace scientific data more willingly, desiring for 

others to do the same.  In conclusion on the first claim, ECI states that engagement with 

climate change is necessary ―without any further lingering over the basic reality of the 

problem or humanity‘s responsibility to address it.‖
158

   

 With confidence in the scientific data, ECI next claims that ―The Consequences of 

Climate Change Will Be Significant, and Will Hit the Poor the Hardest.‖
159

  Echoing the 

Evangelical Environmental Network, ECI asserts that famine, flooding, and hunger will 
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 Evangelical Climate Initiative, ―Climate Change: An Evangelical Call to Action.‖  ECI refers 

to the findings of the IPCC, the U. S. National Academy of Sciences, and the Academies of other G8 

countries as solid evidence of global warming.  Whereas Conservative Evangelicals reject the IPCC, the 
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 Ibid.  See also, NAE, ―For the Health of the Nations,‖ 24, where the document states: ―Human 

beings have responsibility for creation in a variety of ways.  We urge Christians to shape their personal 

lives in creation-friendly ways: practice effective recycling, conserving resources, and experiencing the joy 

of contact with nature.‖  
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 Evangelical Climate Initiative, ―Climate Change: An Evangelical Call to Action.‖  Caring for 

the poor provides motivation for Progressive Evangelicals to engage in climate change discussion and 

action.  See also, NAE, ―For the Health of the Nations,‖ 18, where the poor and vulnerable include 

―women, children, the aged, persons with disabilities, immigrants, refugees, minorities, the persecuted, and 

prisoners.  God measures societies by how they treat the people at the bottom.‖  This is again evidence of 

the long-lasting influence of Progressive Evangelicals involved with the Social Gospel theology and 

resulting influence on various political issues, including climate change.  
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result from global warming, leading to increased instability, to many more displaced 

refugees, to millions of deaths, and to additional security threats to America.
160

  With 

another connection of environmental concerns and poverty, Progressive Evangelicals 

continue to widen the sphere of influence for religious faith and hope to enlarge the 

nation‘s understanding of what constitutes moral living.  In opposition to Conservative 

Evangelicals, this document claims, ―The Earth‘s natural systems are resilient but not 

infinitely so, and human civilizations are remarkably dependent on ecological stability 

and well-being.‖
161

  Conservatives asserted in the Cornwall document that God sustains 

creation regardless of human activity; however, here in ECI‘s document, one sees the 

Progressive Evangelical understanding that humans affect the environment in detrimental 

ways.  This theological difference pushes the two evangelical camps to opposing sides 

concerning the fragility of Creation.  

 Describing the dire situation at hand with climate change, the third claim of ECI 

injects the necessity of religious action in the public square: ―Christian Moral 

Convictions Demand Our Response to the Climate Change Problem.‖
162

  Referencing 

scripture, ECI explains the need for evangelicals to love the earth as demonstration of 

their love for God, claiming that ―any damage that we do to God‘s world is an offense 
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 Evangelical Climate Initiative, ―Climate Change: An Evangelical Call to Action.‖    
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 Ibid.  In NAE, ―For the Health of the Nations,‖ 24, the writers state, ―Because natural systems 

are extremely complex, human actions can have unexpected side effects.  We must therefore approach our 

stewardship of creation with humility and caution.‖  
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 Evangelical Climate Initiative, ―Climate Change: An Evangelical Call to Action.‖  See also, 

NAE, ―For the Health of the Nations,‖ 24, where sustainability is mentioned: ―We affirm that God-given 

dominion is a sacred responsibility to steward the earth and not a license to abuse the creation…This 

implies the principle of sustainability: our uses of the Earth must be designed to conserve and renew the 

Earth rather than to deplete or destroy it.‖  
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against God himself.‖
163

  In fulfilling Jesus‘ teaching on the greatest commandment, ECI 

also calls on evangelicals to move beyond mere individualism to love their neighbors and 

enter into community by practicing the Golden Rule.
164

  Here, the similarities with the 

Social Gospel are observed as Progressive Evangelicals in America at least since 

Washington Gladden call on Christians to live within the community by practicing the 

Golden Rule.  One way to live this out, according to ECI, is to practice good stewardship 

over the earth.  The failure of humankind to exercise faithful stewardship with God‘s 

creation is a confession offered by ECI.  Progressive Evangelicals call on Christians to 

engage the problem of climate change ―with moral passion and concrete action.‖
165

 

 Having addressed environmental concerns in a moral framework, ECI‘s fourth 

claim insists the urgency of the situation requires immediate action: ―The need to act now 

is urgent.  Governments, businesses, churches, and individuals all have a role to play in 
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 See Evangelical Climate Initiative, ―Climate Change: An Evangelical Call to Action,‖ where it 

states: ―Christians must care about climate change because we love God the Creator and Jesus our Lord, 

through whom and for whom the creation was made.  This is God‘s world, and any damage that we do to 

God‘s world is an offense to God Himself.‖  The passage references the creation story in Genesis 1, as well 

as Psalm 24, where the psalmist writes, ―The earth is the Lord‘s, and everything in it, the world, and all 

who live in it,‖ and Colossians 1:16, which declares, ―For by him all things were created: things in heaven 
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 Ibid.  The sub point reads: ―Christians must care about climate change because we are called to 

love our neighbors, to do unto others as we would have them do unto us, and to protect and care for the 

least of these as though each was Jesus Christ himself.‖  Matthew 7:12, which is commonly referred to as 

the Golden Rule, is cited as a supporting Scripture to this very anthropocentric point about caring for the 

environment.  
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 Ibid.  The corporate sin committed entails ―our failure to exercise proper stewardship, and 

constitutes a critical opportunity for us to do better.‖  Taking action is part of the definition of evangelicals; 

here, that action involves participating in addressing climate change.  In NAE, ―For the Health of the 

Nations,‖ 24, the actions of evangelicals is also addressed: ―The Bible teaches us that God is not only 

redeeming his people, but is also restoring the whole creation (Rom. 8:18-23).  Just as we show our love for 

the Savior by reaching out to the lost, we believe that we show our love for the Creator by caring for his 

creation.‖  This type of action or witnessing is more prevalent among Progressive Evangelicals than 

Conservative Evangelicals.    
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addressing climate change – starting now.‖
166

  Part of the necessary action requires 

evangelicals to reduce carbon-dioxide emissions resulting from the use of fossil fuels 

―that are the primary cause of human-induced climate change.‖
167

  The proposed actions 

include developing fuel efficient vehicles, purchasing energy saving appliances and 

constructing climate friendly power plants.
168

  With these proposals, the call for action is 

coupled with a caution that the effects may take decades to realize.
169

  Likewise, just as 

changing lifestyles will have an effect on the future, the present and past damage done to 

the environment will linger for decades.  Investing in renewable energy and energy 

efficiency allows evangelicals to lessen the impact humanity‘s ecological sin places on 

future generations and on those in poverty.  Maintaining the focus on humanity, ―An 

Evangelical Call to Action‖ concludes, ―Finally, while we must reduce our global 

warming pollution to help mitigate the impacts of climate change, as a society and as 

individuals we must also help the poor adapt to the significant harm that global warming 

will cause.‖
170
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 Ibid.  The focus on these actions contribute to ―long-term decisions that will determine how 

much carbon dioxide we will emit in the future.‖ In NAE, ―For the Health of the Nations,‖ 24, government 

action is supported by this group of evangelicals: ―We urge government to encourage fuel efficiency, 

reduce pollution, encourage sustainable use of natural resources, and provide for the proper care of wildlife 

and their natural habitats;‖ additionally, the government ―has an obligation to protect its citizens from the 

effects of environmental degradation.‖ 
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 See Evangelical Climate Initiative, ―Climate Change: An Evangelical Call to Action,‖ which 

states: ―Much of the climate change to which we are already committed will not be realized for several 

decades.  The consequences of the pollution we create now will be visited upon our children and 

grandchildren.‖  Even with immediate action, there is a ―lag in experiencing the consequences‖ that make 

addressing climate change urgent for Progressive Evangelicals.  
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 Ibid.  
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Signatories of ―An Evangelical Call to Action‖ encompass a great deal of 

influence within the evangelical community, such as Jim Ball, Dr. Joel Hunter, Senior 

Pastor of Northland, A Church Distributed, Leith Anderson, president of the National 

Association of Evangelicals, Rick Warren, pastor of Saddleback and author of Purpose 

Driven Life, Jim Wallis, founder and editor of Sojourners, and David Neff, editor of 

Christianity Today.
171

  The signatories included pastors, college presidents, ministry 

organization leaders, and NGO presidents.  Lacking a hierarchical structure, evangelicals 

are often led by strong leadership, making this list of signatories significant for 

evangelical involvement with climate change.  As one author noted, evangelical change, 

including environmental attitudes, ―tends to be personality driven.‖
172

 

 Following ―An Evangelical Call to Action,‖ many of the same signatories met in 

January 2007 to discuss climate change, which resulted in the Health and Global 

Environment at Harvard Medical School and a conglomerate of evangelicals releasing 

―An Urgent Call to Action: Scientists and Evangelicals Unite to Protect Creation.‖
173

  

Citing reckless human activity and short-sighted lifestyles, the document claims that 

concerning the ―imperiled‖ earth, evangelicals and scientists ―share a profound moral 

obligation to work together to call our nation, and other nations, to the kind of dramatic 
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 Ibid., a full list of signatories can be found on the Evangelical Climate Initiative website.  
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 Curry, 162.  The leaders selected for this study help understand the point Curry makes here.  

Since there is not one individual that represents all of evangelicalism, it is necessary to evaluate the views 

of evangelicals representing various segments of the population.  Wallis, Perkins, Hunter, and Jeffress 

allow for that study to occur.  
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 ―An Urgent Call to Action: Scientists and Evangelicals Unites to Protect Creation,‖ PBS, 

www.pbs.org/now/shows/343/letter.pdf, (accessed June 2, 2011) , 1.  Regarding the often mentioned 

discord between science and evangelicals, these Progressive Evangelicals remarked, ―We happily 

discovered far more concordance than any of us had expected, quickly moving beyond dialogue to a shared 

sense of moral purpose.  Important initiatives were already underway on both sides, and when compared 

they were found to be broadly overlapping.  We clearly share a moral passion and sense of vocation to save 

the imperiled living world before our damages to it remake it as another kind of planet.‖  Joel Hunter 

signed this document as well. 
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change urgently required in our day.‖
174

  The moral obligation, which is described as a 

―fundamental motivation,‖ requires care for the poor, who live in harsh environments 

most affected by climate change.
175

  In an attempt to address the interdisciplinary issue of 

climate change, the group of Progressive Evangelicals and scientists sought to draw ―on 

the unique intellectual, spiritual, and moral contributions that each community can 

bring,‖ with the goal of leading the nation ―toward a responsible care for creation.‖
176

    

A signatory of the document, Richard Cizik, former Vice President of 

Governmental Affairs for the National Association of Evangelicals, faced considerable 

criticism from Conservative Evangelicals for his public support of environmental 

policies.
177

  Cizik initially signed the ECI document, but removed his name due to 

pressure from others.  However, a year later, he signed ―An Urgent Call.‖  As evangelical 

support for environmental reform grows, environmental evangelicals ostensibly hurtle 

towards a collision course with Conservative Evangelicals.
178

  Refusing to concede that 

his stance on global warming placed him outside conservative, pro-business evangelicals, 

Cizik responded, ―I‘ve tried to avoid saying thus far that we‘re heading towards a traffic 
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 Ibid.  Highlighting Progressive Evangelicals‘ theological motivation in caring for the poor, the 

―Urgent Call‖ warns that ―the natural environments in which they live, and where much of Earth‘s 

biodiversity barely hangs on, cannot survive the press of destitute people without other resources and with 

nowhere else to go.‖  
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 Ibid.  Continuing, ―An Urgent Call‖ states: ―We declare that every sector of our nation‘s 

leadership – religious, scientific, business, political, and educational – must act now to work toward the 

fundamental change in values, lifestyles, and public policies required to address these worsening problems 

before it is too late.‖  
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 Tony Perkins, ―If NAE‘s Rich Cizik Doesn‘t Speak for Them, Who Does He Speak For?,‖ 

FRC Blog, entry posted December 9, 2008, frcblog.com/2008/12/if-naes-rich-cizik-doesn‘t-speak-for-

them-who-does-he-speak-for/ (accessed July 15, 2011).  In relation to Cizik‘s climate change position, 
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collision because I like to say that we are pro-business and pro-environment.‖
179

  As 

Cizik and others of similar persuasion on environmental policy began to influence the 

evangelical community, the current strongholds of the Conservative Evangelicals 

appeared prepared to discredit and pressure evangelicals to dismiss environmental 

reforms and the ―myth‖ of global warming.
180

 

Progressive Evangelicals continue to make arguments for action on climate 

change in the same manner progressives made arguments to engage poverty and racism 

in the past.  With a focus on the shared responsibility for all and an emphasis on justice, 

Progressive Evangelicals provide the moral framework for some to embrace action 

concerning climate change. 

 

Directions for Evangelicals and Climate Change 

 

 The climate change issue continues to permeate both Conservative and 

Progressive Evangelical circles, albeit slowly, as demonstrated in polls below.  As the 

environmental debate shifted from planet-centered concerns to human-centered concerns, 

evangelicals on both sides found greater reasons to involve themselves in the ongoing 

debate in an attempt to understand evangelicals‘ roles: 

How do we live in the light of a biblical understanding of God‘s created order, 

what happened to it through sin and brokenness, and the ways in which we 

continue in our sinfulness to defile this thing that God created good?  What is our 
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 During a conversation with Andrew Ryskamp, Executive Director of the Christian Reformed 

World Relief Committee, he told me of the opposition he initially encountered from his denomination upon 

his participation in the Evangelical Climate Initiative for example.  Ultimately, the General Assembly 

upheld his ability to speak on issues in his area of expertise.  However, Ryskamp mentioned that he was 

initially surprised at the negative reaction he received from other evangelicals.  
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responsibility as his stewards of that created order, and how can we be a part of 

the redemptive process he initiated in Christ?
181

 

 

The direction evangelicals move concerning climate change partly depends on how 

evangelicals answer the proposed questions. 

 Examining various survey data on evangelicals and climate change, it is clear that 

among the various faiths in the US, evangelicals, no matter how defined, are less likely 

than other religious groups to be convinced of man-made climate change; therefore, 

evangelicals are less likely than others to base political decisions on climate change.  

According to a Pew Forum poll conducted in April of 2008, 47 percent of the US 

population believes that there is solid evidence that global warming is occurring as a 

result of human activity.  While White Mainline Protestants agree at 48 percent, White 

non-Hispanic Catholics agree at 44 percent and Black Protestants agree at 39 percent, 

only 34 percent of White Evangelical Protestants agree that global warming is caused by 

human activity.
182

  Furthermore, 31 percent of White Evangelical Protestants believe that 

no solid evidence exists to suggest the earth is warming.  This is the highest percentage 

among the categories conducted in the poll by at least 9 percentage points.
183

  In a study 

conducted by The Barna Group, results showed that evangelicals remained the most 

skeptical group in relation to belief in global warming.  According to this study, only 27 

                                                 
181

 Duane A. Litfin, ―Introduction to the Panel Discussion,‖ in Christians, The Care of Creation 

and Global Climate Change, ed. Lindy Scott (Eugene: Pickwick Publications, 2008), 3. 

  
182

 The Pew Forum, ―Religious Groups‘ Views on Global Warming,‖ The Pew Research Center, 

pewforum.org/Science-and-Bioethics/Religious-Groups-Views-on-Global-Warming.aspx, (accessed June 

2, 2011).  

 
183

 Ibid. Twenty-two percent of White-Non Hispanic Catholics, nineteen percent of White 

Mainline Protestants, eighteen percent of those who are unaffiliated, and fifteen percent of Black 

Protestants said no evidence existed demonstrating global warming as occurring.    
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percent of evangelicals believe global warming is happening at all.
184

  Instead, 

evangelicals on the whole believe that global climate change is cyclical and exaggerated 

by the media.  The Barna Group finds that all segments of the population share concern 

on par with evangelicals concerning poverty and climate policy.
185

  This is 

understandable since both Progressive and Conservative Evangelicals center much of 

their arguments for or against climate change on how the policies affect the poor.  With 

the climate change debate placing poverty and developing nations at the center of the 

reason for addressing the issue, the potential for evangelicals to impact the situation in 

the United States has increased.  But will evangelicals find consensus on the issue of 

climate change?   

While evangelicals potentially infuse a unifying moral language into the political 

debate in the US, without consensus, evangelical success in US politics is potentially 

threatened as climate change becomes a more vital issue, potentially weakening the 

perceived political cohesion among many evangelicals.
186

  However, evangelicals have 

experienced division and political defeat before (i.e., the Social Gospel) only to continue 

influencing American culture and politics.  Because the future of evangelical involvement 

                                                 
184

 The Barna Group, ―Evangelicals Go ‗Green‘ with Caution,‖ The Barna Group, 

www.barna.org/culture-articles/23-evangelicals-go-qgreenq-with-caution, (accessed June 2, 2011).  

Looking at Americans on the whole, the data showed that 63 percent of the American public is certain 

climate change is occurring while only 22 percent are not certain.  Looking at faith, whereas only 27 

percent of Evangelicals believe climate change is happening, 36 percent of Catholics who attend church 

and 45 percent of Mainline Protestants believe it is happening.    

 
185

 Ibid.  According to the Barna data, 60 percent of evangelicals surveyed indicated that 

environmental policies to rectify climate change will negatively affect the poor, a concern shared by a large 

segment of Americans on the whole.  The Conservative Evangelical argument that climate change policies 

hurt the poor are shared by 49 percent of Americans.  As for the U. S. engagement, 46 percent of 

Americans feel that if the United States became involved in climate change policies, it would hurt the 

country and the rest of the world would not follow. Additionally, 48 percent of Americans believe climate 

change is caused by natural cycles rather than humanity. 

 
186

 D. Michael Lindsay, Faith in the Halls of Power (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 

71.  
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with climate change depends heavily on the evangelical leadership that speaks for many 

within the community, understanding the teachings of a few significant evangelicals in 

leadership positions will illuminate potential directions of evangelicals concerning 

climate change.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

Examination of Four Influential Evangelical Leaders in the United States 

 

 

Introduction 

 

Even though Progressive Evangelicals possess a longer history of political 

involvement, Conservative Evangelicals coalesced political clout during the last few 

decades through the rise of the Religious Right.
1
  Historically evangelicals such as D. L. 

Moody, William Jennings Bryan, Billy Sunday, and Walter Rauschenbusch represented 

facets of evangelicalism; today, a diverse slate of leaders continues to guide evangelical 

life on the national stage.  While it is impossible to point to one evangelical as the leader 

of evangelicals, one can point to a few leaders that represent segments of the evangelical 

community.
2
   

                                                 
1
 The Pew Forum, ―U. S. Religious Landscape Survey,‖ The Pew Research Center, 

religions.pewforum.org (accessed August 10, 2011).  In a survey conducted in Spring 2007, the Pew Forum 

found that 26.3 percent of the American population identified as evangelical.  Of this group of evangelicals, 

50 percent identified as either Republican or leaning Republican, 34 percent were either Democratic or 

leaning Democratic, and nine percent were independent.  Looking at political ideology, the survey revealed 

that 52 percent of evangelicals considered themselves to be politically conservative, 30 percent identified as 

politically moderate, while only eleven percent claimed to be liberal.  Of this same group, 48 percent 

desired for the national government to be smaller, while 41 percent thought it should be bigger.  On a key 

issue like abortion, 61 percent said abortion should be illegal in most or all cases, whereas only 33 percent 

thought it should be legal in most or all circumstances.  These few results show the conservative trend 

among evangelicals.  See also, The Pew Forum, ―Much Hope, Modest Change for Democrats,‖ Politics and 

Elections, The Pew Research Center, pewforum.org/Politics-and-Elections/Much-Hope-Modest-Change-

for-Democrats-Religion-in-the-2008-Presidential-Election.aspx (accessed August 11, 2011), where the 

findings indicate that the Republican candidate for president in 2004 and 2008 received 79 percent and 73 

percent respectively, while the Democratic candidate in 2004 and 2008 received 21 percent and 26 percent 

respectively.  This shows a strong leaning of evangelicals toward the Republican party in American 

politics.  Even though the ―Democratic Party made a concerted effort to court religious voters in the 2008 

presidential election‖ as Democrats ―reached out to numerous religious groups in hopes of narrowing the 

‗God gap,‘‖ the Republican Party still enjoyed the support of three out of four evangelicals. 

 
2
 For this study, evangelical leaders were chosen that would represent various segments of 

evangelical life.  While numerous leaders are available to choose from, these four were chosen due to their 

outspokenness on political and evangelical issues, their amount of writings, speeches, and interviews given 
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With the increasing influence of Conservative Evangelicals and the re-entry of 

Progressive Evangelicals, scholars attempt to predict the political direction of American 

evangelicals.  In today‘s American society, some argue that evangelicals are known more 

for their politics than their faith.  David Gushee, an evangelical thinker and writer, 

remarked, ―[Political involvement] seems to be the main thing we are known for.  It has 

distracted us from our primary mission and wounded our witness in the world.‖
3
  Both 

Conservative and Progressive Evangelicals would caution against allowing politics to 

distract from God‘s calling; however, both groups would disagree over what exactly that 

calling or mission is.  For Conservative Evangelicals, the primary call throughout 

American history appears to be evangelism, although they do not ignore justice; whereas, 

for Progressive Evangelicals, the primary cause throughout history appears to be social 

justice, although they do not ignore evangelism.  Both claim redemption as their aim, 

while cautioning their constituents against becoming too political; however, Gushee 

continues, ―It is increasingly difficult to distinguish a particularly Christian voice in the 

red state/blue state, right/left polarization of American public discourse.‖
4
 

                                                                                                                                                 
(each of the four wrote a book that pertains to their personal political and religious views), and to balance 

the conservative/progressive, political interest group/church pastor nature of the subjects.  This allows for 

analyzing the potential differences between Conservative Evangelicals and Progressive Evangelicals within 

the political realm (Wallis and Perkins) as well as the church realm (Hunter and Jeffress).  

 
3
 David P. Gushee, ―Evangelicals and Politics: A Rethinking,‖ Journal of Law and Religion 23 

(2007): 8.  See also, David Kinnaman and Gabe Lyons, UnChristian (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2007), 

25-8, where Kinnaman shares from their survey of young non-Christians that 75 percent describe Christians 

as ―too involved in politics,‖ and 87 percent described Christians as judgmental.  Additionally, the same 

survey found that only three percent of non-Christians held a ―good impression‖ of evangelicals, with 49 

percent having a ―bad impression.‖ 

 
4
 Gushee, 5.  Gushee continues, ―Conservatives like Ann Coulter, Rush Limbaugh, and Rammesh 

Pnuru do not speak as ‗Christian thinkers‘ but their arguments hit religious themes.  The Left is only now 

finding it religious voice (through such thinkers as Michael Lerner, Jim Wallis, and others) but is 

(increasingly) trying to fire back with religious themes in this deeply religious nation – and the Democratic 

Party is paying attention.  The screeching tone of the argument (it‘s not a conversation) is contributing to 

the depressing – even dangerous – polarization of American society and the loss of a sensible center, 
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 Attempting to guide evangelicals on engaging the society, the evangelical leaders 

in this study position themselves to influence both faith and politics, providing 

evangelicals in the grassroots with a voice in the public arena.
5
  This struggle with 

politics and faith causes evangelicals of all stripes to reflect on who they are, as Gushee 

shares, ―As one deeply invested in American evangelicalism, most of my attention these 

days now goes to the internal conversation within evangelical life about our identity and 

mission, especially our social ethics and political engagement.‖
6
  Climate change causes a 

new internal conversation within evangelicalism, as theological influences such as 

eschatology and evangelism, to name a couple, play a role in evangelical reaction.  

However, in order to demonstrate a connection between evangelical faith and reaction to 

climate change, an examination of the four evangelical leaders‘ political and religious 

influences allows for consistent understanding of how various evangelicals react to 

political and cultural issues within the United States.  The revealing pattern of influential 

theological reasoning potentially applies to climate change as well.  The next chapter will 

build directly off the groundwork laid in this chapter concerning evangelical faith and 

politics among four leaders of evangelicalism today.   

Jim Wallis, President of Sojourners, a Progressive Evangelical political 

organization, and Tony Perkins, President of the Family Research Council, a 

                                                                                                                                                 
despite what ought to be soothing evidence that most average Americans aren‘t really culture warriors at 

all.‖  

 
5
 D. Michael Lindsay, Faith in the Halls of Power (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 2-

3.  In discussing the process of evangelical leaders influencing faith and politics, Lindsay remarks, ―Theirs 

is an ambitious agenda: to bring Christian principles to bear on a range of social issues.  It is a vision for 

moral leadership, a form of public influence that is shaped by ethics and faith while also being powerful 

and respected….Fundamentally, evangelicals feel compelled to share with others what they believe is the 

best way to make peace with God.‖  

 
6
 Gushee, 1.  
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Conservative Evangelical political organization provide access for evangelical political 

involvement by dealing directly with the political process while generating support for 

their positions among evangelicals.  The other two are church pastors, who must balance 

their politics with their diverse congregations.  Robert Jeffress, pastor of First Baptist 

Church of Dallas, is a national conservative voice on political issues, enlarging his 

influence on theologically conservative evangelicalism, which experienced the loss of 

former conservative leadership such as the late Jerry Falwell and D. James Kennedy, as 

well as the retirement of James Dobson.  Joel Hunter, pastor of Northland Church, is the 

former President of the Christian Coalition who is now one of President Obama‘s chief 

spiritual advisors.  His journey will be equally intriguing as he exerts his influence both 

in government and in the church.   

 

Jim Wallis 

 

Jim Wallis, founder of Sojourners, a politically active evangelical organization, 

bristles at the mention of the Religious Right as the only moral voice in American 

politics.  Around the same time that Jerry Falwell organized the Moral Majority and 

claimed credit for the election of Ronald Reagan, Jim Wallis decried the Religious Right 

as highly politicizing evangelical faith and endorsing ―a vision of America that is white, 

prosperous, and number one in the world.‖
7
    Warning America‘s churches of their 

―spiritual lukewarmness‖ and political conformity, Wallis opined that the evangelical 

church had begun ―to defend America more than the gospel, and made the gospel 

                                                 
7
 Jim Wallis, ―Recovering the Evangel,‖ Theology Today 38 (1981): 215.  In Jim Wallis, The Soul 

of Politics (San Diego: Harcourt Brace and Company, 1995), 43, from Wallis perception, Conservative 

Evangelicals ignore poverty issues and embrace wealth and prosperity: ―In the most materialistic culture in 

history, conservative religion has produced a gospel of prosperity.  In a society whose inequitable 

distribution of resources has become obscene, conservative religion has become a defender of the wealthy.  

Within the greatest military superpower in the world, conservative religion has become a primary advocate 

for extending American hegemony and a consistent defender of the nation‘s every war.‖  
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subservient to the goals of the nation.‖
8
  Additionally, Wallis accused Conservative 

Evangelicals of fueling a ―backlash against women‘s rights‖ and of using ―blatant 

caricatures and attacks on homosexuals as highly successful fund-raising techniques.‖
9
  

For Wallis, the very meaning of evangelical faith was and is at stake, creating divisions 

within the evangelical community and leading politicians to exploit the differences to 

gain political power by pitting evangelical groups against each other.
10

 

 Rather than narrowly define evangelicals, as Wallis accuses the Conservative 

Evangelicals of doing, Wallis envisions restoring fullness to evangelical faith by 

expanding moral issues beyond the ―pelvic politics‖ of the Religious Right to include 

issues such as war, nuclear buildup, poverty, the environment, and equality as prioritized 

by the Progressive Evangelicals.
11

  Cautious not to avoid individual responsibility in his 

argument, Wallis criticizes liberal theology for ignoring personal repentance and 

salvation, confessing that ―liberal Christianity abandoned any serious interest in 

                                                 
8
 Jim Wallis, The Call to Conversion (San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1981), 29.  See also, Leon 

Howell, ―Conversion – For the Sake of the World: Interview with Jim Wallis,‖ International Review of 

Mission 72 (1983): 370.  See also, Wallis, ―Recovering the Evangel,‖ where he describes American 

evangelicalism as ―a religion for those at the top, not those at the bottom of the world system, and bears 

almost no resemblance to the original evangel.‖ 

 
9
 Wallis, The Soul of Politics, 43-4.  During a time before Wallis‘ access to the White House that 

he enjoys with President Obama, Wallis wrote, ―Polarized religious leaders have behaved much like the 

politicians they have been allied with.  The leaders of the religious right were the virtual chaplains of the 

White House during the Reagan and Bush years.  The conservative presidents were the headline speakers at 

evangelical events, and the television preachers enjoyed unprecedented access to political power, along 

with honored places at Republican national conventions.   

 
10

 Jim Wallis, Who Speaks for God? (New York: Delacorte Press, 1996), 87. See also, Jim Wallis, 

God’s Politics (New York: Harper Collins, 2005), xvi, where Wallis writes, ―God is not partisan; God is 

not a Republican or a Democrat.  When either party tries to politicize God, or co-opt religious communities 

for their political agenda, they make a terrible mistake.  The best contribution of religion is precisely not to 

be ideologically predictable nor loyally partisan.‖ 

 
11

 Wallis, ―Recovering the Evangel,‖ 218. 
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evangelism years ago.‖
12

  As an evangelical, Wallis describes his understanding of 

evangelism: ―Evangelism that is faithful to the New Testament will never separate the 

salvation of the individual from visible witness to God‘s Kingdom on earth.‖
13

  Wallis 

believes that evangelicals should be as involved in social salvation as personal salvation, 

coming together to form social movements that will overthrow injustice and oppression: 

―Every single major progressive social movement in our history – women‘s suffrage, the 

abolition of slavery, child-labor law reform, Civil Rights – were all driven and fueled, in 

large part, by religion, faith, spirituality, and values.‖
14

   

During the 2004 Presidential election, Wallis, through his organization 

Sojourners, released an advertising notice to all Americans, and especially Christians, 

that ―God is Not a Republican. Or a Democrat,‖ arguing that the Conservative 

Evangelicals did not have a monopoly on moral issues.
15

  Using quotes from Pat 

Robertson and Jerry Falwell referring to the selection by God of George W. Bush to be 

president, Wallis argued that ―claims of divine appointment for the President, uncritical 

affirmation of his policies, and assertions that all Christians must vote for his re-election 

                                                 
12

 Wallis, Call to Conversion, 21.  See also, Wallis, The Soul of Politics, 43.  Wallis writes, 

―Liberal religion has lost its spiritual center.  It has become both reactive to conservative religion and 

captive to the shifting winds of the secular culture.  Liberal activism has often lacked any real dynamic of 

personal conversion and, therefore, transformative power.  With liberal religion, social action in the world 

can become severed from its roots in faith, producing a language and practice that seem more bureaucratic 

and ideological than spiritual.‖  

 
13

 Wallis, quoted in Howell, 366.  

 
14

 Jim Wallis, ―Jim Wallis.‖ Tikkun 20 (2005): 31.  See also, Wallis, God’s Politics, xvi, where he 

calls Martin Luther King, Jr. the most adept at propelling his faith into the public square, writing, ―He 

reminded us all of God‘s purposes for justice, for peace, and for the ‗beloved community‘ where those 

always left out and behnd get a front-row seat.‖  

 
15

 Wallis, God’s Politics, xxii. 
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constitute bad theology and dangerous religion.‖
16

  The document raised moral questions 

concerning war, truth-telling, and poverty that counter the actions of the Bush 

administration, urging ―Christians and other people of faith to a more thoughtful 

involvement in this election.‖
17

  With distaste for the politics of Conservative 

Evangelicals and for the Bush administration‘s perceived moral failures in international 

affairs and with the poor, Wallis expended his energy and resources to conquering the 

monopoly of the Religious Right and to establish himself and other Progressive 

Evangelicals as relevant religious voices in American politics.  Wallis decried 

evangelicals who were so easily labeled as Republican or Democrat, calling them 

―political cheerleaders‖ who end up supporting a ―false religion‖ in the political sphere.
18

 

 

Wallis’ Background 

  

Wallis describes himself as a Nineteenth Century evangelical born in the wrong 

century.
19

  Growing up in a religious family in Detroit, Wallis became disillusioned by 

his local church‘s silence on issues such as racism, poverty, and the Vietnam War.
20

  

Attending Michigan State University, Wallis delved into political protests, leading 

student groups in opposition to the Vietnam War, while exploring philosophy, ethics, and 

theology and spending time studying the Gospels.  When he came across Matthew 25:31-

                                                 
16

 Ibid., xxiii.  

 
17

 Ibid., xxiv.  

 
18

 Wallis, The Soul of Politics, 43.  In Wallis, God’s Politics, 6, Wallis calls on evangelicals to 

rediscover their role as prophets to the government: ―But recovering the faith of the biblical prophets and 

Jesus is not just about politics; it also shapes the way we live our personal and communal lives.‖  

 
19

 ―Michael Lerner and Jim Wallis in Discussion,‖ Tikkun 20 (2005): 32.  

 
20

 Jim Wallis, Revive Us Again: A Sojourner’s Story. (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1983), 16.  
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46, where Jesus tells a parable of those who will enter the kingdom of heaven, Wallis 

experienced, what he called, his true conversion.  He described his conversion as follows: 

I finally knew that I wanted to be a follower of this Jesus.  Contrary to the 

message I had received from the church, Jesus‘ message was as political as it was 

personal, as economic as it was spiritual, having as much to do with public life as 

individual devotion… Jesus was not only the savior of my soul, he was a Lord to 

whom I was offering my political allegiance.
21

 

 

After months of personal study and reflection, Wallis enrolled in Trinity Evangelical 

Divinity School in Illinois in 1970.  Connecting with students who had similar passions, 

Wallis began a paper titled Post-American, a forerunner to Sojourners. Post-American 

communicated issues for ―radical Christians,‖ focusing on America‘s abuse of power 

throughout the country and world, and seeking a Christian response to the issues.
22

  

While the publication of the paper did not last long, the experience gained by Wallis and 

others propelled him to continue to discover ways for the Christian community to engage 

their Christian witness in order to confront the injustices in the world. 

In the fall of 1975, with Post-American no longer printing, Wallis, along with 

seventeen other peers, moved to Washington, D. C. to live in community with each other 

in one of the poorest neighborhoods in the city.  Together, the eighteen adults pooled 

                                                 
21

 Ibid., 76.  In the NIV version of the Bible, Matthew 25:31-46 is an often used portion of 

Scripture by Progressive Evangelicals.  In the parable Jesus tells, he compared the King (himself) to the 

vulnerable, saying, ―For I was hungry and you gave me something to eat, I was thirsty and you gave me 

something to drink, I was a stranger and you invited me in, I needed clothes and you clothed me, I was sick 

and you looked after me, I was in prison and you came to visit me.‖  When those before the King asked 

him when they did this for him, he replied, ―I tell you the truth, whatever you did for one of the least of 

these brothers of mine, you did for me.‖  The ―least of these‖ us equivalent to Progressive Evangelicals‘ 

use of ―vulnerable.‖  As Wallis declares, he is offering his political allegiance to Jesus, who in this passage, 

desired for the needs of the vulnerable to be met.  Therefore, Wallis works out his faith through the politics 

he practices concerning the poor and vulnerable.   

 
22

 Ibid., 93.  
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resources to pay rent and expenses and to buy food.
23

  From this group, Sojourners was 

founded with the hope that the publication would connect evangelism and social justice, 

politics and faith, and worship and action.
24

  In order to relate to the issues facing those in 

need, Wallis and his band of Sojourners experienced poverty first-hand.  From that point, 

Sojourners expanded its influence in proximity of the nation‘s power structures, while 

living among the poorest of the poor.  Through these experiences, Wallis took on the role 

of political activist, concluding, ―I suppose it was inevitable that I would become a 

preacher-activist too.  The nature of the intersection between religion and politics became 

a continual personal and vocational reflection.‖
25

  With these life-shaping experiences, 

Wallis developed a theology and movement that seeks to counter the Religious Right by 

offering the alternative vision of evangelicalism – one that resembles the Progressive 

Evangelicalism of the Social Gospel movement.  

 

Wallis and Church and State 

 

 Wallis‘ politics are influenced by his understanding of community, faith, and 

church and state.  Wallis rejects the notion of private expressions of faith, writing, ―God 

is personal, but never private.  And the Bible reveals a very public God.‖
26

  For Wallis, 

the prophets of the Old Testament depict the kind of interaction that those of faith should 

                                                 
23

 Ibid., 99.  See also Ibid., 146-7 where Wallis describes that each person received $15 for 

personal expenses.  Everyone received equal pay in the community.  

 
24

 Ibid., 103.  See also, Jim Wallis, ―A Statement on Sojourners‘ Mission and LGBTQ Issues,‖ 

God‘s Politics Blog, entry posted May 9, 2011, blog.sojo.net/2011/05/09/a-statement-on-sojourners-

mission-and-lgbtq-issues/ (accessed June 12, 2011), where Wallis describes the primary mission of his 

organization as ―focused on matters of poverty, racial justice, stewardship of creation, and defense of life 

and peace.‖  

 
25

 Wallis, The Soul of Politics, 38. 

  
26

 Wallis, God’s Politics, 31. 
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have with their government.
27

  In a recent critique of a Republican budget measure, 

Wallis defended his harsh language about the bill and the bill authors by citing Isaiah, 

writing that the Republican budget ―seems to follow, almost line by line, the ‗oppressive 

statutes‘ Isaiah rails against.‖
28

  While he often references the prophets, Wallis also cites 

Romans 13 as pivotal in his understanding of the role faith and politics should play: 

In Romans 13, the apostle Paul talks about the intended positive role of 

governments.  It teaches that government is God‘s servant to do us good, to 

reward good and punish evil, to uphold a just and lawful society.  It even 

encourages us to pay our taxes! But, I have also been arrested 22 times for 

protesting the government‘s policies because the government isn‘t always 

good….I believe that at its best, the church should function as a conscience for the 

state, and not be its cheerleader.  Nor should religious leaders be chaplains for any 

political party, but should instead offer prophetic words to the entire system.
29

 

 

Wallis desires to impact and to convict those in power, rather than only focusing on 

individual conversion, believing that the influence can best be exercised in community. 

 With his emphasis on more than just personal conversion, Wallis writes, ―Our 

conversion, then, cannot be an end in itself; it is the first step of entry into the 

Kingdom….Conversion is the beginning of active solidarity with the purposes of the 

                                                 
27

 Ibid., 6.  Wallis writes, ―Prophetic religion always presses the question of the common good.  

Indeed, the question, ‗Whatever became of the common good?‘ must be a constant religious refrain 

directed to political partisans whose relentless quest for power and wealth makes them forget 

‗commonwealth‘ again and again.‖ 

 
28

 Jim Wallis, ―Woe to You, Legislators!,‖ God‘s Politics Blog, entry posted April 14, 2011, 

blog.sojo.net/2011/04/14/woe-to-you-legislators/ (accessed June 12, 2011).  Wallis refers to the 

Republicans as ―bullies,‖ ―corrupt,‖ and ―hypocrites,‖ but declares his language as justified by the prophet 

Isaiah, who in his time declared, ―Doom to you who legislate evil, who make laws that make victims – laws 

that make misery for the poor, that rob my destitute people of dignity, exploiting defenseless widows, 

taking advantage of homeless children. What will you have to say on Judgment Day, when Doomsday 

arrives out of the blue? Who will you get to help you? What good will your money do you?  (Isaiah 10:1-

3, The Message).‖  

 
29

 Jim Wallis, ―Beck, Nazis, and Civil Dialogue,‖ God‘s Politics Blog, entry posted September 30, 

2010, blog.sojo.net/2010/09/30/beck-nazis-and-civil-dialogue/ (accessed June 11, 2011).  
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kingdom of God in the world.‖
30

  Wallis criticizes the church for not stressing communal 

salvation, but rather preaching a half gospel: ―The first community that needs to be 

converted to the gospel is the Christian community.‖
31

  Since Wallis‘ gospel is public and 

political, he views the community of worshipers as ones who pledge their allegiance to 

God‘s kingdom by stripping the power of outside authorities: ―To be a community of 

Christians in our time is to be a community of resistance, but it is first of all to be a 

community of celebration.  From our celebration flows our resistance.‖
32

  By encouraging 

Christians to think communally, Wallis hopes to bring individuals into closer fellowship 

with others as well as to develop stronger commitments to the Kingdom of God, thus 

bringing the Kingdom of God into the world with ―explosive force.‖
33

  Wallis emphasizes 

the need for this influential evangelical faith to impact public policy while ―still 

respecting the pluralism of American democracy.‖
34

  Although he closely aligns with the 

Democratic Party, he criticizes the party‘s resistance toward faith, pointing to the major 

progressive movements in America‘s history as examples of the good religion can do in 

shaping public policy.  Wallis writes that separation of church and state ―does not require 

banishing moral and religious values from the public square.  In fact, America‘s social 

                                                 
30

 Wallis, Call to Conversion, 9.  

 
31

 Quoted in Howell, 368.  In Jim Wallis, The Great Awakening (New York: Harper One, 2008), 3, 

Wallis predicts a new revival coming to the church which will foster social action in spreading the Gospel: 

―Ironically, despite how the Religious Right has discredited the role of faith in politics in recent decades, 

faith is now coming back to life as a force for progressive social change.  Though religion had come to be 

seen by many as the problem, faith may indeed be making a comeback as the catalyst that could provide the 

tipping point in finding solutions to the biggest and most significant moral and social crises of our world 

today.‖  

 
32

 Wallis, Revive Us Again, 101.  

 
33

 Howell, 365-6.  

 
34

 Wallis, God’s Politics, 59.  Wallis continues, ―Many of these policy choices can be informed 

and shaped by the faith of candidates and citizens – without transgressing the important boundaries of 

church and state.‖ 
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fabric depends on such values and vision to shape our politics.‖
35

  Wallis does caution 

evangelicals about the danger of political power and corruption, while also concluding 

that ―spiritual and religious values should influence our perception of and participation in 

politics.  But while religion belongs in the political world, religion and ideology are not 

good partners.‖
36

   

The community modeled by Wallis and echoed in his words presents a 

challenging obstacle to an American culture focused on the individual consumer, as he 

continually calls on Americans who value individualism to instead focus on the common 

good which will ―transcend narrow self-interest.‖
37

  In order to alter public opinion on the 

importance of community, Wallis strives to convince skeptics that poverty, climate 

change, racism, and war are important moral and communal values, without 

compromising his convictions. 

 

Wallis and Poverty 

 

 In Wallis‘ writings, practically every other political issue for Wallis in some way 

relates to injustices with poverty.  Describing poverty as ―the new slavery,‖ Wallis 

critiques the actions of the government and calls for ―practical policies and practices that 

help the poor escape their poverty,‖ while challenging officials to address ―the increasing 
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wealth gap between rich and poor.‖
38

  While the government provides assistance to those 

in poverty, the impersonal bureaucracy has not provided a sense of community that those 

in poverty need.  In Wallis‘ theology, a society will be judged based on how it treats and 

what it accomplishes for the most vulnerable in a society.  Casting blame at the United 

States‘ economic and foreign policy, Wallis chastises Americans for their ignorance of 

those in poverty: 

The truth is that hungry people are going without food stamps, poor children are 

going without health care, elderly are going without medicine, and schoolchildren 

are going without textbooks because of war, tax cuts, and lack of both attention 

and compassion from our political leaders.
39

 

 

Desiring to expand the nation‘s understanding of family values, Wallis relates that 

while Republicans and Democrats seek votes from soccer moms, he pushes the agenda of 

the ―Burger King Mom,‖ who attempts to balance family and income on low wages.
40

  

Without the most basic needs met, urban centers often succumb to violent activity, which 

Wallis believes is caused by ―bad housing and inadequate education, lack of medical 

care, high unemployment‖ and ―police brutality.‖
41

  In opposition to Wallis‘ view, 

Conservative Evangelicals, meanwhile, in line with individualism, would likely argue 

that violence in the inner-city results from moral choices made by individuals.  In partial 

agreement, Wallis commends conservatives for focusing on the breakdown of the family 
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as a cause of poverty, citing sexual promiscuity and other risky behaviors as trapping 

some in poverty.  Wallis wants to convince conservatives that he understands the 

importance of personal responsibility and that compassion for the poor ―is not a soft 

sloppy concept that replaces individual responsibility.  Nor should compassion be the 

excuse for endlessly justifying social systems that are not working.‖
42

  However, Wallis 

argues that personal responsibility is not enough to ensure an individual to rise out of 

poverty:  

Today it is the large corporations that push down wages, cut health benefits, lay 

off workers, and export good jobs overseas; they are the biggest violators of 

‗family values‘ and the principle force destabilizing family life in America.
43

  

 

By viewing the poor as more than just recipients of charity, Wallis hopes for Americans 

to embrace the challenge of better economic relationships.  During the 2004 election, 

Wallis‘ organization, ―A Call to Renewal,‖ produced a ―Unity Statement on Overcoming 

Poverty,‖ stating, ―Although there are issues on which we do not agree, we come together 

to affirm that justice for those in our society who live in poverty is, for all of us, a deeply 

held religious belief on which we are firmly united.‖
44

  Wallis campaigns to defeat global 

poverty by eliminating the debts of developing nations and altering America‘s foreign 

policy; however, Wallis adds, ―What we don‘t have is the moral and political will to do 

so.‖
45
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 As mentioned earlier, Conservative Evangelicals and conservative political voices 

often criticize Wallis for his political conclusions.  A pointed exchange occurred between 

Jim Wallis and conservative commentator Glenn Beck over the term ―social justice.‖  On 

Glenn Beck‘s television and radio programs, Beck accused Wallis of being a Marxist.  

Over the course of numerous shows, Beck added Wallis and Sojourners to his list of 

people and organizations that he hoped to ―hammer‖ for their progressive and ―Marxist‖ 

leanings.
46

  Additionally, Tony Perkins, who will be discussed later in this chapter, 

labeled Wallis as a ―wolf in shepherd‘s clothing,‖ depicting Wallis as nothing more than 

a Democratic Party contributor with hopes of altering the United States‘ economy: 

Wallis has been the Left‘s main proponent of merging the biblical idea of justice 

with the liberal agenda to transform America into a place where the government 

orchestrates all facets of the economy….To those who wish to cloak political 

liberalism in the guise of biblical language, beware.  Being a wolf in sheep‘s 

clothing is something Scripture strongly condemns.
47

 

 

However, Wallis criticizes Conservative Evangelicals who only promote charity for the 

poor, writing, ―The God of the Bible is not just a God of charity.  The God of the Bible is 

a God of justice.‖
48

  For Wallis, working out biblical justice involves ―changing 

structures, institutions, systems, and policies; as well as changing hearts to be more 

generous.‖
49

  As a spiritual advisor to President Obama, Wallis believes the President‘s 
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faith leads him to address poverty, giving an example of what the President discussed at a 

recent prayer breakfast:  

I was struck by how many times the president talked about the poor, the 

vulnerable, and the needy today in his speech – 12 times! This White House has 

seldom talked directly about poverty and others have pointed out that his recent 

State of the Union message was the first not to even mention the subject since 

Harry Truman.  But as he got closer to his faith today, Barack Obama got closer 

to poverty and the biblical call for social justice.
50

 

 

Wallis concludes by stressing how the President‘s faith always influences his position on 

the poor, referencing how Wallis and Obama were acquaintances since the President‘s 

days in the Illinois Senate.
51

  Although Wallis enjoys close access to the current 

president, he regularly chastises his religious critics who label him as just a Democratic 

Party supporter, arguing that ―questions concerning the poor and oppressed cannot simply 

be regarded as matters of politics…what is at stake is nothing less than restoring our 

biblical integrity.  It is a matter of conversion.‖
52

  As an evangelical, Wallis‘ reference to 

conversion here should not be overlooked.  Like those advocating the Social Gospel 

before him, Wallis sees part of conversion as addressing societal poverty, which 

demonstrates the centrality that poverty holds in Wallis‘ theology and politics.   

 While Wallis hopes for the world powers to focus their governments‘ attention on 

poverty, beyond the government, Wallis desires for churches to take action on behalf of 
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the poor by ―making the necessary connection to political advocacy,‖ and by insisting 

that ―budgets are moral documents.‖
53

  Wallis‘ emphasis on poverty and community 

influence his positions on other political issues, such as war, racism, and life.   

 

Wallis and Racism 

 

  Citing the treatment received by Native Americans and the oppression slavery 

placed on African-Americans, Wallis labels racism as ―America‘s Original Sin,‖ which 

affected the history of the entire nation.
54

  Growing up in Detroit, Jim Wallis witnessed 

firsthand the racial divisions and eventual riots in 1967.  During this time, The 

Autobiography of Malcolm X, as well as his relationships he developed with African-

Americans profoundly influenced his worldview: ―They showed me the other America, 

the America that is unfair and wrong and mean and hateful; the America that we white 

people accept.‖
55

  While in college, he gave a presentation to his church about racism in 

Detroit, to which the congregation responded by defending capitalism and the American 

way of life.  Frustrated and saddened by his church and similar views in other churches, 

Wallis called for the Christian community to repent of its racist past, saying, ―Unless a 

mainstream white church has itself repented of its endorsement of America, and turned to 

Jesus, it has no gospel to preach.‖
56
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 Seeing racism built into the ―fabric of the nation,‖ Wallis accuses Conservative 

Evangelicals of either remaining silent on the issue or of endorsing a ―Southern Strategy‖ 

which divides along racial lines and only pursues the vote of white Americans.
57

  With 

this description, Wallis calls out not only the exclusion of minorities as he sees it, but also 

the neglect of those in poverty.  By not including racism as a moral issue, Conservative 

Evangelicals ignore what Wallis considers to be a pillar of Christian teaching: 

We believe that social responsibility is at the heart of our biblical traditions, that 

racism and sexism are sins, and that the best test of a nation‘s righteousness is not 

in its gross national product and military firepower but, according to the prophets, 

how it treats the poorest and most vulnerable.  We seek to recover moral virtue, to 

renew family life, to rebuild our communities, and to forge new bonds of healing 

and reconciliation across the social and cultural chasms that still divide us.
58

 

 

Without repenting from racism, the nation cannot fully address the economic situation of 

the poor.  Wallis calls on Conservative Evangelicals to add racism to their list of moral 

values, thus expanding the scope and influence that evangelical politics can offer.  

 

Wallis and War 

 

 In the 1970s, Wallis sharpened his resistant spirit by protesting the Vietnam War. 

Viewing the war as a misapplication of resources, Wallis sought to end the war so the 

poor could benefit from the funding going to execute the war.
59

  Additionally, Wallis 
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protested the nuclear buildup, calling it unjustified and unbiblical.  Preaching that one can 

find Jesus among the least of the society, Wallis argued that aiming nuclear missiles at 

cities with innocent women and children was, in essence, aiming every missile in the 

world at Jesus.
60

  With the election of Ronald Reagan and the Republican Party‘s position 

on military strength, Wallis labeled Conservative Evangelicals as ―super-patriots‖ and 

―evangelical nationalists‖ who ―exalt the nation at a time when America needs to be 

humbled.‖
61

   

During the Bush administration and into the Obama Administration, like in the 

1970s, Wallis sees a similar military buildup and unjust war in Iraq and in the prolonged 

Afghanistan conflict.  Wallis indicted the Bush administration for conducting foreign 

policy based on fear.  In his critique, Wallis drafted a declaration, along with other 

religious leaders, calling the war in Iraq ―illegal, unwise, and immoral.‖
62

  Wallis 

demanded that the US turn over control of Iraq to the United Nations, insisting that the 

―American-led occupation is leading to more suffering on all sides, and it will just get 

worse….American occupation is not the solution; it is the problem.  And it must end.‖
63

  

Likewise, Wallis admonishes the Obama administration to end the war in Afghanistan, 
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arguing that, with the death of Osama bin Laden and the weakening of Al Qaeda, 

―official reasons for continuing the war are disappearing each day.‖
64

  

 Wallis warns Americans, especially the Conservative Evangelicals, not to place 

governmental loyalty above faith: ―Patriotism means loving your country and its best 

ideals, enough to even oppose it when it is grievously wrong.  And Christian faithfulness 

always supersedes patriotism.‖
65

  With his definition of patriotism, Wallis sets forth 

concerns he has for the war on terror.   

Criticizing the Bush Administration‘s position on Iraq as ―bad theology,‖ Wallis 

does not consider the war on terror as one between good and evil; instead, he asks 

Americans to reflect on what evil America has done and to face the policy decisions that 

have contributed to the growth of terrorism.
66

  With the terrorist attack on September 11, 

2001, Wallis contended that the vulnerability of the US will enable the country to join the 

rest of the world.  Through reflection and vulnerability, Wallis widens the view of 

terrorism to include not only individuals, but governments, like the United States, as well, 

as he advocated for terrorism to be defined in ―the right way,‖ writing: 

Terrorism is the deliberate taking of innocent lives.  It applies to individuals, 

groups, and nations alike – all of which can and have supported and committed 

acts of terrorism.  Those who turn airplanes into missiles to attack skyscrapers full 

of people, those who become suicide bombers, and those who order military 

strikes against apartment buildings full of civilians and children are all terrorists, 

not religious devotees, martyrs, or defenders of national security.
67
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Concerned for the poor, Wallis accuses the war on terror of increasing the military 

budget to such a degree that government services to the poor suffer and poverty falls off 

the national agenda.
68

  On Afghanistan, Wallis contends, ―As the debate on the deficit 

heats up, we need to say again and again that the more than $100 billion a year that is 

spent on the war is no longer sustainable.‖
69

  Without leadership from government, 

Wallis asserts that local charities suffer from insufficient donations to meet the needs of 

the people.
70

  Believing that the government should protect the most vulnerable, Wallis 

attacks any administration that leads America into war when there is a lack of moral 

reasoning to do so. 

 

Wallis and the Sacredness of Life 

 

 As a result of the ascension of the Religious Right, ending abortion became a 

campaign issue as well as an issue in the confirmation of Supreme Court Justices.  Wallis 

calls the Religious Right‘s position inconsistent, because it seemingly cares for life only 

from conception to birth.  In order to consistently oppose abortion and favor life, Wallis 

contends that conservatives must address teenage pregnancy, offering alternatives to 

abortion as well as financial support to the mother and child, while making adoption 

more affordable.
71

    According to Wallis, Republicans only use abortion as a campaign 
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issue, doing little in office to end or to lessen abortions in America.
72

  For Wallis, 

abortion is a ―moral tragedy,‖ that he hopes both parties will take seriously; however, he 

faults the contemporary culture for the proliferation of abortions: ―You can‘t accept the 

throwaway culture in every other area like what we do to the environment, our 

consumption, and the rest, then somehow change on abortion.‖
73

  Again, in discussing 

abortion, Wallis refers to the economic consumption of Americans, tying abortion to the 

value Americans place on economic activity and materialism.   

Abortion is not the only pro-life issue for Wallis, who echoes Roman Catholic 

teaching for a ―consistent ethic of life.‖  Encouraging all evangelicals and both political 

parties to examine their positions on abortion and capital punishment, Wallis also 

considers euthanasia, nuclear weapons, poverty, and racism as all components of the pro-

life issue.
74

   In American politics, Wallis points out that one cannot vote for a consistent 

ethic of life, since each party supports or opposes certain issues.  With Conservative 

Evangelicals entrenched in Republican politics and Democrats unwilling to hear 

opposing views on abortion, Wallis desires for evangelicals to prophetically call for 

changes in political positions.  By using the prophetic voice to alter the culture, Wallis 

hopes for abortions to become rare, and finally unthinkable.
75
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Wallis’ Impact 

 

Restoring the Progressive Evangelical spirit of the late nineteenth century that 

fostered community and addressed poverty through the Social Gospel is the ultimate goal 

of Jim Wallis.  Launching his movement around the same time that Falwell began the 

Moral Majority, Wallis has not enjoyed the national impact of the Conservative 

Evangelicals, as evidenced in the evangelical votes cast in presidential election.  Even 

though Sojourners has existed for nearly thirty years, Wallis admitted that when the 

Republicans took control of the Congress in 1994, he seriously began to offer an 

alternative to the conservative religious voice in politics.
76

  Whereas Conservative 

Evangelicals formed themselves into the Religious Right to take political action not only 

at the national level but at the local level as well, Sojourners began as a simple 

community and a publication.  In addition, Republicans willingness to allow religious 

language to permeate the party differs from Democrats, who consistently rejected the 

notion, until recently.  

 With his best-sellers, God’s Politics and The Great Awakening, and with a twice 

elected president who openly discusses his faith in Bush followed by a Democratic 

president in Obama who is willing to do the same, Wallis increased his profile within the 

Democratic Party.  While Wallis desires for Democrats to discuss faith more openly, he 

labels Republicans as only concerned with two issues, abortion and homosexual 
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marriage, and accuses the Religious Right of making Jesus ―pro-rich, pro-war, and only 

pro-American.‖
77

   

 Wallis sees fruitful results from his advocacy supporting Progressive Evangelical 

viewpoints.  On issues such as poverty, racism, war, and life, Wallis writes, ―Faith is 

being applied to social justice in ways that we might have never imagined just a few short 

years ago.  Spiritual power is being harnessed to address the greatest social challenges 

that we face today.‖
78

  He further proposes that Progressive Evangelicals will continue to 

influence American politics more profoundly than Conservative Evangelicals will.
79

  

From his life experiences with the poor, Wallis desires for evangelicals and other people 

of faith to find Christ among the poor, writing, ―Jesus is waiting for you, waiting where 

he lives amid the sufferings of humanity, waiting for you to join him there.‖
80

 

 

Tony Perkins 

 

 ―There is one thing we will not do – we will not be silent,‖ wrote Tony Perkins in 

response to those who argue that Conservative Evangelicals are losing their sway on the 

issues of the day.
81

  As president of the Family Research Council, Perkins seeks to 
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uphold the mission of the organization by promoting marriage and family through the 

lens of a ―Judeo-Christian worldview.‖
82

  In order to fulfill the mission of the FRC, 

Perkins defends the Conservative Evangelical understanding of religious freedom, 

protects the unborn, and desires to strengthen heterosexual marriage.  He is described as 

possessing a ―tremendous burden to reclaim the culture for Christ,‖ which will result in a 

nationwide revival and ―build shared values of family and freedom.‖
83

  As will be 

observed in Perkins‘ political actions, he consistently aligns with historic Conservative 

Evangelicals, placing emphasis on evangelism, individualism, eschatology, and 

skepticism of science. 

 

Background 

 

 Born in 1963 in Ohio, at age nine, Perkins said he accepted Christ as his Savior.    

Receiving his undergraduate degree from Jerry Falwell‘s Liberty University, Perkins also 

completed a Master in Public Administration degree from Louisiana State University.
84

  

His degree in Public Administration coupled with his undergraduate work at the 

Conservative Evangelical Liberty provides some understandable context for his current 

work as president of James Dobson‘s FRC.  Liberty University recognized Perkins‘ 

contributions to Conservative Evangelicalism in 2006, when he received an honorary 

doctorate prior to Falwell‘s death. 
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 After serving in the military, Perkins worked as a police officer in Baton Rouge, 

Louisiana, where he witnessed harassment by police toward pro-life demonstrators.  Not 

heavily involved in politics at the time, Perkins videotaped the harsh treatment of 

demonstrators by his police force and released the video to the local news, which led to 

his dismissal; however, as a result of his exposé, Perkins secured a job for a local 

television station as a reporter, where he covered the Louisiana legislature, which gave 

him valuable experience toward his present day occupation.  However, the dedication of 

the pro-life demonstrators most profoundly influenced his political involvement, sharing 

that as a result he understood ―what God said regarding innocent human life.‖
85

 

 With a new political awareness, Perkins began a brief career as an elected official 

from 1996-2004.  Serving two terms in the Louisiana legislature, while also 

unsuccessfully seeking the U. S. Senate seat from Louisiana in 2002, he is most widely 

acclaimed or criticized for his legislation concerning ―covenant marriage,‖ which 

requires pre-marriage counseling and also pre-divorce counseling for couples.
86

  

According to Perkins, this law was the first piece of legislation in 200 years to make 

divorce more difficult.
87

  As a result, Perkins became a national advocate for marriage, 
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speaking on the issue in various states.  Aside from strengthening families, Perkins 

believes that stronger marriages would save the state money, due to an assumed reduction 

of single-parent poverty, a decrease in teenage pregnancy and delinquency, and an 

increase in education success; however, the reality of politics thwarted the legislation in 

most states since, according to Perkins, many of the politicians in various states were 

lawyers, and specifically divorce lawyers, who sought to protect their businesses and so 

opposed making divorce more difficult.
88

 

 His national status garnered the attention of the Family Research Council, who 

hired him as president of the FRC in 2003 to carry on the work ―to affirm and defend the 

Judeo-Christian values that this nation is founded upon.‖
89

  His work with the FRC 

includes advocating for Conservative Evangelical issues on television news shows and 

newspapers, giving speeches to organizations around the country, and communicating to 

supporters through radio and online materials.  Perkins is often called upon by the major 

cable networks to represent the Conservative Evangelical viewpoint. 

 In addition to the influences from his career experience, his personal life impacted 

his politics as well.  Married to Lawana in 1986, Perkins admits that without his 

theological grounding from his childhood, as well as his wife‘s faith, their marriage may 

not have lasted.  Through time, they worked out their struggles and now claim a strong, 

healthy marriage.  Perkins confesses that his ―personal experience was instrumental‖ in 

                                                                                                                                                 
and so forth, we are treating the symptoms.  But when you strengthen the family, you treat the 

cause…marriage and family are fundamental to the future of our society.‖  
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his understanding and support of marriage in subsequent years.
90

  As the parents of five 

children, Perkins and his wife decided to homeschool when their oldest daughter began 

kindergarten.  As a news reporter, he had covered a number of stories on homeschooling 

which impacted his own decision concerning his children.  Theologically, Perkins 

believes that parents have been commanded by God to train their children, thus 

homeschooling seemed the most appropriate educational setting for him and his wife to 

fulfill this command.
91

  Now in his eighth year as president of the FRC, Perkins 

communicates the Conservative Evangelical message to listeners and readers through his 

emails, postings, and interviews. 

 

Perkins and Leading Evangelical Conservatives 

 

 Compared with the giants in the Conservative Evangelical movement, such as 

James Dobson, Pat Robertson, and the late Jerry Falwell, Perkins‘ involvement is 

relatively new; however, drawing on his past experiences in government, Perkins 

attempts to communicate the Conservative Evangelical message through the FRC by 

utilizing his $11 million budget and a nationwide network of pastors.
92

  Appearing to 

learn from past mistakes of his predecessors, Perkins confesses that Conservative 

Evangelicals are ―too wedded to the Republican Party,‖ and that this ―unconditional 

allegiance to the Republican Party, or to any major political party, may soon come to an 
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end.‖
93

  Not wanting the Conservative Evangelical message to be taken for granted by the 

Republicans or ignored by the Democrats, Perkins envisions enlarging the influence of 

organizations like the FRC in order to impact ―policies that are more faith friendly.‖
94

  

However, the issues Perkins addresses continue to align with the Republican Party, even 

as they are presented in a friendlier format. 

 Analyzing his constituency, Perkins describes Conservative Evangelicals and the 

Religious Right as ―made up of people who have been awakened by real concern over 

government policy and cultural initiatives that were being influenced and shaped by a 

postmodern worldview that was radically secular and hostile toward the Christian 

faith.‖
95

  It is secular humanism which Perkins and his supporters heavily oppose.  

Therefore, Perkins outlines some core principles that Conservative Evangelicals should 

utilize when engaging with the increasingly secular world, as he desires for evangelicals 

to provide a moral platform with strong emphasis on human life, marriage, and religious 

freedom, followed by a lower tier of issues consisting of illegal immigration, poverty, the 

environment, and race relations.
96

  Out of these issues, Perkins believes Conservative 
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Evangelicals can successfully influence the culture and politics.  Calling on the church to 

respond, Perkins requests that churches ―take bold action on each of these issues to 

reverse America‘s present moral and cultural decay.‖
97

  Whereas many Conservative 

Evangelicals over the last 50 years embraced an eschatology that humanity and the 

culture would continue to decay, religious conservatives decided to salvage America 

from the sharp decline of the culture.  Perkins seems to follow this thought process as 

well as he leads the FRC to engage what is seen as degradation in the culture.   

Perkins places hope in the future of Conservative Evangelical influence in 

American politics and society, claiming that the Religious Right is ―poised for greater 

influence in the decades to come than it has ever experienced as it pursues a unified 

agenda‖ on the issues mentioned above.
98

  Obviously differing from Wallis, Perkins 

posits the responsibility to address these issues primarily with the local churches, writing, 

―[T]hrough careful discussion, detailed presentation, and prayerful consideration of the 

issues we now face, we believe that the church can enter this battle well-armed and able 

to stand uncompromisingly for the truth that can turn America around.‖
99

  Perkins‘ faith 
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in the church to rectify society‘s ills is only a possibility for him due to his view on how 

the church and the state should interact.   

 

Perkins on Church and State 

 

 One does not need to read much of Perkins‘ writings to understand his viewpoint 

on church and state.  When discussing a problem or issue facing American society, 

Perkins often points to his perception that ―we as a nation have forgotten our heritage.‖
100

  

Believing that the government misapplies the separation of church and state and maligns 

God and Christianity, Perkins continues, ―We have turned our back on God, the God who 

our Founders knew gave us Life and Liberty, as Thomas Jefferson said, at the same 

time.‖
101

  For Perkins, a nation that fails to recognize and to serve God is a nation that is 

destined to perish.  He blames ―radical secularists‖ for attempting to squelch the 

influence of Christianity, writing, ―Radical secularists are finding that their agenda is 

incompatible with true religious liberty; therefore, they must exclude religion, primarily 

genuine Christianity, from the public square…we cannot allow Christians to be forced to 

check their faith at the gate of the public square.‖
102

  Perkins disagrees with the notion 

that the Founders created a secular document in the Constitution and thus a secular 

government.  According to Perkins, the misapplication by radical secularists of 
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Jefferson‘s ―wall of separation‖ metaphor altered the historical context of the Founding 

Fathers‘ words: 

The Truth is that radical secularists are attempting to build a wall unimagined by 

our founders – a wall that separates people of faith from government.  They 

project upon the founders their radical idea that the price of admission to the 

public square is surrendering one‘s deeply held religious convictions and beliefs.  

That is an idea that would have not only been unthinkable to the Founding 

Fathers, but it would have been blasphemous.
103

 

 

From this quote and others, Perkins appears to view Christians, and specifically 

Conservative Evangelicals, as victims of a sinister plot to rid the country of religious 

influence.   

Only since the 1960s have Conservative Evangelicals entered the political sphere 

as a unified bloc; however, as Perkins contends, conservatives still view themselves as an 

embattled group.  Moreover, as some, like Wallis, push for accepting religious pluralism, 

even that strikes a discord with Perkins, as he writes: 

Unwittingly, many people who preach pluralism offer us a new caste system that 

makes Christians ‗political untouchables.‘  The day may soon be here, if it has not 

already arrived, that Christians will have to choose between being open adherents 

to the faith and serving in the government.
104

   

 

With political figures such as Wallis and Perkins, it is difficult for one to parse words to 

understand what is truly held sentiment and what helps raise money for an organization.  

One would question Perkins‘ motivation with this last statement, since the last few 

presidents, including the current president, espoused their Christian beliefs openly, even 

mentioning how their faith influences their political decisions.  
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 Oftentimes Conservative Evangelicals declare that the United States was or is a 

―Christian Nation.‖  What is often meant by this description is that Christianity and 

Christians should play an influential role in American society.  To many, religious liberty 

especially applies to Christians, and anything that limits a Christian‘s expression of faith 

privately or publically is in some way undermining the founders‘ purposes in establishing 

the nation.  Perkins stops short of declaring the United States a ―Christian Nation;‖ 

however, he does hold that ―America was shaped by, and for the most of its history has 

been guided by, values that come from biblical Christianity.‖
105

  Further, Perkins 

contends that the growth of Christianity in the United States is due to Christianity‘s 

compatibility with democracy and freedom.
106

   

Like Wallis, Perkins references Scripture from the prophets and New Testament 

in his discourse; however, his application of these Scriptures differs from Wallis due to 

Perkins‘ individualistic point of view.  Whereas Wallis viewed prophets as speaking out 

against societal injustices, Perkins uses the example of prophets to encourage Christians 

to live better lives personally and in their communities.  Also, as a prophet, Perkins 

encourages individual Christians to prophetically speak out against sin.  Calling on 

Christians to ―love the sinner and hate the sin,‖ Perkins reminds others to speak truth in 
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love.
107

  Additionally, as Wallis referenced Christian social responsibility as coming from 

Romans 13, Perkins uses the same text to justify a nation going to war.
108

  Citing the Just 

War Theory, Perkins laments the damage done to truth by postmodernism, writing, 

―Unfortunately, in today‘s postmodern world the conflicts are seen as less sharply 

defined, and more people insist that there are reasonable sides to every conflict.‖
109

  

Without Christianity as the guiding thought of the nation, Perkins believes that secularists 

and postmodernism will eventually lead to the United States‘ downfall.  Therefore, 

Perkins contends that religion, particularly Conservative Evangelical understanding of 

religion, should have a prominent place in the public square. 

Again recalling his understanding of American history, Perkins writes, ―The 

Constitution offers freedom of religion – not from religion…without Christianity, 

America would never have become the great power it is today.  The bedrock value 

system, built on the Bible, has allowed our democracy to blossom and grow.‖
110

  Further, 

seeming to contradict his earlier statement that the United States was never a ―Christian 

Nation,‖ Perkins claims that ―Christians were the government…In fact until the middle of 

last century, it was a common practice for pastors to preach an election sermon the 

Sunday before an election, telling members which candidates were worthy of their 
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support.‖
111

  Perkins contends that past presidential references to Christianity 

demonstrate the favored status of the church: ―The limitation in the First Amendment is 

upon Congress, not the churches.  To use Jefferson‘s metaphor, it was a wall that 

prevented the federal government from intruding on religion in the states or denying the 

people‘s right of free exercise of religion.‖
112

  Perkins appears to support the notion that 

with this interpretation of the First Amendment, individual states should decide on their 

own what kind of religious liberty to grant, since the national government is limited in 

intruding upon the states.  In fact, he criticizes Everson v BOE as ―resurrecting a 

previously little-known metaphor, the ‗wall of separation between church and state,‘‖ 

which incorporates the Establishment clause to the states, calling it and other Supreme 

Court cases ―major assaults‖ against the Christian faith.
113

  Perkins would include 

Christian expression in schools and court houses as under assault as well.  Again 

chastising secularists as well as government, Perkins writes:  

God was officially expelled from the public school classroom the year I was born 

– and the Ten Commandments and prayer soon followed….Congress did nothing 

to protect our religious liberty….Secularists are determined to eradicate 

Christianity from American public life as they cast their net wider and wider.
114
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Perkins appears frustrated with the inability of the other branches of government to 

correct court decisions.  He calls on the Congress and the President to ―challenge the 

edicts of the court‖ instead of just accepting them as the final word.
115

 

Perkins desires for the church and state to follow the pattern set by the story of 

Daniel in Scripture.  In the Book of Daniel, Perkins claims that the government, 

influenced by the life of the individual Daniel, moved from an excluding religion in the 

government to establishing Daniel‘s religion in the land.  Perkins maintains that his goal 

for the United States ―is not establishment but accommodation;‖ however, it is clear in 

his writing that he considers establishment as one step better than accommodation.
116

  It 

remains unclear whether Perkins believes that accommodation is the best way for 

America or the only acceptable goal for America at this time.  What is clear from 

Perkins‘ writings is his belief that current U. S. policy is not accommodating to 

Christians, but rather, he believes that the liberties of Christians are threatened. 

Perkins encourages Conservative Evangelicals to run for office, believing that the 

civil society of the United States needs strong families, a vibrant church, and a virtuous 

government.  He believes that the Founding Fathers never envisioned non-Christians 

leading the country, but instead desired for Christians to run the government.
117

  

Claiming that 80 percent of Americans identify as Christians, Perkins supports politicians 

requesting the citizens to pray for the nation, saying that ―prayer is not out of the 
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mainstream.‖
118

  Due to the threat of secularism, Perkins, asserting that the church should 

be responsible to correct societal ills, supports an accommodating church and state 

relationship.  Through his understanding of accommodation, the church will infuse 

biblical morality into the public square and government itself, allowing ―the Word of God 

and the power of the Holy Spirit to transform our personal lives,‖ which will create the 

potential to heal what is a chief symptom striking the ailing nation – the broken family.
119

 

 

Perkins on the Family and Education 

 

 The sexual revolution of the 1960s, along with the rising divorce rate were two of 

the issues that led Conservative Evangelicals to re-engage with politics.  Addressing the 

breakdown of the family is one of Perkins‘ main objectives as president of the Family 

Research Council, as  he lists ―poverty, teen sex, out-of-wedlock pregnancies, teen drug 

abuse or alcoholism, juvenile delinquency, and teen suicide‖ as resulting from the 

breakdown of the traditional family.
120

  Wedding his support for the role of the church 

and hesitancy toward the power of government, Perkins argues that government power 

grows when the family weakens, and that this enlargement of government fosters a 

―deficit of character.‖
121

  With a goal to strengthen marriages, Perkins lobbies the 
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government to reform tax policies by increasing and making permanent child tax credits, 

which would encourage larger families.  Larger families would help support older 

generations and allow for the sustainability of programs that need tax dollars.
122

  

Discussing the health of the family, Perkins consistently favors traditional 

marriage, while objecting to homosexual marriage.  As the marriage debate continues, 

Perkins insists that, despite recent setbacks in New York and the military, the people of 

the United States desire for marriage to remain between one man and one woman.
123

  His 

objection to homosexual marriage is both based on his faith and understanding of 

biology.
124

  For his faith, Perkins rejects the notion that suggests the changing norms in 

society should alter long held practices:  

As to theology, one newly-published book by a liberal theologian cannot overturn 

two thousand years of Christian sexual ethics. The Bible depicts a wide variety of 

sexual behaviors, from polygamy to incest to rape, because it is an honest book 

that shows the truth of human experience. But its references to homosexual 
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conduct, in both the Old and New Testaments, condemn such conduct in every 

case.
125

  

 

He also views homosexual marriage as detrimental to society, causing instability for 

children and families: ―There are abundant secular grounds to be concerned about 

homosexual conduct, such as the physical and mental health problems that are associated 

with it.‖
126

  In Perkin‘s view, homosexual marriage is denied by Scripture, while 

homosexual conduct is a personal moral failing that requires repentance.  

 Along with defining and strengthening marriages, Perkins contends that education 

is a key component of the family as well.  Influenced by James Dobson, Perkins 

champions homeschooling not only for the education of the child and safer environment, 

but for the ability to foster faith in the child as well.
127

  Even though he and his wife 

chose homeschooling for their children, Perkins recognizes that the vast majority of 

students in the U. S. attend public schools, describing the public school system as ―the 

main cultural battleground in education.‖
128

  In order to influence the public school 

agenda, Perkins encourages Christians in the public school system to Christianize the 

schools, exhorting Christians to be involved parents and school teachers who can foster a 

spiritual revival in the education system.  Accentuating the individual, Perkins solutions 

for the school system again address individual and personal roles for citizens rather than 

reforming the overall structure of the education system.  Strengthening marriages and 
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families by providing economic incentives and by fostering education are key 

components for Perkins in addressing the shortfalls of the society.  Through personal 

evangelism within the family, school, and neighborhood, Perkins believes that the 

American ideals of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness could be fulfilled.  However, 

with the current breakdown and governmental overreach, Perkins laments the devaluing 

of life in American society. 

 

Perkins and Pro-Life 

 

 Perkins emphasizes the responsibility of Conservative Evangelicals to maintain 

their moral principles in an ever changing culture, saying, ―Even if we cannot predict 

where our nation is headed, we know as conservatives where we must stand.‖
129

  

Although the nation may face economic challenges, Perkins believes that strengthening 

families by promoting the value of human life will provide the most success in dealing 

with trying economic times.  In an attempt to widen the scope and influence of 

Conservative Evangelicals, Perkins desires to ―establish a consistent, principled pro-life 

position that we can apply across the board to all issues,‖ allowing Perkins and other 

Conservative Evangelicals to better evaluate candidate‘s positions.
130

   

As previously mentioned, it was the abortion issue and the stance the protestors 

took while Perkins was a police officer that motivated him to become involved 

politically.  Rejecting the view that the fetus is not fully human, Perkins writes, ―An 

unborn child is a person with a calling and destiny ordained by God.  In the eyes of God, 
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killing an unborn child is just like killing an adult, because life begins at conception – a 

fact that even science confirms.‖
131

   

Perkins advocates for the abortion policy in the country to change, accusing 

abortion providers of possessing a ―genocidal motivation‖ for their services.
132

  Over the 

years, the Family Research Council along with other Conservative Evangelicals has 

sought to alter the courts and to place greater restrictions on abortion while influencing 

the culture to be more pro-life.
133

  Attempting to foster political pressure on the 

government concerning abortion Perkins writes, ―While we have made progress in 

advancing life, as long as abortionists can continue to carry out their deeds under the 

cover of government indifference, we remain a nation of broken cradles and shrunken 

liberty.‖
134

   

One of the proposals Perkins advances is the teaching of abstinence in the 

schools.  By promoting abstinence, Perkins hopes to reach the goal of reducing abortions 

by 50 percent in the next decade.  The abstinence message coincides with Conservative 

Evangelical belief that sexual activity should only occur within marriage and that 
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abstinence before marriage strengthens marriage.
135

  Addressing the abortion issue in this 

way demonstrates the amount of prominence Conservative Evangelicals place on the 

individual.   

Also, Perkins and the FRC enlist supporters to contribute time and money to crisis 

pregnancy centers.  Through these centers, ultrasounds are provided for the mothers 

―resulting in literally thousands of babies being saved as their mothers saw the 

remarkable images on the screen…slowly but undeniably a culture of life is being 

reconstructed.‖
136

  Requiring states to provide sonograms and developmental materials to 

expectant mothers are additional ways that Perkins hopes to reduce the number of 

abortions in the nation.  Additionally, Perkins also desires for abstinence to be taught as 

part of any welfare program, for states to eliminate subsidies to abortion providers, and 

for laws to allow for more parental involvement in making decisions for pregnant 

teenagers.
137

   

Confronting science, Perkins decries embryonic stem cell research as the 

destruction of human beings with ―identities in God‘s Kingdom.‖
138

  Ethically, Perkins 

argues that allowing for the destruction of embryos creates a slippery slope that may lead 
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to scientific research being performed on older fetuses.  As a result, Perkins calls for the 

elimination of funding for any institution related to destructive embryonic research.  

Decrying morally uncontrolled science as a danger to humanity, Perkins writes, ―We 

must control scientific advancements with a life-honoring ethical framework.  Science 

unbridled from morality will take us places we don‘t want to go, and we will only realize 

it too late.‖
139

  

 

Perkins and International Affairs 

 

 Focusing more on domestic issues related to the family, Perkins does not write 

much on international relations; however, his eschatology and emphasis on evangelism 

influence his views on international affairs.  Referencing Augustine‘s theory on just war, 

Perkins argues that going to war to protect defenseless citizens is a pro-life position.  

Perkins qualifies this position by stating that he is not pro-war; however, he places the 

need to go to war on fallen humanity:  

War, at its root, is based in the sin nature of man and should be strenuously 

avoided….In a fallen world, war is sometimes the only option we have to defend 

innocent life….Government – not individuals – are charged by God to wage 

war.
140

  

 

Protecting innocent life does not always necessitate going to war; however, Perkins, in 

discussing how the United States should respond to terrorism, advocates for the 

government to utilize powers of persuasion over other countries to convince the foreign 

countries to allow for more religious toleration.  With an emphasis on evangelism, 
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Perkins believes, ―We have to flex our muscle, because if Christian witness is excluded 

from these countries, then radical Islam will grow and terrorism will flourish, we must 

demand that our government open doors for evangelism in places where Muslim rulers 

have slammed that door shut.‖
141

  Perkins believes evangelicals can sow the ―seeds of 

democracy‖ in other countries, believing that a nation‘s ultimate strength is found in 

God.
142

  Perkins‘ reasoning conveys the importance that Conservative Evangelicals place 

on evangelism, demonstrating the amount of influence this practice has on political 

decisions.  It also conveys the simplicity that Conservative Evangelicals approach 

international issues as well.  It seems that Perkins believes that if only the people were 

converted to Christianity, then many of the world problems would disappear. 

 Related to eschatology is Perkins‘ support of Israel.  On a recent radio show, 

Perkins discussed the need to support Israel, drawing the conclusion that in order for God 

to keep his promises to all Christians, God must keep his promises to Israel.
143

  In order 

for Perkins‘ understanding of biblical prophecy to be fulfilled, the nation of Israel must 

be defended, not only because it is a democracy, but because it is God‘s will.  Perkins‘ 

writings on international affairs reveal further the influence of evangelism and 

eschatology on the formation of his political leanings.   
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Perkins and Poverty 

 

 Perhaps in this discussion on poverty, the differences between the Conservative 

Evangelical Perkins and the Progressive Evangelical Wallis is most profound.  Combing 

through Perkins‘ blog postings and other writings, poverty receives little to no mention.  

Budgets, health care, environment, taxes, terrorism, war, church and state, and morality 

dominate his writings; however, Perkins does write, ―Poverty is an issue that we should 

be concerned with, because God Himself is concerned with it.‖
144

  Perkins addresses 

poverty from an individualistic mindset that leads him to conclusions much different 

from Wallis, but in line with the Conservative Evangelical point of view. 

 In his book, Perkins lists five causes of poverty, of which, four are directly related 

to individual choices.  The occurrence of natural disasters and the resulting economic 

chaos they can cause is the only cause of poverty Perkins lists that is not directly tied to 

individual actions.  Also listed as a cause is government corruption, which Perkins 

describes as ―just as harmful to the economic well-being of citizens as a severe natural 

disaster.‖
145

  Continuing his conservative belief of limited government, some results of 

government corruption he cites are price increases and job loss resulting from 

government regulations and hand-outs.
146
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For someone representing the Family Research Council, it is no surprise that 

Perkins emphasizes the breakdown of the family as a cause of poverty.  He lists the 

increase in births to single mothers, homes led by single parents, and poor education 

scores by children from single parent homes as examples of the link between poverty and 

the family breakdown.
147

  The remaining two causes of poverty, according to Perkins, are 

addictive behaviors, such as drug use and poor health, and laziness of the individual.  The 

solutions to these causes lie in the ability of the individual to overcome whatever personal 

obstacle stands in his or her way, whether it is voting for better representatives, 

strengthening one‘s marriage, or refusing to be lazy.  For Perkins, overcoming poverty 

rests in the hands of the individual, as well as individual Christians and churches.   

 Perkins identifies two types of poor people: the working poor and the objectively 

poor.  Perkins describes the working poor, who possess jobs and generate income, just 

not enough income, as needing direction, training, and proper moral values to escape 

poverty.
148

  The objectively poor, according to Perkins, who find themselves in poverty 

due to a physical or mental disability or a traumatic event in one‘s life, need outside 

assistance, but Perkins advocates for churches, not the government, to provide the 

necessary support for the objectively poor, writing, ―For Christians, alleviating poverty is 

to be a way of life, not a government program.  It is primarily our responsibility as 

individuals, families, and churches to care for the poor.‖
149

  Returning to the importance 
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of evangelism, part of Christian responsibility in addressing poverty includes personal 

conversion, as he concludes, ―If we approach this problem personally, with the wisdom 

of the Scriptures, we can win souls, reduce poverty, and transform the nation as well.‖
150

  

Perkins has little to say about the role of government in dealing with poverty.  He 

mentions the corruption in gambling and the need for government to restrict that 

particular vice; however, briefly, he writes, ―The government helps poverty most by 

standing for justice and not overregulating or overtaxing the population.‖
151

  As is the 

pattern, Perkins views the role of government as leaving individuals alone to make 

choices, which aligns with the politically conservative stance on government involvement 

in the economy.  He criticizes government for having no accountability in the entitlement 

programs, calling government aid ―short-changed compassion‖ that ―stymies charity‖ and 

―displaces private dollars‖ through redistribution of wealth.
152

  Perkins understands this 

governmental practice as not only limiting the economic well-being of the poor, but also 

threatening the success of the economy of the United States. 

Perkins recognizes the assumption that many non-Conservative Evangelicals have 

toward Conservative Evangelicals that Conservatives are not compassionate toward the 

poor.  He rejects this stereotype, and instead argues that conservatives give more to 

charity than others.  Perkins encourages Conservative Evangelicals to ―lead the way in 

helping orphans, widows, and the destitute to find personal, spiritual, and financial 
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refuge.‖
153

  While he believes Conservative Evangelicals are already doing this, he 

proposes that Conservative Evangelicals should be more public about the good they do 

for others.  As an example, Perkins relates personal stories of the work he and others did 

for the poor in Honduras through many blog postings, writing, ―The team has provided 

the people, mostly women and children…with basic medicines, food and, in some cases, 

glasses…of course, everyone heard and saw the Gospel in action.‖
154

   

Perkins references his gratefulness for Wal-Mart along with the work of the 

mission team, which differentiates him from Progressive Evangelicals as well.  Whereas 

Progressive Evangelicals often see big businesses as exploiters, Perkins works to partner 

with businesses to generate wealth in poor areas ―without giving handouts.‖  By not 

viewing government as the proper arbiter for assisting the poor, Perkins utilizes 

connections in the business world to attempt to address economically disadvantaged areas 

with economic investment. 

Perkins includes health care in his discussion on poverty, finding that half of all 

bankruptcies in the United States were due to health care expenses.
155

  With Perkins‘ 

focus on the individual, he advocates for a Good Samaritan approach to health care, 
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calling on Christians to create financial pools to assist those in need of health care, as 

long as the individual in need of care has not caused his or her poor health from poor 

moral choices.
156

  What Perkins rejects is the notion of government run health care, 

which he equates with socialism.  Criticizing the recent Health Care reform, Perkins 

accused political liberals of instituting policies that create more poverty, saying, ―With 

Obama‘s plan for higher taxes and expensive health care, most families are already on 

their way!‖
157

  In taking a swipe at President Obama‘s ―shovel ready‖ jobs, Perkins 

promotes the shovel ready job of ―digging a grave for ObamaCare.‖
158

  The government 

approach to solving the health care crisis contrasts with Perkins‘ hope of individuals 

caring for themselves and the church caring for the poor and sick that cannot care for 

themselves.  In summary, Perkins views the causes and obstacles of poverty as mainly 

individual issues that can be overcome by personal initiative or church assistance.  He 

further believes that government involvement only exacerbates the problems and takes 

away the freedom and responsibility of individuals to address these concerns themselves. 

 

Perkins’ Hope For the Future 

 

 Evangelism, eschatology, individualism, and personal responsibility influence 

Perkins‘ views on various political and cultural issues.  His viewpoint often puts him at 

odds with Progressive Evangelicals, like Wallis, who read the same scripture but with a 

communitarian lens.  Perkins accuses these Progressive Evangelicals of betraying 
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Christian principles, writing that Progressives ―embraced ‗essence of Christianity‘ rather 

than the inerrancy of Scripture so they could synthesize their Christian thought with so-

called scientific findings of the day, most notable Darwinism and Social Darwinism.‖
159

  

Because the perception of Progressive Evangelicals is that they have not enjoyed the 

same influence that Conservative Evangelicals have, Perkins believes that Progressives 

are partnering with the media and liberal politicians to seek to undermine the 

Conservative Evangelical message.
160

  His opinion of Progressive Evangelicals does not 

create much room for the two camps to work together, as each is always suspicious of 

what the motivations are of the other. 

 On issues of justice, Perkins decries the Progressive Evangelicals‘ use of the term 

―social justice.‖  Perkins unites his views on justice with the Declaration of Independence 

as he attempts to redefine social justice as ―a transcendent understanding that all human 

life is sacred, that our liberty is granted by God, and that happiness is ours to pursue.‖
161

  

However, he believes that the term is currently synonymous ―with the Left and with 

socialism, heavy government spending, and anti-family policies and approaches.‖
162

  

Criticizing Progressive Evangelicals seemingly contradicts his attempt to broaden the 

appeal of the Conservative Evangelical message to appeal to both parties. 

 While Conservative Evangelicals have been closely linked to the Republican 

Party, and certainly the similar views on issues makes them natural partners, Perkins 

warns that the goal of Conservative Evangelicals is not political power.  He warns 
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Republicans to not take for granted the Conservative Evangelical vote, as he writes, 

―There is a misconception among conservatives as to what the ultimate objective is – win 

elections…when it comes to conservative principles, compromise is the companion of 

losers.‖
163

 

 In order to truly shape the future of the United States, Perkins believes a spiritual 

and political revival must take place among individuals: 

This is a time for a moral, political, and spiritual renewal to grasp the heart of the 

nation.  Our prayer is that this revolution will begin with us personally.  We want 

to be model Christians.  We want to see America populated by Christians who 

live so loudly that their actions are heard around the world.
164

 

 

Without the Conservative Evangelicals leading the way, Perkins foresees the United 

States faltering as a great nation, becoming just another failed nation like those in the 

past.  Perkins‘ beliefs on theology and politics influence the direction he leads the Family 

Research Council, particularly his understanding of individualism, evangelism, 

eschatology, and morality.  These same influences will shape his approach to climate 

change and the proper evangelical response to the issue. 

 

Joel Hunter 

 

 ―How can we love our neighbor completely without being involved in the 

improvement of the society in which they live?,‖ asks Joel Hunter, Pastor of Northland 

Church and spiritual advisor to President Obama.
165

  Hunter answers his question through 

the practice of his faith, which includes his love for others and his desire to see their 
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personal lives and communities improve as he leads his congregation to grow in their 

faith.
166

  

 Growing up in Ohio, Hunter was greatly impacted by a statement his pastor made 

one Sunday morning: ―Nothing will ever come right in the world until you address the sin 

in your own heart.‖
167

  Although as a boy Hunter did not respond to his pastor‘s 

invitation, he attributes the sermon to opening his mind and heart to ―the deep and 

significant matters of life.‖
168

  Hunter attended Ohio University during the 1960s, where 

he found himself drawn to politics, while studying history and government.  As his 

political awareness developed, Hunter placed hope in the political philosophies of Robert 

F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King, Jr.; however, facing the tragedy of their 

assassinations, Hunter explains how he first came to recognize the sinfulness of 

humanity.  He also realized the faultiness of placing his hope in government, writing, ―I 

knew that depending on improvements in our government to make any major change in 

people was too simplistic and unrealistic.‖
169

  In response to his personal questioning, 

Hunter felt a true conversion experience to follow Christ, recalling, ―My journey was 

from political idealism through disillusionment to the Lord of the universe, who is 

stationed in the heart.‖
170

  Along with his conversion in 1968, Hunter felt that God called 
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him to full-time ministry.  Some who knew him at the time questioned his calling, asking, 

―Why would you want to waste your intellect and abilities on such a culturally irrelevant 

and impotent institution as the church?‖
171

  According to Hunter, by empowering and 

equipping his congregation to take the lead in ministry opportunities, Hunter hopes to 

make the church relevant as it influences the community through the power of God.   

 

Hunter and Northland Church 

 

 After pastoring a growing church in Ohio for a few years while receiving a Master 

of Divinity from Christian Theological Seminary in Indianapolis, Hunter felt God calling 

him to move and begin something new.  In 1985, the Hunters moved to Orlando, FL, 

where Hunter became the senior pastor for Northland Community Church, a struggling 

church of 200 members.
172

  Through Hunter‘s leadership, and the membership‘s 

dedication to prayer and worship, Northland grew over the following decade to more than 

6000 members with numerous services.  For Hunter, this created a dilemma, since he 

viewed the mega-church as a movement more interested in maintaining and growing the 

individual church at the expense of other churches in the area rather than strengthening 

the Kingdom of God.  Hunter asked himself, ―Would we be furthering the Western 
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mentality of the rugged individualism of a church, while ignoring the larger community 

life of the church?‖
173

  Through reflection and prayer with other leaders in the church, 

Northland Community Church changed its name and mission to Northland Church, a 

Church Distributed, symbolizing their desire to move the church beyond the structural 

walls of the building itself and through the community and the world by working in 

partnership with other churches and ministries.
174

  The church focuses on worship, 

service, and equipping the membership to utilize their talents and gifts in ministries 

where they live and work, as Hunter explains, ―People in Northland‘s congregation take 

leadership of nearly every ministry effort inside the church, out in the community and 

abroad.‖
175

  Additionally, Hunter‘s embrace of technology in the church allows the 

worship services to connect thousands of members around the world.
176

 

 For Hunter, he desires for his congregation to grow closer to God and for non-

church attenders to find salvation in God.  In the spirit of evangelism, Hunter writes: 

Today, I still love the church.  I want to see it extended.  Millions find their way 

to the same pew every Sunday, but there are billions who do not.  There are 

millions who have family to take them to church, so they will associate it with 

God‘s love….But there are increasing billions who do not have someone who 

cares, and they have no connection to the church at all….The church is the main 

venue for the hope of the world; it just cannot seem to penetrate the very world 

that needs it most.
177
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Hunter‘s leadership to connect his church to the wider community and world 

demonstrates his willingness to work with others, to trust others, and to help others 

succeed and improve their lives, while also teaching the necessity of evangelism in order 

to extend the church to the billions who ―have no connection.‖  Hunter guides his church 

to learn from others in order to be ―completed, perfected and educated by differences.‖
178

  

For Hunter, growing in faith includes addressing controversial areas, creating the 

necessity for him to use wisdom in leadership in order to equip the members to minister 

in new situations and unique circumstances.
179

  As Hunter explains, the ability of a pastor 

to lead on controversial subjects is a risky proposition:  

When you wander into some of these issues that have become politicized and 

polarized there are going to be people who leave the church.  And I have had 

people who I have taught for fifteen or twenty years get up and walk out of the 

church because they say, ‗I don‘t want to hear about this.  I came to hear about 

my Jesus…and when you come down on an issue you‘re going to [need to] come 

down on what I heard from Glenn Beck.‘
180

 

 

Hunter points to his 26 year service to Northland Church as crucial to his embarkment on 

controversial issues, saying about his members, ―They know I love them.‖
181

  Hunter 

leads his congregation to reflect upon the issues facing society, including those that 

involve faith and politics. 
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Hunter and Church and State 

  

 With his political interest formed during the 1960s, Hunter criticizes those who 

are not politically informed, writing, ―Christians must be involved in the shaping of 

public policy and that means, among other things, we can‘t ignore politics.‖
182

  For 

Hunter, as a result of engaging politically, the opportunity allows for Christians to ―be a 

witness by living an exemplary life, serving, and giving our input.‖
183

   

 A registered Republican for 40 years, in 2006 Hunter accepted the invitation to be 

the next president of the Christian Coalition, which excited him due to his long interest in 

Christian political involvement in the world.
184

  The tenure was short-lived, however, 

after Hunter mentioned to the board of directors that he hoped to expand the issues the 

Coalition addressed beyond abortion and gay marriage to issues such as poverty, the 

environment, and protecting the vulnerable.  Receiving rejection from the board, Hunter 

quotes one board member as objecting to his proposal by responding, ―The most effective 

method in raising money is fear and anger,‖ and another as replying that expanding to 

those issues is ―not what we do.‖
185

  Understanding the difficulty the board faced in 

challenging their supporters to broaden the agenda, Hunter continued to push for the 

expansion of the issues to fully reflect the character of Jesus Christ, as Hunter writes, 
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―Compassion is a more accurate portrayal of the character of Christ and a more effective 

way to point others to Him.  Compassion leads to fulfillment of an even greater hope – 

that all people will desire to make godly personal choices.‖
186

   

Ultimately, Hunter realized that he would never find unison with the board of the 

Christian Coalition, which led to his resignation from his position with the Christian 

Coalition before it officially began.
187

  Once he resigned, others viewed Hunter as the ―de 

facto voice of moderate evangelicals.‖
188

  Perhaps this label garnered him the attention of 

Democrats looking to make inroads with the evangelical base, as Hunter became a 

spiritual advisor for President Obama during his election and presidency.  In addition, 

President Obama appointed Hunter to the ―President‘s Advisory Council on Faith-Based 

and Neighborhood Partnerships,‖ which assists the administration in better distribution of 

social services, making recommendations for improvement of policies and procedures.
189

  

It appears that Hunter is comfortable balancing his roles of church pastor and political 
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participant.  Hunter urges other Christians to engage politically as well, prompting an 

examination of his views concerning religion and politics, God and government, and 

church and state. 

As an evangelical, Hunter esteems the Scripture as something that brings people 

into connection with God; however, he rejects attempts to simply politicize the Bible.  He 

does not view the Bible as merely a book of conservative rules or progressive 

compassionate teachings, but rather he describes the Bible as ―more holistic, more 

fulfilling to all of life‘s needs rather than heavy-handed on what is morally right or 

compassionately left.‖
190

  Facing a strain of anti-intellectualism within evangelical life, 

Hunter challenges Christians to think biblically by applying the truth in Scripture to 

whatever field in which one participates, including politics.
191

  Hunter shares his view 

that evangelicals are not always using the fullness of their God-given intellect in 

addressing the major issues society faces.
192

   

As highly as Hunter regards Scripture and the Christian application of it, he 

cautions against only relying on Scripture to engage the world, particularly when it comes 

to politics, warning Christians, ―Scripture does not replace the gathering of fact.  It does 

not save us from the need to calculate the consequences of our vote.  Scripture does not 

relieve us from the need to draw truth from those with a different perspective.  All truth is 
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God‘s truth.‖
193

  Further, Hunter exhorts evangelicals to be ―thought leaders,‖ by 

expressing biblical values in a way that can address the complexity of issues facing 

today‘s society.
194

  By applying a holistic approach to Scripture and politics, Hunter 

believes that evangelicals will expand the impact they have on politics and the culture by 

emphasizing care for people rather than quest for power.  By placing people above 

political control, evangelicals will create open doors to share the Gospel, as ―the general 

population will see a selfless political approach.  What a witness that will be!‖
195

   

Through compassion rather than fear, evangelicals who wish to share the Gospel 

will build a dialogue with the nonbelievers, which ―will build a relationship that may 

open up the opportunity to share more deeply.‖
196

  This partly reveals the importance 

Hunter places on evangelism and why he strives for thoughtful political involvement of 

Christians.   

While as a pastor Hunter would reject the notion of dictating to his congregation 

what he thinks they should believe politically, he does see a role for pastors in helping 

congregants become politically involved in order to allow biblical morality to influence 

the culture.  Hunter believes that someone‘s morality will be legislated, so Christians 

should be involved in that process.
197

  Further, he sees evangelicals as possessing the 
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ability to shift the government away from power and toward service, while also 

answering political challenges with reason and love, rather than force.  This 

compassionate nature Hunter desires does not imply that Christians should moderately be 

involved; instead, Hunter enlists Christians to work politically for a cause ―great enough 

to die for yet important enough to live for as well.‖
198

  Even though he encourages 

Christians to participate politically, he does temper any desire to place one‘s hope in the 

political process or in politicians, reminding evangelicals that political involvement 

should produce spiritual growth, not a thirst for power, writing, ―Policy does not 

transform life‘s most important and precious area.  It will change circumstances, but it 

will not change people.‖
199

  However, as stated earlier, involvement in the political 

process allows evangelicals to share their faith with others, enhancing their ability to 

evangelize. Answering skeptics, such as Conservative Evangelicals, who view political 

involvement as a distraction from a Christian‘s calling to evangelize, Hunter explains: 

Through our government we have the chance to profoundly influence the lives of 

people all over the world.  No, we cannot convert them through government.  Yes, 

their eternal salvation is most important.  That does not mean that every provision 

that could be made through government in unimportant.
200

  

 

Political involvement allows evangelicals to reach individuals for Christ while also 

shaping the direction and character of the nation. 

 What about the notion that the United States is a ―Christian nation,‖ as some 

Conservative Evangelicals assert?  Hunter weaves his way through the issue rather 
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cautiously by subscribing to the historians who conclude that the Founders were a 

mixture of Christians and Deists and that there was no time when the country was 

completely led by Christians.
201

  However, he does connect evangelical viewpoints on 

humanity with the Constitution, concluding that both view humanity as self-centered.  He 

relates the difference between evangelical thought and the Constitution, writing, ―The 

Constitution, unlike Christianity, does not even try to change human nature.  The 

Constitution is intended only in working, by checks and balances, to keep all factions in 

their proper places.‖
202

  Furthermore, although evangelicalism and the Constitution share 

similar views, what concerns each is not in unison, as evangelicals mainly focus on 

individuals while the government focuses on the society.  Hunter views the separation of 

church and state as a restriction on the government concerning ecclesiastical affairs rather 

than the church having no impact on the state.  However, Hunter does not consider the 

United States to be or ever to have been a Christian nation, teaching that it is unnecessary 

for the government to embrace religion:  

Our job is not to convert the government but to be personally transformed into the 

image of Christ.  The Bible is not as concerned with how religious a government 

is; rather the concern is how righteous the people are, including how righteously 

they respond to their government.
203

 

  

Although Hunter is sympathetic to the Conservative Evangelical view that the separation 

of church and state has at times been wrongly restrictive on the church, Hunter cautions 

evangelicals to remain clear of civil religion and focus on worshiping God rather than the 
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nation.
204

  He rejects Conservative Evangelical attempts to allow the state to enforce 

certain religious practices, writing, ―Any Christian activity expressed by a governmental 

institution insinuates force.‖
205

  Therefore, he finds himself at odds with evangelicals who 

wish to see government sanction and supported public displays of faith.   

 Hunter believes that the culture would widely accept Christianity if Christians 

conducted themselves in a more compassionate manner:  

If Christians were loving other people and really making a huge difference in 

society, nobody would mind our displaying the Ten Commandments or manger 

scenes at Christmas time.  As a matter of fact, they would be reminded that there 

is a group of people who are truly improving society.  So this is not about our 

rights; this is about our ineffectiveness and our poor witness.
206

 

 

Hunter rejects the attempts by some Conservative Evangelicals to protect the faith, 

writing that ―protection is not our object in the faith – evangelism is!‖
207

  Hunter believes 

that the emphasis on allowing certain religious practices to be accommodated by the state 

misses the problem affecting American society – sin.  Again one sees Hunter‘s emphasis 

on evangelism.  In order to fully practice that evangelism, Hunter desires for evangelicals 

to be less combative and more loving by broadening the issues the faith community 

addresses.  Instead of seeking victory, Hunter encourages Christians to be Christ-like in 

politics, providing the opportunity for spiritual growth during the political process.
208
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As an example of representing Christ and influencing the government, Hunter 

serves as a spiritual advisor to President Obama.  Criticized by some for his relationship 

with the President, Hunter explains, ―I have chimed in, when asked and when I have been 

in Washington.‖
209

  Hunter recognizes the prophetic role that ministers must play in 

relation to politicians, even though he believes the prophetic role can be carried out in a 

loving manner.  He expounds upon his role, saying his relationship with Obama does not 

mean he endorses all of his positions, saying, ―We‘ve got to understand that we can be 

much more effective in getting our point across and realizing our goals if that prophetic 

language comes with a degree of understanding and respect.‖
210

  Through his relationship 

with the President, Hunter envisions more engagement among evangelicals, including 

acts of service: ―Evangelicals are very active; we are the unrealized potential in this 

country as far as working with the government to attack some of the huge issues that can 

only be really solved by personal care.‖
211

 

 In summary, Hunter advocates for evangelical involvement in the political 

process.  His reasoning is two-fold.  One, he desires for evangelicals to influence the 

direction and morality of the nation.  Two, he hopes that the betterment of society 

brought by evangelicals will provide opportunities for evangelism.  Therefore, 

evangelism and justice drive his involvement in politics.  In matters of church-state, 
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Hunter accepts the ability of people of faith to influence governmental policy.  While he 

does not describe the United States as a Christian nation, he does accept the idea that 

Christianity is compatible with the Constitution.  He also cautions evangelicals against 

placing their hope in the government, which is finite, but rather in God, who is infinite.  

Therefore, he rejects the practice of civil religion, which inappropriately blends 

government and religion, watering down faith and granting too much credence to 

government.  This places him at odds with much of the Religious Right. 

 

Hunter and His Critique of Conservative Evangelicals 

 

 After serving briefly as the president of the Christian Coalition, Hunter criticizes 

Conservative Evangelicals for remaining narrowly focused on only a few issues.  Hunter 

believes that expanding the issues allows evangelicals to enlarge their influence and grow 

in their faith, while meeting the needs of the vulnerable as well as improving the society.  

Part of a maturing faith incudes the ability to listen to other perspectives on issues, which 

in time, allows them to ―become sturdier in times of change‖ and also to ―understand 

much more of God.‖
212

  Conflict among evangelicals and others inevitably occurs when 

evangelicals expand issues, but Hunter predicts that any new disagreements create 

opportunities for evangelicals to demonstrate God‘s love, as the conflicts are 

―opportunities to witness and to model restraint in the use of power.‖
213

 

 Although Hunter laments Conservative Evangelical stubbornness toward 

enlarging the debate, Hunter still appreciates the influence Conservative Evangelical 
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organizations exert on the United States.  He views the contribution of Conservative 

Evangelicals as ―providing Christians a clear call and a way to get re-involved in our 

citizenship responsibilities.‖
214

  Additionally, he validates Conservative Evangelicals for 

addressing issues such as abortion, marriage, family, and religious liberty, calling these 

―crucial issues for the Christian in addressing his or her culture.‖
215

  However, this past 

success of Conservative Evangelicals narrowed their focus and, according to Hunter, 

became ―a blocking force to the maturity of the movement‖ due to their unwillingness to 

address issues that capture the attention of younger evangelicals.
216

 

 Hunter believes Conservative Evangelicals misapply theology by confusing 

spiritual warfare with political warfare.
217

  In doing do, Hunter accuses Conservative 

Evangelicals of focusing on political victories rather than spiritual ones, aiming for power 

rather than service, limiting the Bible to only a few issues, and refusing to grow 

intellectually.
218

  As a result, Conservative Evangelicals mistakenly believe that changing 

political policy will solve the nation‘s moral deficiency.  This leads to his second 

criticism, in which he decries the attachment of Conservative Evangelicals to the 

Republican Party, convinced that this marginalizes evangelicals.
219

  He also believes 
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identification with one party affects the attitude of evangelicals, making them more 

polarizing rather than Christ-like.  As a power group within a party, the Conservative 

Evangelical groups must raise money to support their party and candidates, as well as 

advocate on behalf of their issues.  Hunter faults this money grab approach as negatively 

impacting the Conservative Evangelical message, writing, ―Unfortunately, some 

Christian leaders have found that hate and fear are the most effective ways of raising 

money…The more you can polarize issues and make the other side look evil, the more 

funds you can raise for your organization.‖
220

  In 2010, Hunter announced his defection 

from the Republican Party due to his observation of extreme partisanship and 

unwillingness to address a wider array of issues:  

For 40 years I was a registered Republican like Paul was a registered Pharisee 

after he became a follower of Christ….I was never comfortable being identified 

with a political party but the hyperpartisanship and the outside voices hijacking 

legitimate political debate is not something of which I will be a part.
221

 

 

Instead of embracing one party, Hunter attempts to influence evangelicals to ―get rid of 

the counterattack mentality.‖
222

  Hunter encourages evangelicals to rationally debate the 

issues while respecting opposing views.  He believes evangelicals can only be successful 

through prayer rather than fear:  

If our political actions are a result of prayer, our actions will have a very different 

tone from other political actions.  Action (participation) will be filled with 

cooperation and healing.  It will not be about competition with what already 

exists; it will be an invitation to something better.
223
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From prayer and answering the invitation, Hunter is convinced that all evangelicals can 

impact issues on a wider agenda.  He exhorts Conservative Evangelicals to embrace 

issues of poverty, the environment and human rights, saying, ―I think there are a number 

of issues that we can partner with the government to make the government more effective 

and the church more resourced.‖
224

  In discussing the limitations placed on debate by 

Conservative Evangelicals, Hunter asks, ―What if conservative also meant doing the right 

thing in compassion issues like Jesus did: healing the sick, feeding the hungry, 

appreciating the ‗lilies‘ (God‘s creation), and freeing the oppressed?‖
225

  His own answer 

lies in how he applies his faith in the political world, as he shares his faith with others 

through his engagement with politics. 

 

Hunter on Faith and Expanding the Political Issues 

 

 Oftentimes when discussing interpretation of Scripture, one is described as either 

embracing inerrancy of Scripture or holding to a liberal interpretation of Scripture.  

Hunter describes this dichotomy as a ―spectrum rather than a choice.‖
226

  Hunter claims a 

high view of Scripture with a humble approach to interpretation, faulting those who claim 

inerrancy for their interpretations of Scripture rather than Scripture itself.  As humanity 

grows in knowledge and understanding of the world, interpretation of Scripture becomes 

more accurate, which allows for enlightenment on difficult questions facing 
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evangelicals.
227

  Because how one understands Scripture can affect the way one studies 

science, Hunter desires for evangelicals to be leaders of thought in the world; however, 

due to inerrancy, many evangelicals reject science if it seems to counter their 

understanding of Scripture, particularly in the study of origins.  As a progressive, Hunter 

describes the reason for any perceived disagreement between Scripture and science as 

simply that either science has not caught up with Scripture or evangelicals have not 

interpreted Scripture correctly.
228

  

Hunter encourages students to study science, declaring that ―truth will ultimately 

lead to Jesus.‖
229

  Hunter further affirms the study of science, saying, ―We believe that 

good science will ultimately lead more people to God than lead away from God.‖
230

  In 

order to engage politics concerning some of the major issues facing the world today, such 

as climate change, Hunter emphasizes the importance for evangelicals to humbly 

approach science, while challenging other evangelicals to do likewise, calling on 

evangelical pastors to lead the way in meeting the needs of the most vulnerable.
231
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 Citing the sixth chapter in the Gospel of Mark, Hunter compares the compassion 

Jesus felt for the crowd with how Christians should approach the poor today.  Believing 

that there needs to be a partnership between the church and the government in addressing 

poverty, Hunter says, ―It is our responsibility somehow to get a process going where we 

can be of assistance.‖
232

  As his work with the Obama administration indicates, Hunter 

accepts the necessity for church and government to work together to solve this issue, 

writing, ―Government has an effect on the poor and the elderly…issues of justice and 

freedom for people are the business of government.  If we want justice for our neighbor, 

we must ensure it by participation.‖
233

  Hunter is careful not to err where the Social 

Gospel did, claiming that evangelicals like Walter Rauschenbusch downplayed personal 

sin and did not do enough to lead people to repentance:  

The mistake was, of course, that the Social Gospelites underestimated the 

enormity of sin.  They believed, ‗love covers a multitude of sins.‘ It does.  But sin 

infests the entire multitude of lovers.  The Social Gospel movement could only 

recognize the difference between good and evil, not fix it.
234

  

 

Part of that sin is the consumerism prevalent in the American culture.  Hunter faults 

Americans, including American Christians, for placing so much emphasis on 

accumulating possessions and spending wastefully.  Hunter calls on evangelicals to give, 
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rather than consume, which will better enable evangelicals to serve others.
235

  Even 

though the government and the church must coordinate response to poverty, Hunter still 

places a great deal of responsibility on the church: 

Poverty is not going to end with a government program, it‘s not going to end until 

you have people helping people to get out of the system of poverty.  When it 

comes to emergency relief, that‘s the church.  When it comes to caring for the 

sick, the folks with AIDS and the prisoners with a high rate of recidivism, that‘s 

the church.
236

 

 

Although Hunter‘s influence reaches the White House, he remains committed to the 

calling of the church in society, believing that his role as pastor is his most important 

role.
237

  Further, he believes that pastors possess the ―greatest potential in addressing 

society‘s ills.‖
238

  Only with the assistance of the church can the needs of the society be 

met; Hunter hopes to motivate the church to impact the political world. 

 

Hunter and the Future of Evangelicals 

 

 As a pro-life, anti-homosexual marriage, evangelical pastor, Hunter seemingly fits 

the mold of Tony Perkins and other Conservative Evangelicals.  However, with his desire 

to expand the number of issues evangelicals address politically and with his relationship 

with the President, Hunter is described as a ―potential bridge to white evangelicals‖ for 
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those seeking to build broader coalitions on political issues.
239

  Placing hope in the 

church, Hunter explains: 

There is great potential for the church to be part of the solution to the problems in 

our culture and the problems in our world if we can build coalitions that help 

enhance the common good that also enhances the Christian social agenda.
240

 

 

However, Hunter recognizes that much work must be done to shift the focus of 

evangelicals to political policies that affect such issues as poverty and the environment.  

According to Hunter, the beginning of the transition begins with the pastors of the local 

churches, such as himself, when they take the risk to lead their congregations into action: 

But we pastors went into our calling precisely because we wanted to make a 

positive difference in the world as well as in eternity.  You don‘t become a pastor 

to get rich or to be praised or because you wanted to be popular and hide from 

controversy…we became pastors because we want our lives, and the lives of 

those we lead, to really count for something in eternity.  And we want to leave 

this world a better place.
241

 

 

In Hunter‘s view, through pastoral support, grassroots contact and mobilization, 

evangelicals more fully address issues in the public square.  At the same time, as 

evangelicals more fully engage in political issues, they grow spiritually as well, since 

Hunter views politics as a process God uses to perfect humanity, even in political loss.
242

 

 Hunter agrees and disagrees with both Perkins and Wallis.  Whereas Perkins and 

Wallis lead organizations directly focused on politics, Hunter leads a church, focused on 

spiritual development.  Perkins and Wallis seek to garner influence for the political point 

of view they support, which lends itself to basing success on electoral victories.  Hunter 
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emphasizes the spiritual growth of evangelicals over political victories, while still valuing 

the influence evangelicals must have on the political realm: 

The battle for the future will not be won in narrow ways by party politics and 

special interests; it will be won by broad and deep ideals coming out of the hearts 

of vast numbers of people.  It will not be policy based, but faith based.  The future 

will reflect the concerns and prayers of grassroots Christians who believe that 

poverty, injustice, pollution and disease are among significant issues the Bible 

calls them to address.
243

 

 

Hunter‘s understanding of evangelism, Scripture, poverty, and science impacts how he 

exercises his faith in the society.  His continued influence is unquestioned, as he leads a 

large evangelical church while serving as a spiritual advisor to the President.  As one 

reporter wrote, ―He‘s a prime pastor to watch in 2012 and beyond.‖
244

 

 

Robert Jeffress 

 

In an attempt to reverse the trend toward liberalism among Christians, Robert 

Jeffress, Pastor of First Baptist Church of Dallas, warns, ―Christians are increasingly 

hiding or even extinguishing the light of absolute truth in order to blend in with the 

darkness of the world.‖
245

  This statement summarizes Jeffress‘ view of Christians in 

society today as he engages not only his own congregation, but Christians and Americans 

across the country.  Jeffress believes America drifted away from its Christian roots, due 

to liberalism and apathy, which leads him to confront issues that he believes are 

responsible for America‘s drift. 
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Jeffress’ Ministry Background 

 

 Born in the 1950s, Robert Jeffress invested much of his early life at First Baptist 

Church of Dallas.  After his conversion and baptism, Jeffress decided that God called him 

into the ministry.  As a fifteen year old, Jeffress sought the council of his pastor, W. A. 

Criswell, who mentored him and predicted that Jeffress would one day be the pastor at 

FBC Dallas.
246

  Already a budding leader, Jeffress completed his undergraduate work at 

Baylor University, received a Master in Theology degree from Dallas Theological 

Seminary, and a Doctor of Ministry from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary.
247

  

During this time he also married his wife who he led to Christ while both attended junior 

high school. 

 During his seminary education, Jeffress served as the Youth Minister at First 

Baptist Dallas for seven years.  Following his graduation, he accepted a pastoral position 

in Eastland, TX, where he served for seven years before leaving for First Baptist Church, 

Wichita Falls.    During his fifteen year tenure at FBC Wichita Falls, Jeffress entered the 

political fray, mobilizing his congregation to protest certain books in the public library 

that promoted homosexuality.  During a sermon on Sodom and Gomorrah, Jeffress read 

from the questionable library books and exclaimed to his congregation, ―Here is a library 

book – purchased with your tax dollars – promoting sodomy, which is illegal in the state 

of Texas, is largely responsible for one of the deadliest epidemics in history (AIDS), and 
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is an abomination to God.‖
248

  This episode marks the entry point for Jeffress‘ ministry 

engaging with the political realm.   

 In fulfillment of Criswell‘s prophecy, FBC Dallas hired Jeffress in 2007 to serve 

as Senior Pastor, bringing him back to the church that baptized, married, and ordained 

him.  Upon his hiring, Jeffress said, ―I will pour my life – everything I have – into 

building this church for the glory of God.‖
249

  Utilizing the resources of FBC Dallas, 

Jeffress hosts a radio program on KCBI and a television program broadcast on Daystar 

which carries his messages around the world.
250

  Additionally, national news outlets such 

as CNN, Fox News, and CBS tap Jeffress to speak on issues important to Conservative 

Evangelicals.
251

  With these various platforms, Jeffress seeks to influence the listeners to 

advocate for the faith, calling for ―wimpy Christians‖ to take courage and engage the 

immorality in society and culture.
252

 

 For the most part, in Jeffress‘ view, ―wimpy Christians‖ fail to support and 

believe in absolute truth, which weakens the influence of the Gospel in the United States, 

as Jeffress writes, ―In increasing numbers believers are either abandoning or holding 
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much less tightly to the truths that have been historically embraced by Christians.‖
253

  As 

a result, immorality spreads throughout the culture.  For Jeffress, homosexuality 

represents one of the greatest examples of moral degradation in the culture, since Jeffress 

believes that the acceptance of homosexuality leads to the acceptance of other behaviors, 

such as pedophilia.
254

  Also, Jeffress warns that rejection of absolute truth in favor of 

relativism discourages evangelism and promotes persecution of Christians who adhere to 

absolutes.
255

  Jeffress views the world for the most part in black and white, believing 

either one is for or against God.  Because of this viewpoint, Jeffress becomes highly 

alarmed at cultural shifts in the society related to how citizens view truth.
256

 

 For Jeffress, truth is found in the Bible, as he writes, ―Man‘s responsibility is not 

to develop truth, but to discover it…they are built on the presupposition that the Bible is 

God‘s perfect and complete message to humankind.‖
257

  He condemns Christians who 
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reject the exclusivity of Christ, accusing them of ―demonizing truth.‖
258

  The result of 

watering down the faith, in Jeffress‘ view, leads to the loss of a desire to evangelize and 

share the Gospel with others, which misses the opportunity to ―save‖ people from hell.  

Perusing through the sermon archive and also noting the title of one of his books, 

emphasizing the reality of hell appears to be of high value to Jeffress.  Part of his literal 

reading of Scripture involves belief in a literal place of hell, which Jeffress describes as a 

place of eternal torment and suffering reserved for those who reject Jesus Christ as 

Savior.
259

   

While discussing the suffering experienced in hell, Jeffress also addressed 

suffering on earth.  As a Conservative Evangelical, it is of no surprise that Jeffress writes, 

―The Bible seems to indicate that much, if not most, of the adversity that enters our lives 

can be traced to our own disobedience or to the disobedience of others.‖
260

  Like other 

Conservative Evangelicals, Jeffress emphasizes the individual responsibility of every 

person to be accountable for his or her actions.  At the same time, although individuals 

are responsible for their sins, Jeffress believes that God set a predetermined plan in place 

that accounts for all suffering and heartache.
261

  In other words, although individuals are 

held responsible, God already knew the suffering that takes place and accepts 

responsibility for it.  According to Jeffress‘ theology, God is in complete control, whether 

he causes or allows suffering.  While he admits it is difficult for people to comprehend, 
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Jeffress‘ assures his readers, ―God will always seem unfair to a person trapped in time.  

Because of our limited perspective and our propensity toward premature judgments, we 

often arrive at the wrong conclusion regarding God‘s goodness and wisdom.‖
262

  This 

belief in God‘s sovereignty appears to play a vital role in his understanding of politics 

and particularly climate change.  Also, Jeffress‘ understanding of God‘s sovereignty 

impacts his view on the relationship of church and state as well. 

 

Jeffress and Church and State 

 

 In discussing the place of government in society, Jeffress turns to Romans 13 as a 

guide, which states, ―Let everyone be subject to the governing authorities, for there is no 

authority except that which God has established.‖
263

  Jeffress teaches that God establishes 

the governing authorities, who are in place to do good; therefore, Jeffress requests that 

Christians obey the authorities as a testimony of their obedience to God.
264

  By 

submitting to the authorities, Christians are protected from the judgment of God in 

relation to the actions of the government.  Instead of opposing authority, Jeffress tells his 

listeners to discern the motive of the authority, while seeking alternative actions should 

the authority request the believer to act in a way that opposes God‘s law, since God is 

ultimately in control.
265
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Jeffress rejects aspects of American history concerning religious liberty and 

separation of church and state, instead declaring that the United States ―was founded as a 

Christian nation.‖
266

  Jeffress criticizes neutrality, describing the practice as ―hostility‖ 

toward Christians.
267

  Depending on David Barton‘s interpretation of history, Jeffress is 

convinced that the courts and others who are anti-Christian have twisted American 

history.  From his reading of history through the lens of a Christian nation, Jeffress 

concludes, ―Those individuals who were responsible for penning our nation‘s founding 

documents were hardly neutral toward Christianity!‖
268

   

 In order to defend his belief in a Christian nation, Jeffress interprets the First 

Amendment Establishment clause as only intending for the government not to promote 

one denomination over another; however, Jeffress references court cases and proclaims, 

―The court said that our nation has an established religion, and it is Christianity!‖
269

  

Jeffress considers the opinion in Church of the Holy Trinity v US (1892) as supporting 

Christianity as the choice religion of the government.
270

  By viewing the United States as 

a Christian nation, Jeffress dismisses other faiths as unworthy of similar consideration, 
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and therefore, the government does not need to tolerate them or grant them similar 

freedoms.
271

 

 In fleshing out his understanding of American history, Jeffress reads the religious 

qualifications that many early states required their delegates to possess as proof that the 

Founders favored Christianity as the official religion for the nation.
272

  He does not draw 

the distinction between what states required and what the Constitution required, however.  

Moreover, he ignores the religious test clause in the Constitution in favor of championing 

the religious requirements found in many state constitutions.   

As Jeffress reads the Constitution, he teaches that the founders derived the three 

branches of government from Isaiah 33:22 and Jeremiah 17:9 which describe God as 

lawgiver and judge, while depicting humanity as depraved and in need of checks and 

balances.
273

  He writes, ―By looking at the ideas and influences that shaped our Founding 

Fathers‘ thinking, we can clearly see that the Bible played a crucial role in the formation 

of our government.‖
274

  Since the words ―separation of church and state‖ do not literally 

appear in the Constitution, Jeffress concludes that no such implication exists in the 

Constitution: 

Supposedly our nation‘s founders were determined to build an unscalable wall 

that would keep any religious influence from seeping into public life….It is a 
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myth….America was founded as a Christian nation, and her continued success 

will be determined by her fidelity to her spiritual heritage.
275

 

 

Moreover, citing Jefferson‘s letter to the Danbury Baptists, Jeffress depicts Jefferson as 

only supporting a one-sided wall: ―Never in their wildest imagination did Jefferson or the 

framers of the Constitution envision that the First Amendment would be used as a 

rationale for separating our nation from its Christian foundation.‖
276

  

 No matter what he dismisses as inconsequential to his understanding of America 

as a Christian nation, Jeffress claims that the Supreme Court now seeks to drive any 

mention of God from the public square.  From nativity scenes on public property to 

prayer at high school football games, Jeffress warns that ―these efforts to secularize our 

society have one thing in common: They are based on the principle of the separation of 

church and state.‖
277

  Jeffress cites Engel v Vitale and Abington v Schempp as hostile 

court decisions that are counter to what the Founders wanted.
278
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 Jeffress objects to these court rulings, not just due to his desire to freely exercise 

his faith in the public square, but because he believes removing the Christian nation 

marker from the United States will lead to impending doom.  Discussing one of his 

sermons, Jeffress remarks:  

I recounted the strong Christian heritage of our nation, our defection from that 

legacy as evidenced by countless court rulings that have removed any 

acknowledgment of God from the public arena, and what I believed were the 

direct effects of such a departure on our society.
279

 

 

As an example, Jeffress related the removal of the Ten Commandments from public 

buildings to the 1997 shooting in Paducah, Kentucky, writing, ―The devastating 

consequences of purposefully removing any acknowledgment of God and His Word from 

public life are not limited to one high school in Kentucky.‖
280

      

 Ultimately, Jeffress asserts that separation of church and state began as an anti-

Catholic movement, placing much of the blame on Justice Hugo Black for his opinion in 

Everson v BOE.
281

  This viewpoint allows him to marginalize Everson and to promote the 

position that Christians should receive special treatment by the government.  Although he 

criticizes Justice Black for being anti-Catholic, Jeffress believes that the state can 

discriminate against other faiths.  While discussing Islam, Jeffress approved of placing 

limits on the free-exercise of Muslims, describing Islam as an ―oppressive religion‖ and 
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―evil religion‖ that ―promotes pedophilia.‖
282

  Therefore, the same expression that 

Jeffress desires for Christians in the public square is not extended to Islam, since it is a 

―false religion that leads people away from God.‖
283

  Hence, when Jeffress argues for 

more free expression of faith in the public square, he is not promoting the same freedom 

for all faiths, just the Christian faith. 

 In order to reestablish the preeminence of Christianity in the United States, 

Jeffress challenges evangelicals to recognize that when they vote, they are voting for the 

spiritual and moral direction of the country and should carefully select someone who 

upholds moral principles.
284

  He challenges evangelicals to consider three concerns 

before voting.  First, he exhorts evangelicals to ask whether the candidate is a Christian.  

Since so many candidates claim to be Christians, Jeffress urges evangelicals to ask which 

candidate embraces biblical values.  In order to determine their answer, Jeffress mentions 

abortion and gay marriage as two of the key biblical issues, along with whether or not the 

candidate views the United States as a Christian nation.  Finally, Jeffress asks 

evangelicals to examine how a candidate‘s faith influences his or her public policy.
285

  

Jeffress asserts that the survival of the United States depends on how the nation respects 
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God: ―The nation that reverences God and His Word will be blessed of God; the nation 

that rejects God and His Word will be rejected by God.‖
286

 

 

Jeffress and Evangelism 

 

 Although Jeffress desires for the government to embrace Christ and endorse a 

Christian nation, he does not view the role of the church as reforming society, rather he 

emphasizes the calling of evangelicals to share the Gospel and defend their faith: 

The purpose of the church is not to clean up society.  There is no more futile 

ministry than to try to keep sinners from sinning – you just can‘t do it.  Our job is 

to preach the gospel of Christ and to make disciples of Christ.  But there comes a 

time when we should vote out these infidels who would deny God and His 

Word.
287

 

 

In order to consistently share the message of Christ as the only way to salvation, Jeffress 

criticizes evangelicals who partner with other faiths to accomplish political achievements.  

Claiming that by setting aside theological differences minimizes Christ, Jeffress asserts 

that evangelicals must ―make disciples‖ by practicing evangelism.
288

   

 While discussing evangelism, Jeffress expresses the need for his congregation to 

urgently warn people about the reality of hell as part of their evangelistic message.
289

  

Additionally, Jeffress does not shy away from the exclusivity of Christianity, although 
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Jeffress shares that ―it is important to note that God loves all people, and His stated desire 

is to save as many people as possible.‖
290

  Further, Jeffress, who admits to being an 

argumentative person, encourages his congregation to convert others by focusing on 

Christ rather than trying to win the theological argument.
291

  Jeffress‘ emphasis on 

evangelism builds upon his commitment to following the Scriptures in a literal way, 

creating skepticism when areas of study such a science seemingly conflict with 

theological understandings. 

 

Jeffress and Evolution 

 

 While discussing evolution and creationism with his congregation, Jeffress 

shared, ―I believe in six 24 hour days of creation.‖
292

  While he also confided that he does 

not judge other Christians who articulate creationism differently, he does criticize those 

who espouse Theistic Evolution, because according to Jeffress evolution allows for no 

possibility of God, only random mutations and chance.
293

  His belief in a literal six-day 

creation affects his views on science, as Jeffress doubts the validity of dating fossils, thus 

adding suspicion to paleontology and other sciences that explore historical records of the 

earth.  For Jeffress, science replaced the Bible as the ―arbiter of truth‖ in the secular 

culture.
294

  Concerning evolution, Jeffress posits that evolution is ―more than a scientific 
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theory; it is an alternative religious philosophy regarding the origin of life.‖
295

  Therefore, 

Jeffress asserts that any discussion of evolution in the schools should be treated as a 

religious argument, just as creationism is: ―Any discussion of the origin of life begins 

with a presupposition about God and His role in creation…The evolutionists assumption 

that there is no Divine Creator is just as much a religious philosophy as the assumption 

that there is.‖
296

 

 Jeffress shares the Conservative Evangelical approach to evolution, citing holes in 

the fossil record, past mistakes by scientists on hypothesis, and the lack of ―evidence 

anywhere that one species has ever evolved into another.‖
297

  Jeffress discusses morality 

and touches on natural law in his discussion on evolution.  In discussing a universal 

morality, Jeffress discusses conscience, wondering when and how the conscience 

evolved.  He provides the reality of a conscience and morality as evidence of a Creator.
298

  

With so many holes perceived in evolution, Jeffress suggests evolutionists need more 

faith to believe in evolution than Christians need to believe in God.
299

  Ultimately, his 

understanding of the sovereignty of God and his literal reading of Scripture overwhelm 

any thoughts for the possibility of evolution.  God‘s design does not only extend to 
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physical creation for Jeffress, but it also set parameters for how creation will relate to 

humanity, and how males and females will relate to each other.
300

 

 

Jeffress and Marriage 

 

 Jeffress teaches that God established a hierarchy within creation and among 

people to maintain order in His creation.  This order places humanity at the acme of the 

creation with males playing the leading role when it comes to the family and the 

church.
301

  In the church, Jeffress instructs his congregation that only males should lead 

the church.  Additionally, he rejects the ability of women to serve as deacons of the 

church, since that is a role reserved for men.
302

  Focusing on the opening chapters in 

Genesis, Jeffress cites God‘s relationship with Adam as instructive for the family 

dynamic.  Since God spoke to Adam first and gave Eve to him, God in effect established 

order within the family for the husband to be the lead:  

Notice that Adam was created to rule over the earth, cultivate the ground, and 

name the animals.  But God gave the woman the role of being Adam‘s helper.  

The Hebrew word translated ‗helper‘ means ‗to give assistance to.‘ The primary 

reason the first woman was created was to assist her husband in his God-given 

assignment.
303

 

 

Even though Jeffress teaches that the male has authority over the female in the family and 

the church, Jeffress explains that he does not think women are less equal than men, but 

rather that God simply assigned the responsibilities of male and female to interact this 
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way within the church and family, as he writes, ―Men and women are equal in their status 

before God, but they are also different….God created men and women differently so they 

would be equipped to fulfill their unique purposes.‖
304

  From his literal reading of 

Scripture, Jeffress, who places high emphasis on God‘s sovereignty, equates God‘s 

relationship to humans as similar to the husband‘s relationship to his wife.  Establishing 

order within the community and family is an important aspect of obeying God‘s word, 

according to Jeffress.  He encourages husbands to submit to God‘s authority, writing, 

―More often than not, you will discover that when you submit to God‘s leadership, your 

wife will gladly submit to yours.‖
305

   

Jeffress not only preaches that God defined the parameters for relationships 

between males and females, but he also condemns any attempts for society to condone 

same-sex relationships, declaring that no matter what hate speech laws may be passed, he 

will not stop preaching against homosexual conduct.
306

  In his observations of present day 

society, Jeffress warns that growing acceptance of homosexual relationships is due to the 

media‘s push for acceptance of homosexual relationships while simultaneously 

portraying those opposed to homosexuality negatively.
307

  Fearing the judgment of God, 

Jeffress urges his congregants to take action, since ―no society can afford to condone 
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what God has condemned and that there comes a time when Christians need to take a 

stand against evil.‖
308

 

While pastoring in Wichita Falls, Jeffress learned that the children‘s section of the 

local public library contained two books promoting homosexuality, which compelled him 

to take political action.  One of the books, Daddy’s Roomate, became the focus of a 

sermon he gave.  During his sermon, Jeffress pulled out the book, read excerpts from it, 

and then called upon his congregation, exclaiming, ―It is time for God‘s people to say, 

‗Enough!‘‖
309

  Specifically, Jeffress called upon his church to petition the city 

government, demanding they remove the questionable books from the library.  The City 

Council decided to allow citizens to give the library staff input as to where objectionable 

books should be placed in the library, leading Jeffress to remark, ―I think this is a great 

victory…I think that today‘s victory should be an encouragement to Christians in every 

community, that they can make a difference.‖
310

  As a result, Jeffress received national 

attention, as the story was covered by multiple news outlets across the country.
311
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Critical of the political correctness he observes in the culture, Jeffress describes 

homosexual conduct as a ―perversion‖ and a ―distortion of God‘s plan for human 

sexuality,‖ concluding that homosexuality will result in ―devastating physical, emotional, 

and spiritual consequences.‖
312

  Again relying on Scripture to defend his viewpoint, 

Jeffress most often mentions the first chapter of Romans, where the writer describes a 

society that distorted God‘s plan and that adopted sexual practices condemned by God.  

Jeffress utilizes this passage to suggest that in homosexuality, ―such perversions explain 

the significantly higher incidence of hepatitis, syphilis, and AIDS among gays,‖ as well 

as higher rates of alcoholism, suicide, and depression.
313

  Additionally, and perhaps most 

controversially, Jeffress believes that homosexuals are more likely to molest children 

than heterosexuals.
314

 

Jeffress argues that although sin is inherited, practicing sin is not justified; 

therefore, regardless of whether homosexuality is genetic or acquired, Jeffress teaches 

that homosexuals can be ―freed from acting on those desires.‖
315

  Despite critics who 

mention that Jesus never addressed homosexuality, Jeffress asserts that the government 

should not protect homosexual activity, particularly concerning marriage rights:  

As far as we know, Jesus never directly addressed the issues of homosexuality, 

just as He never addressed bestiality, incest, pedophilia, necrophilia, or any other 

sexual aberration.  He didn‘t need to.  By affirming God‘s original design for 

human sexuality, He automatically condemned any deviation from that 

standard.
316
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Using Scripture as a guide for personal behavior, Jeffress maintains that marriage should 

only exist between one man and one woman.  If society approves of homosexual 

marriage, Jeffress foresees a slippery slope that will allow for the legalization of other 

relationships, such as polygamy, pedophilia, and bestiality.
317

  Ultimately, Jeffress rests 

on his understanding of Scripture, believing that anyone who attempts to legitimize 

homosexuality with the Bible ―must engage in interpretive gymnastics.‖
318

  With his 

understanding of sin, Jeffress believes the way to rectify the debate of homosexual 

marriage is to continue to support only heterosexual marriage, while also utilizing the 

church to enable homosexuals to leave their lifestyle through conversion.  However, 

Jeffress‘ view that the media is normalizing the homosexual lifestyle and that the society 

is accepting of the lifestyle supports his eschatology, since Jeffress believes that 

humanity will trend toward depravity until Christ returns.  Therefore, Jeffress fights to 

slow the decay while also attempting to prepare individuals to meet Jesus. 

 

Jeffress and Eschatology 

 

 Jeffress‘ eschatology informs his understanding of the role for the church in 

society.  As a premillennialist, Jeffress believes that following a time of immense 

suffering for those on earth, the Second Coming of Christ will usher in a millennial reign 

of Christ, culminating in the final judgment and the end of the world.
319

  Contrasting his 

view with postmillennialism, Jeffress agrees that Christians ―should be salt and light in 
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the world…But we need to know the Kingdom of God is not going to come by force.‖
320

  

Instead, Jeffress urges his congregation to spread the Gospel and convert nonbelievers, 

since the wrath of God will be ―poured out‖ in the last days.  The opportunities for 

nonbelievers to find salvation will come to an end once the millennial reign of Christ 

begins.
321

    

In his sermons pertaining to the End Times, Jeffress preaches from Revelation, 

teaching that Russia, Egypt, and China will send armed forces to the Middle East in an 

attempt to overthrow a world-wide leader, or anti-Christ.  While he sees these countries 

engaged in this battle, Jeffress is not sure where the United States will be, guessing that 

perhaps the United States will be part of the European Union during this difficult period.  

Regardless, Jeffress believes the entire world will focus on a final battle at Megiddo in 

Israel which will result in the return of Christ.
322

  As much as humanity may try to stop 

the battle from occurring, Jeffress preaches, ―There is nothing mankind is going to do to 

prevent this great final world battle that is known as Armageddon.‖
323
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Prior to the occurrence of the final battle, Jeffress believes that God will send 

judgments upon the earth as a consequence for disobedience to God.  These judgments 

will include physical pain, natural disasters, and economic devastation, as God‘s plan will 

be in full action to bring about the destruction of those who rejected Him.
324

  The final 

judgment, according to Jeffress, involves nuclear war, as he interprets a reference in 

Revelation pertaining to an explosion in the air as perhaps meaning the detonation of a 

nuclear weapon.
325

  This nuclear explosion destroys the economic center of the world, for 

Jeffress that would be Rome, and sends the world into religious and political disarray, 

ultimately leading to the final battle.
326

  

The grim outlook for the earth and unrepentant humanity will not deter the 

salvation of Christians.  Jeffress teaches that although Jesus offers forgiveness and grace 

to those now living, that the all-loving God will have no problem eternally condemning 

unrepentant sinners to hell: 

Although Jesus wept over the fate of the lost while He was on earth, when He 

comes again He will, without any hint of remorse or regret, pronounce the final 

sentence on all who have rejected Him (see Revelation 20:11-15).  He will deal 

out ‗retribution to those who do not know God and to those who do not obey the 

gospel.‘
327
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Meanwhile, those who trusted in Jesus as their savior will receive salvation.  As part of 

that salvation, Christians will receive a new body, unencumbered by limitations here on 

earth, which will last for eternity.
328

   

 

Jeffress in Summary 

 

 Jeffress, leader of a large Southern Baptist church, continues to amass influence 

within the evangelical community through his years of service in the church and 

commitment to speaking his mind on certain political issues.  Now a part of the national 

stage, Jeffress promotes a conservative theology and ideology consistent with 

Conservative Evangelicals.  His emphasis on a literal reading of Scripture creates conflict 

with Progressive Evangelicals as well as difficulties with the scientific community.  Due 

to his reliance on the sovereignty of God, Jeffress focuses his energy on converting non-

believers while emboldening Christians to live out their faith openly.  However, living 

out the faith boldly appears to be more about defending the individual Christian‘s right to 

exercise his or her faith, rather than to meet the needs of the community.  Jeffress focuses 

on the ability of Conservative Evangelicals to freely practice their faith in public schools 

and other public areas, to reserve marriage for the biblical definition of a husband and 

wife, and to interpret science in accordance with his view of Scripture.  As will be seen in 

the next chapter, these characteristics will create difficulty for Jeffress to embrace the 

climate change issue, since he will see it as a distraction to following the direction of 

God.   
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Conclusion 

 

 Examining these four leaders, certain influences emerge, namely that evangelism 

vitally influences evangelical involvement in the society.  Certainly Progressive and 

Conservative Evangelicals express their evangelism differently, but three of the four 

leaders selected for this study heavily emphasized evangelism, with Wallis being the only 

exception.
329

  Another crucial influence is the regard for Scripture, whether it is to be 

read literally or not.  For those who read Scripture literally, more emphasis is placed on 

the responsibilities of individuals to take care of their own needs rather than to meet the 

needs of others.  Concerning eschatology, for the two who hold most closely to a 

premillennialist view on eschatology, Jeffress and Perkins did not place much emphasis 

on the need to impact the overall society or stem injustice in the world, since this was 

merely a sign of the end of time.  The only exception to this concerns personal behaviors 

and morality, such as homosexual conduct and abortion.  However, by not holding to the 

premillennial eschatology, Hunter and Wallis explore how Christians can impact the 

overall culture and society by eradicating injustice and meeting the needs of others.  

While teaching evolution in the schools presents a threatening alternative to creationism 

for Perkins and Jeffress, the understanding these leaders have concerning Genesis and the 

environment play prominently in the next chapter.  

 While evangelicals are often viewed in a political light, it appears from the 

examination of these four leaders that their understanding of theology is informative on 

their view of the world and politics.  As no study has yet examined how theological 

influences affect these leaders‘ views on climate change, the following chapter is an 
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important step in understanding the future direction of evangelicals and climate change in 

the United States.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

Evangelical Leaders and Climate Change 

 

 

Introduction 

 

 Although proponents of policies addressing global warming fault evangelical 

Christians for blocking legislation dealing with climate change, evangelicalism possesses 

a wide array of viewpoints concerning the issue, from those who dismiss the scientific 

data entirely to those who are on the forefront of the movement.  While other scholars 

have doubted the impact of theological influences on climate change positions, the four 

evangelical leaders in this study are driven politically by their theological leanings, 

which, in turn, influence their respective positions on climate change as well.  With the 

past evangelical involvement in American history, the engagement with climate change 

by a significant number of evangelical leaders could profoundly shape the debate, 

generating excitement from some scholars who see ―a surprising but powerful new 

alignment‖ between evangelicals and environmentalists, which in part, is reshaping the 

climate change debate ―as a moral question.‖
1
  The relative newness of the field allows 

for fluidity among evangelical leaders; however, certain aspects of evangelical theology 

provide a framework for evangelicals to express their positions on the issues. 

By specifically examining the statements referring to climate change made by 

Wallis, Perkins, Hunter, and Jeffress, one will better understand the current and future 
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 Karim Bardeesy, ―New Frontiers in Fighting Climate Change,‖ Kennedy School Review 7 
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the climate change debate, Conservative Evangelicals equally address climate change from a morality 

standpoint as well. 
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trends among evangelicals concerning the issue, thus enlightening possible political 

options for those advocating on behalf of or in opposition to significant actions regarding 

global warming.  Should evangelicals embrace climate change as an issue worthy of 

involvement, common ground among the various camps of evangelicals would enable a 

significant amount of the community to influence the direction of political policy more 

profoundly.    However, the theological and political positions of these four leaders 

represent the diversity of evangelicalism, perhaps causing difficulty in achieving 

common ground pertaining to climate change.  In order to ascertain any potential 

common ground among these evangelical leaders, this chapter will explore the reasoning 

each of these evangelicals expresses concerning climate change, building upon their 

political and theological positions discussed in the previous chapter. 

 

Jim Wallis and Climate Change 

 

 While Jim Wallis champions biblical justice and economic opportunity 

concerning the poor, only recently has Wallis specifically discussed climate change as 

contributing detrimentally to those trapped in the cycle of poverty.  His earlier writings 

referenced the environment in relation to how those in power exploited it for personal 

gain, often at the expense of those in poverty; however, Wallis did not necessarily argue 

for using fewer resources in order to protect the environment, but rather, in order to avoid 

war as a result of overconsumption.
2
  Describing the abundance of resources as ―good,‖ 

Wallis wrote that the abundance should be ―both shared and enjoyed‖; however, he 
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 Jim Wallis, The Soul of Politics (San Diego: Harcourt Brace and Company, 1995), 165.  Wallis 

asked, ―What are we willing to sacrifice – a way of life based on massive overconsumption, or the lives of 

young Americans and other people it may take to keep it going?  How many cents on a gallon of gas are 

equal to the human cost of so many potential deaths?  What are we ready to risk – changes in our lifestyle 

or the prospect of endless future confrontations?‖  
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chastised the United States by concluding that the nation‘s selfish consumption ―has 

damaged creation, our materialism has corrupted our hearts, and injustice has wounded 

our souls.‖
3
  He views materialism as a sinful addiction that ―must be healed,‖ writing: 

Our alienation from the rest of creation must be overcome.  We can be converted 

from the idea that the earth belongs to us; we can live as if we are part of a 

creation that belongs to God.  Our assumption that the world‘s created abundance 

is ours to use and use up, to own and divide, to exploit and destroy, can be 

replaced with the values of stewardship and equity.
4
 

 

Further, Wallis wrote that nations should redistribute land capable of providing resources 

to their people: ―The destruction of our forests, farmlands, water resources, and wildlife 

can be reversed only when community-based commitments to stewardship replace the 

selfish and short-sighted practices of acquisitiveness that are ruining the earth and our 

fragile ecosystems.‖
5
  His hope for fairness in utilizing resources did not initially lead 

Wallis to environmentalism, however, as Wallis accused environmentalists of ignoring 

the poor.  Instead, Wallis supported the environmental justice movement, which 

eventually melded into mainstream environmentalism during the Clinton administration: 

[Environmental justice] is a broad term with deep and far-reaching 

meaning…establishing of right relationships in the whole of creation.  It removes 

the wall between the concern for human rights on the one hand, and the natural 

order on the other.  Environmental justice is much more inclusive and, as such, 

has the potential to bring together previously unconnected constituencies and 

concerns.
6
 

 

During this period in his advocacy, Wallis discussed environmentalism in reference to 

how the policies or conditions affected the poor, making poverty the main influence in 

his involvement with the issue, not the environment itself.  Throughout his early writings, 
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Wallis limited his concern for the environment only to areas that affected perceived 

economic injustice; however, as global warming developed into a more salient issue, 

Wallis increasingly referenced global warming, although rather minimally.   

In his bestselling book, God’s Politics, which was released in 2005, just a year 

before the release of the ―Evangelical Climate Initiative,‖ Wallis dedicates only two 

paragraphs to the environment.  One paragraph concerned the ―What Would Jesus 

Drive?‖ campaign, in which Wallis encouraged readers to reduce consumption due to the 

ramifications on the poor; while the other mentioned the ―Millennium Development 

Goals‖ set by the United Nations in 2000 which concerned clean water and living 

conditions among the world‘s destitute.
7
  However, he did not address global warming or 

climate change.  

By the release of his 2008 book, The Great Awakening, climate change receives 

an entire chapter, demonstrating the heightened emphasis Wallis began placing on the 

issue.  Wallis emphatically states his position on climate change, convinced that for more 

than a decade ―the scientific evidence has been conclusive: global temperatures are rising 

at a steady and alarming pace, because of these human activities.‖
8
  Viewing the main 

cause as human production of carbon emissions and carbon-dioxide, Wallis calls for 
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 Jim Wallis, God’s Politics (New York: Harper Collins, 2005), 353 and 290-1.  Concerning the 

―What Would Jesus Drive?‖ campaign, which began with the EEN, Wallis writes, ―One area where that 

new evangelical social conscience is clearly on the rise is on the environment, or the stewardship of 

creation, as many Christians would name it.  One sign of the new Christian insurgency on ecology was the 

highly controversial campaign launched in 2002 that asked the provocative question, ‗What would Jesus 

drive?‘  A challenge to the nation‘s addiction to SUVs and their air-polluting emissions is not something 

evangelical Christians would have been expected to lead.  But they did.‖  Concerning the ―Millennium 

Development Goals,‖ the only mention of the environment referred to the following: ―More than one 

billion people lack access to safe drinking water and more than two billion lack sanitation.‖  Both instances 

on the environment did not address global warming, but clean air and water.  
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 Jim Wallis, The Great Awakening (New York: Harper One, 2008), 135.  Human activity that 

causes the release of carbon-dioxide is what Wallis is referring to in his statement.   
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Americans to acknowledge their misplaced emphasis on materialism and consumption 

and embrace alternative energy sources for the good of the nation and world, writing, 

―The conversion (and that‘s the right word) from our addiction to oil and other fossil 

fuels to cleaner, safer, and eventually more affordable sources of energy could also 

redeem our nation‘s foreign policies.‖
9
  Wallis considers environmental overconsumption 

of energy as a societal sin that requires repentance, calling for Americans to seek 

forgiveness for the exploitation of resources and the pollution that affects global climate:  

It is not enough for any of us to be sad, feel guilty, or say that we are sorry.  We 

must repent.  True repentance is seen not just in the words that we say but in the 

ways that we change our behavior and our priorities as a result.  We need to be 

reminded of that essential task in our own lives and in our nation‘s future.
10

 

  

Devaluing the poor by degrading the environment is a spiritual issue that calls for 

personal and corporate repentance in obedience to God, according to Wallis. 

Although Wallis only addresses climate change fully in the last few years, certain 

principles and theological beliefs emanated consistently throughout his writings.  With 

the emphasis on individualism, Wallis faulted those who ignored poverty, selfishly 

focused on themselves, and thus crippled the environment: 

Centuries-old ideas from the enlightenment and the industrial revolution have 

allowed us to ravage the earth in the name of development and progress.  

Religious distortions of the notion of dominion provided a theological 

justification for exploitation.  A poisoned environment now poses real threats to 

us all from ozone depletion, acid rain, the destruction of rainforests…global 

                                                 
9
 Ibid., 154-5.  When Wallis mentions conversion, he often attaches it to a change in a policy 

position rather than a change within the soul of a person.  In this reference, Wallis sees the conversion of a 

policy position as capable of redeeming the nation and worthy of a celebration similar to an invitation to a 

revival: ―If we are to change those policies and open up the possibility for genuine peace and democracy in 

the Middle East, the energy needs and policies of the world‘s most powerful nations will have to change.  

But what a welcome change that would be!‖  
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 Jim Wallis, ―After the Spill, We Can‘t Forget the Gulf,‖ God‘s Politics Blog, entry posted on 

October 20, 2010, blog.sojo.net/2010/10/20/after-the-spill-we-cant-forget-the-gulf/ (accessed July 11, 
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warming trends, and more.  Because we‘ve been no kinder to the earth than to the 

poor, we are all paying the price.
11

 

 

In this statement, Wallis related economic development, mistreatment of the poor and 

detrimental policies toward the environment, signifying the economic emphasis and the 

effects on the poor that Wallis consistently continues to apply to his political positions.  

More recently, Wallis echoed this past sentiment in addressing the need for contrition 

among the industrialized world for the environmental and economic destruction: 

The industrialized world‘s collective failure to both regulate pollution and curb 

gross overconsumption has put millions and billions of the world‘s poorest and 

most vulnerable people at increased risk of hunger, thirst, flooding, and disease.  

The failure of Christians to live up to the God-given mandate to ‗serve and 

preserve‘ the earth and be good stewards of the resources God has given us means 

an additional failure to live out God‘s mandate to care for the poor.  We cannot 

claim to care for the poor while we turn our backs on our role in the destruction of 

the most basic resources our neighbors need for survival.  Love of neighbor and 

love for the planet on which your neighbor lives cannot be separated.
12

   

 

One hears echoes of Rauschenbusch addressing society and policy in Wallis‘ words 

concerning poverty and the environment.  He mentions the failure of the society and of 

Christians to care for the environment and control consumption as resulting in increased 

suffering for the poor and vulnerable, which closely connects his care for the earth to his 

concern for the poor. 

Wallis specifically accuses some Conservative Evangelicals‘ interpretation of 

Genesis as liable for environmental destruction and for oppression of the poor, by 

allowing Dominion Theology to replace ―the Creator‘s role with our own, by human 
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arrogance and short-sightedness.‖
13

  Wallis criticizes Dominion Theology as affecting the 

world‘s morality due to the influence of the enlightenment, which Wallis contends shifts 

focus to a more selfish mindset for humanity.
14

  Along with his criticism of Dominion 

Theology, Wallis expresses exasperation with premillennialists, who ―denigrated the 

importance of the natural world, giving wayward believers a false religious license for 

environmental destruction.‖
15

  To Wallis, premillennialists and Dominion Theologians do 

not simply overemphasize the end times and abuse the earth, but rather, they misinterpret 

and misapply theology, as he continues, ―Being good stewards of God‘s creation and 

caring about what happens in all God‘s world is simply much better theology than the 

bad eschatology (of the ‗end times‘) that leads to a cop-out of Christian responsibility in 

the name of alleged biblical prophecy.‖
16

  By referring to premillennialism as an ―alleged 

biblical prophecy,‖ Wallis appears to hold little value in the viewpoint and to contend 

that those who hold this eschatological position are either disingenuous or simply 

misguided.
17

  Part of the ―false religious license‖ of premillennialism includes the 

Conservative Evangelical emphasis on evangelism, which Wallis describes as an obstacle 

to environmental protection, since, in his view, conservative evangelists only emphasize 
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personal conversion and eternal life, while ignoring the present-day world.
18

  As a result 

of the overemphasis on evangelism by conservatives, Wallis concludes that the 

negligence in dealing with the environment has led to ―fewer species to praise God,‖ 

while also ignoring the portion of the Lord‘s Prayer which says, ―Your will be done on 

earth as it is in heaven.‖
19

  Therefore, Wallis advances the notion that Conservative 

Evangelicals thwart environmental protection due to theologically incorrect applications 

concerning dominion, evangelism and eschatology. 

Instead of embracing Dominion Theology, Wallis describes his approach to the 

environment as ―stewardship of creation,‖ listing stewardship as one of the primary 

issues Sojourners addresses, along with poverty, racial justice, and defense of life.
20

  In 

his interpretation of Scripture, Wallis emphasizes the responsibility to care for the earth, 

believing that ―God retains ownership and control of creation (Psalm 24:1-2) and has 

given it to humankind ‗to work it and take care of it‘ (Genesis 2:15, NIV).‖
21

  In addition 

to these Scriptures, Wallis also cites Jesus‘ words in Matthew 6, teaching that Jesus 

encouraged his listeners to learn life lessons from the birds and the lilies, concluding that 

Christians and the rest of society can learn much from nature, and will thus take decisive 
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action to rescue nature and humanity.
22

  Furthermore, Wallis encourages his readers ―to 

not just believe in Jesus, but to imitate him‖ by persevering in the quest to pass 

meaningful climate change reform as Jesus persevered in his time on earth.
23

  Drawing on 

his theology and interpretation of the entirety of Scripture, Wallis writes:  

The Scriptures do not directly address the benefits of coal vs. nuclear vs. solar 

power, or carbon taxes vs. carbon markets, or appropriate fuel-efficiency levels 

for mid-size sedans.  But scriptures do make clear priorities for Christians that 

should frame and guide this debate.  With any legislation, policy, or personal 

behavior we should ask two questions: Does this further our God-given mandate 

to ‗serve and preserve‘ God‘s creation and acknowledge that we are not owners of 

the earth but the earth‘s caretakers?  How do our decisions affect the world‘s most 

vulnerable people?
24

 

 

He also holds to his progressive leanings by rejecting the thought that humanity is 

helpless in reversing climate change; instead, he aspires to push back special interests and 

to strive for a ―safe energy future,‖ which will protect creation from global warming as 

well as nuclear fallout.
25

    

Although Wallis spends time fleshing out scriptural reasons for creation care, he 

continues to espouse the effects of climate change on those in poverty by accusing 

consumerism of greedily leading to global warming.  In reference to caring for the poor, 
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Wallis understands that climate change will negatively impact the world‘s poor, ―who are 

least prepared to protect themselves from the consequences of global warming, for which 

they are also least responsible.‖
26

  Justice for the poor, then, becomes the driving 

motivation for Wallis‘ entrance into the climate change debate and the motivation for 

addressing governmental policy concerning climate change: 

Comprehensive climate change legislation must prioritize care for creation, not 

the special-interest lobbyists on both sides of the aisle….In addition, poor people, 

both at home and abroad, must be supported with ‗adaptation‘ resources….The 

world‘s poor will need resources to ‗adapt‘ – to move away from or change living 

structures in at-risk coastal areas, use irrigation technologies in drought areas, or 

even mosquito nets for areas in which malaria will become a new or increased 

risk.  They will also need support as certain resources – fossil fuels or products 

dependent upon fossil fuels – increase in price due to more significant 

regulation.
27

 

 

In his writings on climate change and the poor, Wallis supports the conclusion by 

fellow progressive, Brian McLaren, who proposes that showing concern for the poor will 

result in demonstrating a concern for all creation.
28

  While speaking to a group of 

Democratic politicians on the topic of climate change, Wallis advocated for the inclusion 

of the poor in the policy debate, since ―they are on God‘s agenda, and therefore on 

ours.‖
29

  Additionally, Wallis strikes back at conservatives who accuse him of advancing 
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socialism, writing, ―Most of our faith communities believe that God created this earth, 

proclaimed it good, and gave us the mandate to serve and protect it….This is a biblical 

concern of ours, not a Marxist one.‖
30

   

Through meetings with government and conversations with evangelicals, Wallis 

sees growing acceptance of the climate change issue among evangelicals.  Included in the 

growth, Wallis foresees young Progressive Evangelicals growing in numbers and uniting 

together ―to eliminate the world‘s most extreme poverty and alter our course of 

environmental degradation.‖
31

  Wallis works to utilize the younger generation to solidify 

the influence of Progressive Evangelicals as a way to counter the influence the 

Conservative Evangelicals maintained for 30 years.  

The interest in climate change among evangelicals, as evidenced by larger 

presence in environmental meetings and a smattering of press stories Wallis read, is a 

positive sign for Wallis, and he champions the increased involvement which culminated 

in the Evangelical Climate Initiative.
32

  In reference to the Evangelical Climate Initiative 
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and the resulting numbers of evangelicals who support the document, Wallis hopes that 

Progressive Evangelicals are poised to more greatly influence the future direction of the 

country than Conservative Evangelicals are, writing, ―The ‗greening‘ of the evangelicals 

in particular is a major new development…caring for God‘s creation is now a mainstream 

evangelical issue, especially for a new generation of evangelicals.‖
33

  Wallis recognizes 

that some proposed climate change policies would increase costs of energy and fuel; 

however, in the progressive mindset, Wallis argues that evangelicals will willingly 

sacrifice financially to restore justice to the earth, while leading others to do the same: 

―Biblical justice also involves changing structures, institutions, systems, and policies; as 

well as changing hearts to be more generous.‖
34

   

In Wallis‘ writings concerning climate change, he upholds the hypotheses 

presented at the outset of this work concerning eschatology and global warming.  Wallis‘ 

rejection of premillennialism, while contending for policies addressing climate change, 

upholds the hypothesis that those who are not premillennialists are more likely to 

embrace the science of climate change.  Wallis holds an eschatological view similar to 

the proponents of the Social Gospel, which asserts that humanity can continually improve 

the current society, striving for God‘s will to ―be done on earth as it is in heaven.‖  With 

this positive outlook on society, and a rejection of the foreboding end times of 

premillennialists, Wallis views addressing climate change as a realistic goal for 

evangelicals to achieve in order to better the world, and he seeks policies that will solve 

the problems scientists discovered by studying global warming.  With his acceptance of 
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modern day science, Wallis is not held back by any suspicion of scientific data 

concerning climate change, which enables him to support his arguments scientifically in 

seeking answers to climate change rather than to doubt the data and thus hesitate to 

address issues related to climate change. 

Wallis‘ position related to climate change is heavily influenced by his theology 

concerning the poor, as he focuses much of his discourse on how current environmental 

habits and the changing climate affect the situation of the poor.  Again, this consistently 

aligns with the thought that engaging in governmental and religious responsibilities in 

addressing poverty would also lead one to supporting policies that address climate 

change; however, whereas previous scholars doubt the theological connection to 

positions on climate change, Wallis emphasis on his biblical understanding of justice and 

his consistent application of his theology to poverty and to climate change as it relates to 

poverty, implies that his progressive theology concerning the vulnerable better informs 

his views on climate change than his support for the Democratic Party.  Looking back at 

his position on environmentalism prior to the influence of the environmental justice 

movement, Wallis did not uphold the politically liberal embrace of environmentalism.  

Only after the poor were adequately addressed to his biblical satisfaction did Wallis 

ultimately begin to support environmentalism and specifically climate change.   

Finally, although Wallis is an evangelical, of the four leaders in this study, he is 

the least likely to promote evangelism as individual conversion.  As seen above, Wallis 

criticizes Conservative Evangelicals for overemphasizing personal conversion for eternal 

salvation, since he believes this lessens the involvement on issues affecting communities 

in the present day.  Instead, when discussing conversion, Wallis usually implies the need 
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for conversion from one political position or biblical understanding to a more appropriate 

position.  Ordinarily, he does not use the term conversion in relation to spiritual salvation, 

but rather for conversion from a certain practice to a practice or policy that will eradicate 

injustice in the present society, as he writes, ―A remarkable conversion on the matters of 

creation and the environment is now occurring in the religious community, and most 

strikingly among the evangelical community.‖
35

  In discussing conversion, Wallis is not 

addressing non-Christians coming to Christ, but Christians altering their views on climate 

change.  This is a much different application of conversion than that of Conservative 

Evangelicals.  Because of this, Wallis is able to comfortably share his faith without 

feeling that he should convert someone to Christ.  His approach to evangelism also 

allows for a more ecumenical approach to influencing political issues among a variety of 

faiths. 

Overall, Wallis seems to strive for all people to view poverty and the answers to 

poverty as he sees them, which would in effect address climate change in order to protect 

the poor.  The biblical mandate he receives from reading Scripture to care for the 

vulnerable is the predominant motivation for his political engagement with climate 

change.  If others viewed poverty and its connection to climate similarly, Wallis would 

create an influential evangelical group that could affect political policy in the country; 

however, his low emphasis of and negative rhetoric toward evangelism produces an 

obstacle for him to amass the numbers needed to address climate change in the way 

Wallis desires, since his criticism of evangelism alienates many Conservative 

Evangelicals who promote evangelism as the primary mission of the church, as is held by 

those following Perkins and Jeffress. 
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Tony Perkins and Climate Change 

 

 Responding to the climate change dialogue, Perkins interjects, ―As Christians we 

have the opportunity to be a voice of calm in the midst of crisis, whether real or 

perceived.‖
36

  Perkins responds sharply to proponents of climate change policies, 

believing that the policies, which he considers to be based on faulty science, devalue life, 

ignore God‘s sovereignty, and minimize the importance of personal salvation.  In 

summarizing his environmental position, Perkins declares that he is ―for good 

stewardship of this planet God has given us to inhabit…for good science that can help us 

measure our stewardship efforts…[and] for clean forests and unpolluted lakes, air, and 

oceans‖; however, the response of secular advocates and Progressive Evangelical 

supporters of climate change policy are examples of ―some people‘s rush to bad 

conclusions, bad science, bad policy, and bad results.‖
37

  Perkins discusses stewardship of 

creation, but places it within an understanding of exercising dominion over the earth.  

While disagreeing with Wallis‘ assessment of Dominion Theology, Perkins does cite 

God‘s commands to Adam in Genesis 1:28 and 2:15 to subdue the earth: 

This would mean that we should treat the matter of working with nature and the 

earth as someone would approach breaking a horse or taming a wild animal.  

Wisdom, strength, focus, and even force may be necessary to exert our will over 

the planet.  Scientists are in the position to tell us what should be done.  

Theologians, however, are in the best position to tell us what should be done 

morally.  Politicians are in the best position to determine what should be done 

practically.  However, everyone on the planet, as well as the animals and plants, 

will benefit from the right things being done.
38
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In dealing with the earth, Perkins places the moral authority with humanity to subdue the 

earth and promote policies that do not restrict humanity‘s ability to exert force in order to 

sustain life on the planet. 

 Like Falwell before him, Perkins suspiciously views aspects of the climate change 

movement as pantheistic in practice, which in turn limits humanity‘s ability to live freely 

on the earth, as Perkins writes, ―The Bible calls us to be good stewards of what God has 

given us to inhabit, not to worship the creation but to use our ingenuity to manage it in a 

way that honors God‘s original design.‖
39

  Alerting fellow evangelicals to the agenda of 

environmentalists, who, according to Perkins, believe that ―saving souls isn‘t nearly as 

important as saving the environment,‖ Perkins labels the movement as leading to ―nature 

worship.‖
40

   Identifying the environmental movement as led by ―green evangelists, for 

whom the environment has almost become a secular religion,‖ Perkins fears that the 

―underlying philosophy of the radical environmental agenda‖ will lead people away from 

God by misplacing the responsibility for the earth with humanity rather than with God.
41

  

As with other political policies, Perkins highlights his perception that those advocating to 

―save the planet‖ are leading to more secularization of the earth, and in particular of the 

United States: ―The whole premise of the statement presupposes that mankind is 
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ultimately in charge of the fate of our planet...that we can save ourselves and that we 

don‘t need the atoning work of Christ on the cross.‖
42

     

Examining the arguments and campaign put forth by those who describe human-

caused climate change as real, Perkins accuses his opponents of utilizing fear to 

accomplish their ultimate goal of pushing for ―quick, drastic solutions‖ in order to answer 

what he perceives to be a false ―urgency of the situation.‖
43

  According to Perkins, 

environmental ―alarmists‖ seek to force nations to ―surrender their national sovereignty,‖ 

through ―deception‖ and ―spiritual imbalance.‖
44

  In a statement critical of the Obama 

Administration‘s usage of Homeland Security as a resource to study climate change, 

Perkins faults the administration for using ―phony science‖ to divert attention away from 

national security, which could lead to a loss of national sovereignty.
45

  He rejects the 

notion that those who advocate for climate change care for the people, declaring, ―In the 

end, the effort to stop supposed global warming is about power, not people.  It‘s a twisted 

view that says political power must be consolidated so that we can save the planet.‖
46
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Just as many Conservative Evangelicals during the Scopes trial despised the 

government‘s acceptance of evolution, so also do conservatives, like Perkins, maintain 

the same scrutiny concerning climate change, believing that climate change science is 

possibly a way for government to control the population and limit freedom. 

 Perkins argues that no political action should occur while there is ―disagreement 

in the scientific community‖ as well as ―growing skepticism in the public‖ concerning 

climate change.
47

  Insisting that he is not anti-science, Perkins calls the science of human-

induced climate change as a ―tangled mess,‖ deflecting charges that Conservative 

Evangelicals are anti-science by responding, ―Nothing could be further from the truth.‖
48

  

In describing the relationship between science and the Conservative Evangelical 

community, Perkins declares that ―science completes the revelation of God – it does not 

compete,‖ while assuring his audience that ―scientists are not the enemy of the 

conservative community on the issue of the environment,‖ but rather, environmental 

alarmists who pretend to know science are their main adversaries.
49

   

 Agreeing that the earth is warming, Perkins argues that the warming trend is 

simply a natural cycle for the earth, citing scientific warnings in 1975 that the earth faced 

global cooling, which ultimately did not come to be.
50

  In reflection on the climatic cycles 
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of the earth, Perkins asks, ―Could it be that this is the way that God designed the earth?‖
51

  

However, the answer to his question is muted by the liberal alarmists‘ agenda, as Perkins 

laments, ―Unfortunately for the nation, the media seem to have a script already written, 

which may or may not be completely accurate.‖
52

  Additional fears for Perkins include an 

increased acceptance of abortion and other population control measures that government 

uses as ways to limit the devastation of climate change by reducing the population. 

As President of the Family Research Council, Perkins discusses abortion and 

population control often in his speeches and writings, including his addresses on the 

climate change movement and the perceived attack on human life that Perkins deduces 

from the policies of the movement.  Warning Conservative Evangelicals that climate 

change policy is targeting population, Perkins describes part of the environmental agenda 

as potentially including ―forced abortion and sterilization.‖
53

  Perkins faults the logic of 

environmentalists who espouse humanity as the major culprit of climate change: 

The tragedy is that the population control message is most often promoted by the 

global warming crowd and others who view people as negatively impacting the 

environment and consuming limited resources.  In reality, it‘s their efforts to 

reduce the population (people) that are actually destroying the environment.
54

  

  

Because of the assertion that human production of CO2 has increased global 

temperatures, a scientific finding that Perkins rejects, Perkins argues that the climate 

change agenda promotes abortion and also same-sex marriage, ―because they do not 
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cause offspring,‖ which would limit the production of CO2.
55

  However, Perkins views 

God‘s command to ―be fruitful and multiply‖ as having no expiration date; therefore, 

Perkins views the increase of the human population as a blessing to the earth rather than a 

curse.   Furthermore, he faults the current population control efforts of the climate change 

alarmists, along with other pro-abortion measures, as slowing the rate of population 

growth in the world.  Although Conservative Evangelicals help the U. S. maintain one of 

the highest fertility rates, Perkins fears that Christians, affected by the viewpoint of 

children as consumers rather than blessings, will reduce their birth rates, which will 

ultimately lead to a loss of influence in the world.
56

 

Overall, Perkins charges that the climate change agenda has deceived Americans 

into believing that the crisis is an impending reality; however, he expresses his greatest 

disappointment as he witnesses ―some Christians unwittingly embrace the environmental 

agenda without looking seriously at its philosophical underpinnings.‖
57

  Lashing out at 

Richard Cizik, formerly with the National Association of Evangelicals, and his position 

on population control and climate change, Perkins wrote, ―These kinds of comments 

could lead other evangelicals into deception of the radical environmental 

movement….There is nothing in Scripture to suggest that God‘s instruction to man to be 
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fruitful and multiply had an expiration date that has passed.‖
58

  Furthermore, Perkins 

warns, ―This is the risk of walking through the green door of environmentalism and 

global warming – you risk being blinded by the green light and losing your sense of 

direction.‖
59

 

 While Perkins writes that some Christians have ignorantly embraced the climate 

change movement, he also accuses media outlets of deliberately seeking to divide the 

evangelical community and dilute its influence: 

Liberal Christians are stepping up efforts to crack the unity of evangelicals by 

sponsoring antiwar rallies, fomenting debate about the environment, and 

becoming increasingly harsh and public in their criticism of the various views and 

tactics of the religious Right.  Liberal Christians are perfectly welcome to express 

their views as loudly as they wish and to frame their arguments from a biblical 

point of view…But the press, seeing an opportunity to chip away at the unified 

foundation of the religious Right, is clearly slanting their coverage to use the 

efforts of liberal Christians like a battering ram.
60

 

 

However, Perkins places the onus for this divide on Progressive Evangelicals‘ slide from 

biblical truth, along with the attempt of Progressives to utilize issues concerning poverty 

and the environment as a way to increase their influence in the public debate, since they 

lacked until recently, political influence in American politics: 

These liberals embraced the ‗essence of Christianity‘ rather than the inerrancy of 

Scripture so they could synthesize their Christian thought with so-called scientific 

findings of the day, most notably Darwinism and social Darwinism.  Incidentally, 

the same is true today for those who are embracing the latest scientific findings on 

issues like global warming and are now clamoring for drastic government actions 

to solve the ‗crisis.‘
61
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In this passage, Perkins, who claims to support science, rejects global warming data as 

―so-called scientific findings‖ concerning a ―crisis.‖  The Progressive Evangelical 

misapplications of theology coupled with scientific findings that undermine Perkins‘ 

statements of the sovereignty of God partially influence him to reject global warming 

science and criticize Progressive Evangelical attempts to undermine the evangelical 

community through liberal theology. 

 Perkins also recognizes the necessity of presenting a stance on climate change that 

is not simply reactionary, especially since he fears losing young evangelicals if 

Conservative Evangelicals remain silent or merely negative on the issue.  Therefore, 

much of what Perkins supports echoes the Cornwall Declaration, as he calls for policies 

and practices that maintain clean air and water, while personally encouraging individuals 

to conserve energy and control litter.
62

 

 Although Perkins is open to conservation of resources and protection of clean 

water and air, his personal eschatology and the resulting emphasis it places on 

evangelism influence his decision to reject human-caused climate change and humanity‘s 

ability to solve the supposed climate problem.  He criticizes the climate change 

movement as rejecting the sovereignty of God and the promises of the Bible, specifically 

criticizing environmentalist organizations for attempting to save themselves from God‘s 

judgment:  

In Genesis, climate change didn‘t cause the flood – man‘s wickedness did.  And 

what saved Noah wasn‘t his boat – but God‘s mercy.  Unfortunately, Greenpeace 

is using the ark to call on man to save himself.  But the reality is, without faith in 

God, there is no salvation – not from global warming, and certainly not from sin.  
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Believing in anything else than the Lord‘s benevolent rule is bound to leave 

people high and dry.
63

 

 

When Perkins asks whether God created the natural changes of climate for the earth, he 

also holds the possibility that the current warming trend is God‘s design for the end of the 

world.   Citing Luke 21, Perkins explains that Jesus told his disciples to know the signs of 

the end of time ―so they will not be deceived by what others are saying.‖
64

  Perkins shares 

with his readers some of the signs that will accompany the end times, such as weather 

changes, famines, and disease; however, he rejects a connection to global warming, 

believing that these events of the end times will be caused by God, not by climate change.  

Furthermore, Perkins shares his understanding that Jesus predicted acts of terror as 

preceding his return to earth, drawing a connection to current terrorism around the world; 

however, Perkins calls for evangelicals to not despair, but rather be ready to act for God 

and against falsehood.
65

   

Discussing the deception of the false teaching concerning climate change, Perkins 

warns, ―Deceived people are, by definition, not in tune with the priorities of Christ‘s 

kingdom.‖
66

  In the current political debate concerning climate change, Perkins describes 

what should be gleaned from the teaching of the end times, ―People are told and taught to 
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look inwardly and make sure that they are spiritually prepared to meet the end times, not 

that they are to throw away their keys to their Suburban and jump on Al Gore‘s 

bandwagon.‖
67

  Concerning one of the leading proponents of climate change, Perkins 

takes a swipe at Gore, stating that ―a lot more people believe the prophetic events of the 

Bible will come to pass before the shaky predictions of An Inconvenient Truth.‖
68

  Even 

so, in a word of encouragement on the end times and climate change, Perkins reassures 

Christians: 

No matter what happens, even if the mountains are thrown into the seas, God is 

our refuge and our strength, a very present help in a time of trouble.  Therefore, 

He will not be gripped by fear.  Likewise, we should not be gripped by fear, nor 

should we act rashly because of fear.
69

 

 

Perkins suggests that his theology on the end times and his faith in the sovereignty of 

God leads him to not worry about future weather or climate, since God is in control, it is 

part of God‘s plan, and humanity cannot alter God‘s will.  As a political leader for 

evangelicals who seeks support from other conservatives, Perkins is open to ecumenical 

involvement; however, he does not shy away from sharing his own Christian worldview 

with his audience, including his eschatology.      

 Perkins‘ eschatology lends to his rejection of climate change, since his viewpoint 

places God in control of the end times and of nature.  Perkins‘ statement that the odd 

weather patterns mentioned with climate change are possibly signs of the return of Christ 

help justify his rejection of policies to reverse global warming which he would consider 

as vain attempts to undermine God‘s sovereign plan.  Certainly some of this is political, 
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such as his objection to larger government and more intrusive regulations, but even these 

political influences have grounding in past Conservative Evangelical experiences as well 

as eschatological interpretations of a unifying world government.       

Although others, like Wallis, may view Perkins‘ interpretation of scripture as 

invalid or twisted, Perkins‘ theology on the end times cannot be downplayed as a 

minimal influence.  For one who holds this eschatological understanding, commitment to 

evangelism is greatly emphasized, just as past evangelicals, such as D. L. Moody and 

others, preached a similar message.  Due to the belief that humankind can do nothing to 

thwart God‘s plan, the most important practice involves converting nonbelievers to 

Christianity, thus readying them for the Second Coming.  Perkins‘ previous criticism of 

Greenpeace is a prime example.  Whereas environmental organizations seek policies that 

reverse global warming, Perkins emphasizes the need for personal salvation from Christ: 

―But the reality is, without faith in God, there is no salvation – not from global warming, 

and certainly not from sin.‖
70

  Due to the influences of premillennialism, Perkins 

considers personal trust in Christ as the preeminent decision for an individual, making 

political support for climate change among conservatives like Perkins difficult to foresee.  

However, as Falwell and others on the Religious Right found credence in participating in 

the political struggle 30 years ago after decades of non-involvement due to views on 

evangelism and eschatology, perhaps something similar may occur among Perkins and 

others that may lead to eventual participation in environmental policies to face climate 

change.  Some of these possibilities may come to light by examining the positions on 

climate change of the two pastors, Hunter and Jeffress. 
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Hunter and Climate Change 

 

 Jim Wallis credits Joel Hunter as setting an example for how evangelicals should 

respond to climate change through the construction of Northland‘s sanctuary and the 

emphasis the church places on recycling.
71

  Having only recently engaged in the topic, 

Hunter quickly became one of the leading evangelicals willing to discuss climate change.  

When asked what sparked his interest in climate change, Hunter responded:  

It wasn‘t on my radar at all until I was asked to sign the Evangelical Climate 

Initiative.  When I did some research to see if I should be concerned about this as 

an issue, I quickly came to the conclusion, ‗How in the world did I miss this?  It is 

key not only for the vulnerable, but for our obedience as Christians!‘
72

 

 

Even with Hunter‘s enthusiasm to address the issue and to encourage evangelical 

involvement, he admits to the difficulty of some evangelicals to accept the science or 

immediacy of global warming:  

Those who do not believe it is happening, or who believe that humans do not 

contribute to it and can‘t fix it, or that there are no impending dangers connected 

with it, believe this way because there is some evidence to support their argument.  

Those who do believe that global warming is real, that humans can be helpful in 

addressing the problem and that it might well have some effects that are not 

gradual but currently volatile, also have evidence.
73

 

 

Although he recognizes the complexity of the issue, Hunter accepts ―settled‖ scientific 

evidence as providing sufficient validity to anthropogenic climate change; therefore, he 
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earnestly desires for evangelicals to address the issue.
74

  However, he is frustrated by 

continued debate with no action: 

Is a debate a prerequisite to doing everything we can do to be good stewards of 

creation?  Do we really need to settle scientific debate before we stop accepting 

pollution as a necessary evil and diligently work to devise better forms of energy 

usage?  The issue to evangelical Christianity isn‘t global warming; the issue is 

whether or not we will exercise a moral and biblical obedience to a direct 

command of God (see Genesis 2:15).
75

  

  

Hunter emphasizes the stewardship responsibilities issued by God to his people, 

including good economics, good morals, and good faith.  In Hunter‘s view, practicing 

stewardship of creation entails limiting waste and lowering energy usage, which in turn 

saves money.  Hunter teaches that practicing good stewardship allows the consumer to 

remain cognizant that there are others who lack resources, which reminds the consumer 

not to waste what they have.  Additionally, proper stewardship of the earth, in Hunter‘s 

view, will eventually create better jobs and strengthen the economy as the nation seeks 

alternative resources.
76

  Being good stewards of God‘s creation not only allows for 

economic benefits, but more importantly, enables congregants to act morally toward the 

most vulnerable and to practice obedience to God by honoring his commands.
77

  Citing 

Genesis 2:15 as the ―mandate for creation care‖ that ―has never been rescinded,‖ Hunter 
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connects acting morally in relationship to climate change with stopping pollution, caring 

for others, and improving children‘s health.
78

   

Recognizing evangelical contributions to abolition, civil rights, and poverty, 

Hunter sees climate change similarly, believing that evangelical awareness and action can 

positively impact the status of the vulnerable in the shadow of climate change, as he 

writes, ―The great moments are those moments when we, as a people, have been 

appalled.…Americans have not failed to respond when they realized how bad it was.‖
79

  

As a pastor, Hunter emphasizes the theological issue of obedience for believers, but he 

also mentions the necessary involvement of the government to rectify the causes and 

effects of climate change, comparing evangelical involvement in the politics of climate 

change as an example of ―loving your neighbor.‖
80

  Unfortunately for Hunter, not all 

evangelicals feel the same way, creating controversy and a challenge for him in 

answering his evangelical skeptics. 

 As an evangelical leader on the forefront of the climate change discussion, Hunter 

has encountered opposition from fellow evangelicals, which initially surprised him.  

Some accuse him of supporting a ―pagan tree hugging exercise‖ while others describe the 

movement as ―harmful to Christianity and the poor,‖ which are accusations he calls 

mischaracterizations.
81

  While he knew he would encounter some opposition for 
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addressing climate change, he laments that the issue was thrust into the culture wars in 

American society.  With climate change debate as a partisan political issue, Hunter 

criticizes his evangelical opposition for paying less attention to the Scriptures pertaining 

to the poor and vulnerable and instead supporting the special interests of those producing 

fossil fuels, who he accuses of causing confusion in the debate by the politicization of the 

issue.
82

  In Hunter‘s opinion, the opposition to climate change action often debates issues 

without the facts by ―radicalizing someone‘s position so that they can knock it down 

more easily.‖
83

  He also realizes that differing theology is an issue, criticizing those who 

hold to Dominion Theology or who believe the end of the world predicts global warming 

as ―variant theologies that subtract from us all.‖
84

  Not holding to premillennialism, 

Hunter describes his eschatology as necessitating that he plan for the future, even though 

he is ―ready and wanting for Jesus to come back soon.‖
85

  Hunter shares that all 

evangelicals, regardless of eschatology, view God as in control of the end of history; 

however, he attempts to influence those hesitant to participate in the movement by 

discussing obedience: 

We don‘t do what‘s right because it will last or because, somehow, it‘s going to 

give us a great reward.  We do what‘s right because God said to do it.  While 

debate about how to best do that may never end, we need to do what we can 

individually, collectively and politically to care for God‘s creation.  That is not up 

for debate…If He‘s coming back real soon, you want to be doing what He told 

you to do.
86
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Hunter, in facing the complexity of the issue and immediacy of the danger, stresses, 

―We‘ve got to work together on this.‖
87

   

In addressing the responsibilities of people of faith in America, Hunter 

emphasizes that America, as the richest nation in the world, can withstand certain 

sacrifices in order to protect the most vulnerable in the world, many of whom are facing 

―dire situations‖ because of America‘s pollution; therefore, like Wallis, he calls on 

evangelicals to lead the way through sacrifice.
88

  With a heart for the poor, Hunter makes 

others aware of how ―climate change is wreaking havoc on grain production, expanding 

desert areas, interrupting normal weather cycles, and increasing the ferocity of storms‖ 

causing food shortages and refugee situations that will only worsen as climate change 

continues.
89

  In order to adequately counter the devastation of poverty and the plight of 

the vulnerable, Hunter desires that nations must fully participate in rectifying climate 

change.  However, as much potential as governments possess to feed the hungry and meet 

the needs of the poor, Hunter insists on evangelical involvement, insisting that ―without 

action from the Christ-followers in our nation, that potential will be incomplete, 

unfulfilled or morally destructive.‖
90

 

While Hunter greatly cares for the poor, he also firmly believes that evangelicals 

must share their faith with others through evangelism.  However, as the Conservative 
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Evangelicals view climate change as a distraction to the call to evangelize, Hunter sees 

the issue as an open door for sharing the Gospel:  

I can tell you personally, this issue has given me so many chances to explain to 

non-Christians what our scriptures say and that our redeemer also created the 

world.  It has given me the chance to work with many non-Christians and build 

relationships wherein I can be a witness for Christ.
91

 

 

Agreeing with Perkins and Wallis about younger evangelicals accepting the science of 

climate change, Hunter witnesses many young people, who in the past were skeptical of 

religion, drawn to his church initially because of the emphasis on climate change.  Hunter 

is convinced that anytime a church takes a stance on an issue that is counter to what other 

churches are doing, new people will be attracted to the church and grow closer to God as 

a result, citing past issues such as nuclear arms, immigration, and poverty as examples 

similar to climate change that brought renewed interest in the church from outsiders.
92

 

 As a pastor, Hunter invests much of his time and energy in the local church, 

which he proclaims as the critical starting point for real movement on climate change to 

begin.  With the partisan nature of climate change politics, Hunter describes the 

possibility of legislation passing Congress as ―bleak;‖ however, Hunter says that climate 

change advocates remain too dependent on addressing the issue ―from the top down.‖
93

  

The current stalemate legislatively encourages Hunter to promote the issue through the 

grassroots of American society and churches, capitalizing on past and present evangelical 
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electoral strength, and sharing his opinion that local churches can overtime make a solid 

difference.   

 Offering advice to local pastors, Hunter encourages them to address climate 

change from a biblical and moral perspective in relation to their local congregational 

perspective, since the national and international debate is so heated and polarizing.  In his 

advice, Hunter stresses obedience to God and protection of the vulnerable as avenues to 

address climate change.  Most importantly, just as other leaders drew Hunter into the 

conversation, he promotes collaboration and networking among pastors and organizations 

like the EEN to provide adequate materials and support for successfully discussing 

climate change with the local church.
94

 

 Practically speaking to pastors, Hunter promotes discussion of climate change 

with the local congregation in three areas: personal responsibility, church responsibility, 

and policy responsibility.  According to Hunter, involving the church is the only way to 

successfully solve climate change, since evangelical involvement will potentially provide 

depth to the morality of the issue.
95

  In his own church, Hunter developed programs to 

teach congregants how they personally can help the environment, including turning off 

lights, conserving fuel, and reducing pollution.  The church underwent an energy audit, 

which unveiled areas of wastefulness, and resulted in the church adapting its office 

practices, reducing its energy usage, and encouraging a ―green routine mentality‖ for all 

church leaders to model.
96

  While emphasizing these exercises represents a commitment 
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to ―practice what one preaches,‖ the potential influence on the congregation creates a 

starting point for grassroots movement on the issue.  During the summer of 2011, Hunter 

allowed his leadership team to respond to a written survey pertaining to their views on 

the environment and their faith.
97

  When asked about the reality and causes of climate 

change, of the 27 responses given, nine answered that ―global warming is happening and 

is part of the natural cycle of the earth,‖ nine answered that ―global warming is caused by 

human activity,‖ four chose both of the statements, four answered that human activity 

contributes to global warming and that it is part of God‘s plan, and one answered that 

―global warming is false, science, it is not happening.‖
98

  Regardless of the answers 

given, Hunter teaches that Christians are responsible for practicing good environmental 

stewardship.  This teaching appeared to influence the responses given in this survey, as 

all except one answered affirmatively to the question of whether Christians should ―do 

something about climate change.‖  Examples of activity included recycling, conserving, 

responsibly using natural resources, and buying from ―companies who have 

environmentally friendly practices.‖  Those who viewed climate change as directly 

related to human activity also suggested that education should specifically address the 
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issue.  Additionally, the participants suggested that Christians should decrease their 

carbon footprints and change personal habits through prayer and good stewardship.
99

         

Finally, Hunter tells pastors that they must encourage their congregations to 

examine policies of their community, state, and national governments, in order to hold 

the governments accountable to how they preserve the environment.  Properly taught, 

Hunter hopes that the churches will influence communities and ultimately policy, saying, 

―I think we will eventually work together to clean up the pollution in our world and 

develop renewable energy out of respect for God‘s gift of creation.‖
100

   

 Through obedience to God, commitment to care for the poor, and boldness to 

proclaim the Gospel, Hunter views addressing climate change as consistent with his faith, 

stating, ―God wants the voice of the faith community to make a difference in terms of 

relationship with each other and relationship with him.‖
101

  With poverty as one of the 

issues that caused the rift between Hunter and the Christian Coalition, it is no surprise 

that he emphasizes the necessity of addressing climate change in order to protect the 

poor. Like Wallis, Hunter‘s theology concerning poverty and the responsibility of the 

church to meet the physical needs of the vulnerable partly drives his engagement with 
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climate change.
102

  Obedience to God‘s commands to care for the poor is influential on 

Hunter in all issues affecting his faith, including climate change. 

From the passion in his voice and the directness of the words Hunter uses as 

pastor, the ability to bring others to faith in Christ or to grow their relationships with God 

deeply impacts his position on climate change.  Hunter differs from Wallis in that Hunter 

emphasizes the responsibility of evangelism more than Wallis, and he also differs from 

Perkins by considering climate change as a positive for his evangelism rather than a 

distraction.  From his many discussions on climate change, Hunter‘s evangelical faith 

impacts his politics concerning the issue.
103

  Although Hunter‘s relationship with 

President Obama could be cited as an influence, Hunter‘s involvement with climate 

change predates his connection with the President.  Additionally, Hunter downplays any 

political input he gives or receives on a national level, sharing, ―God has chosen me to be 

in public situations to be more pastoral than political.‖
104

  If one accepts that his 

relationship with the President is pastoral and not political, then one accepts that what 

drives his position on climate change is more theologically influenced than politically 

influenced.  In support of the view that Hunter is driven by a desire to practice obedience 

and to lead others to Christ, Hunter explains the following about his position concerning 
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climate change: ―This is a story of redemption, and we are the voice of redemption, and I 

don‘t mean just redeeming an earth from pollution; I mean redeeming people from just 

walking in their own ways toward walking in God‘s way.‖
105

  As an evangelical leader, 

Hunter encompasses the positions on evangelism and the role of the church that possibly 

provide an avenue for other evangelicals to follow; however, even with his broad appeal, 

Hunter‘s arguments will not convince entrenched Conservative Evangelicals who view 

science, responsibility to the poor, and Scripture differently. 

 

Jeffress and Climate Change 

 

 When asked for his opinion concerning climate change, Jeffress responded, ―I 

have no opinion on it.‖
106

  Additionally, Jeffress did not participate in the Cornwall 

Declaration or any other organization involving climate change or the environment, 

which begs the question, ―Why should he be included in this study?‖  Although Jeffress 

claims no opinion on climate change, delving into his theological perspective, an opinion 

emerges rather clearly, which enlightens those interested in the direction of evangelicals 

concerning climate change, particularly among Conservative Evangelicals who rarely 

openly engage the issue.  Perhaps he shares common concern with Hunter about the 

delicate way pastors must engage their congregations on controversial issues; however, as 

noted earlier, Jeffress is not one to shy away from controversial topics.  Rather, Jeffress‘ 

theology concerning the sovereignty of God, Scripture, evangelism, and eschatology 

drive his ―non-opinion‖ on climate change. 
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 Jeffress, email message to author, June 20, 2011.  Initially, I thought my study of Jeffress 

would go nowhere and I would need to seek another subject; however, his subsequent answers to my 

questions, along with the theological points made in his sermons and writings, demonstrated quite clearly 

his position on climate change, as well as why he would profess to hold no opinion on the subject.  
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 For Jeffress, ultimate control rests with God; therefore, no matter what natural 

disaster occurs, whether it is a brutal storm, a flood, or an earthquake, Jeffress teaches 

that God causes or allows these events to occur and that humanity is unable to truly know 

why.
107

  Therefore, Jeffress considers living life through difficult situations as a matter of 

faith, trusting that God is loving and just.  He also teaches his listeners that due to God‘s 

sovereignty, God takes responsibility for devastation and suffering, since he rules over 

the entire universe.
108

  As a result, Jeffress trusts in God‘s perfect plan for the world:   

God has one plan that governs all of His creation.  It is a plan that was formulated 

before the creation of the universe and was broad enough to include Lucifer‘s 

rebellion against God, Adam and Eve‘s sin in the garden, the slaughter of 

thousands of Hebrew babies in Egypt, and even the crucifixion of God‘s own 

Son.
109

   

 

With this explanation, Jeffress implies that nothing which occurs surprises God nor does 

it affect God‘s plan for the world.   

 No disaster or scientific prediction casts fear or doubt in Jeffress‘ faith in the 

sovereignty of God; instead, he shares that those who reject God‘s sovereignty should 

expect the judgment of God, including nations that show no reverence for God.
110

  In 
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reference to the March 2011 earthquake in Japan, Jeffress emphasizes what he perceives 

to be the teachable moments from the disaster, calling them ―construction lessons from 

the Japanese,‖ in which he warns his congregation to build their lives on the ―foundation 

of Jesus Christ,‖ which will allow them to survive real and figurative earthquakes.
111

  

Jeffress takes the actual earthquake in Japan that caused destruction of thousands of lives 

and compares it to a spiritual struggle to overcome the difficulties in his listeners‘ lives.  

It is a lesson he encourages all Americans to heed as well, as he understands the United 

States‘ major challenges to be spiritual obstacles rather than political ones.
112

 

 These spiritual issues are revealed to all people through nature, as Jeffress cites 

Romans 1, where the author states that nature reveals to all people their responsibility to 

connect with God.
113

  In highlighting the sovereignty of God, Jeffress explains that God 

manipulates the laws of nature when God pleases:  

Thankfully, the Bible reminds us that natural forces do not hold our supernatural 

God hostage.  One can only imagine how many laws of physics and biology were 

violated by the parting of the Red Sea, the virgin birth of Christ, the feeding of the 

five thousand, and the resurrection of Christ from the dead.
114

 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
that God is no respecter of people or nations.  There is no such thing as ‗American exceptionalism.‘ God 

will bless any nation that reverences Him, and judge any nation that rejects Him.‖ 
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 Jeffress, ―Earthquake Theology.‖  Rather than addressing the physical situation and issuing a 

call to gather belongings and meet the physical needs of the Japanese, Jeffress shifts the sermon message to 

the spiritual condition of the listeners‘ lives.  
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Any scientific prediction of climate change and the resulting disasters would subordinate 

to God‘s plan or desire to intercede in the situation. 

 It would be incorrect to infer that Jeffress cares nothing about the environment 

due to his trust in God‘s control.  In agreement with Hunter, Jeffress expresses that 

Christians ―have a stewardship responsibility to care for the earth God has entrusted to 

us,‖ explaining, ―The fact that this present world will be destroyed by God should not 

prevent us from taking care of the earth‖; however, he shares that ―getting involved in a 

secondary issue and becoming distracted from the church‘s primary mission‖ is a major 

obstacle facing evangelical involvement with climate change.
115

  Jeffress considers 

climate change as a secondary issue since he does not consider it to contribute to 

evangelism nor does he find it in the Ten Commandments.
116

 

 Connected with his view of God‘s sovereignty and his emphasis on sinfulness and 

salvation is his premillennialist eschatology, which appears to most significantly affect 

his position on climate change.  Preaching on Revelation, Jeffress unveils his biblical 

interpretation, teaching his congregation that earthly devastation, disease, and suffering 

will accompany the end times, along with civil unrest and warfare.  According to his 

eschatological interpretation, Jeffress predicts the sudden destruction of much of the earth 

resulting from a nuclear explosion.
117

  Additionally, a final battle, Armageddon, will 
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occur, where the entire world will engage in battle, only for Christ to ultimately return to 

the Earth and triumph.
118

   

Jeffress also foresees the earth warming, interpreting the Scripture to 

communicate that when the earth warms, the water will dry up and people will turn away 

from God.
119

  The warming of the earth, or ―scorching‖ as Jeffress describes it, will occur 

as an act of God by the removal of the ozone layer or a tilting of the earth closer to the 

sun.  In discussing the ramifications of this environmental destruction for Christians, 

Jeffress teaches that those who follow Christ ―never have to dread the wrath of God,‖ but 

that God will rescue them from the tribulation.
120

  Whether or not Jeffress believes actual 

warming is occurring currently remains unclear; however, Jeffress, in discussing this 

biblical scorching, proclaims, ―This is real global warming going on here…not the sissy 

Al Gore kind of global warming.‖
121

  Although when asked, Jeffress answered that he 

had no opinion on climate change, referring to Gore and his work with global warming in 

this way belies his answer.  However, his commitment to a premillennialist view that 

places God in complete control for the working of the end of history significantly impacts 

Jeffress‘ unwillingness to develop a position concerning climate change, since, for 
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Jeffress, he already assumes the world will end in either a nuclear war or some sort of 

fiery catastrophe.  Although claiming to have no opinion on climate change, Jeffress 

develops an opinion on climate change, concluding that it is an insignificant issue in 

relation to his calling as a pastor and Christian.  As a result of his premillennialism, 

Jeffress possesses little reason to try to thwart an issue that might be simply part of God‘s 

plan and out of humankind‘s control.  Although he says it is proper to take care of what 

God has given His people, there is nothing one can do to alter the sovereign plan of God, 

which for Jeffress, includes the certain destruction of the earth.  

For Jeffress, climate change presents a potential distraction from evangelism, 

which is the primary mission of the church.  With his faith in the sovereignty of God and 

his view of eschatology, if climate change is actually occurring, Jeffress rests on the 

belief that it is either God‘s plan for the end of the world, or God will intercede and alter 

the laws of nature which He created.  Furthermore, Jeffress‘ statement about Gore and 

climate change reveals a glimpse of his thoughts on the issue.  With this in mind, when 

asked what the political priorities are of the church, Jeffress responded:  

Jesus commanded us to be salt and light in a decaying and darkening culture.  

Although we cannot prevent decay, the church can delay the spiritual decay of our 

culture by pushing back against evil that is engulfing our nation (abortion, 

immorality, secularism, etc.) However, the church‘s primary mission is to be 

‗light‘ – pointing people to faith in Jesus Christ.
122

  

 

As the lessons from the earthquake in Japan were spiritual, Jeffress views the issues 

facing American culture as spiritual as well, leading him to avoid fully engaging in the 

climate change issue, as it is unimportant according to his worldview.  The premillennial 

eschatology of Jeffress makes engagement in climate change an unnecessary expenditure 

of energy, since God is ultimately in control. 
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 Jeffress‘ emphasis on evangelism, eschatology, God‘s sovereignty and Scripture 

leaves him with little common ground with Wallis.  As for Perkins, Jeffress‘ non-position 

on climate change actually aligns well with Perkins‘ view; however, Jeffress has not 

taken the time to fully articulate his position, since his strong commitment to his 

interpretation of the end times does not necessitate further study on the issue.  

Additionally, since climate change is not considered a main concern for Jeffress, 

engaging with the issue would distract from his primary calling to evangelism.  

Therefore, both he and Hunter emphasize the need to evangelize and bring people closer 

to God; however, whereas Hunter connects interacting with climate change and sharing 

the gospel, Jeffress ignores or places no importance on the issue of climate change in 

order to focus on evangelism.  Even though they are seemingly far apart on the issue of 

climate change, perhaps their commitment to evangelism, along with the evolution of 

Conservative Evangelical entry into politics 30 years ago provides potential common 

ground for the two evangelicals. 

 

The Four Leaders and Climate Change: Similarities and Differences 

 

 Even though evangelicals differ concerning climate change, similar dialogue, 

vocabulary, and Scriptural references generate the possibility of finding even a sliver of 

unity pertaining to climate change.  Each leader in this study either directly or indirectly 

references Genesis 2:15 and expresses an understanding that God commands them to be 

―stewards‖ of the earth; however, the emphasis placed on this doctrine varies from leader 

to leader, while discrepancies in detailing how to practice proper stewardship of the earth 

creates difficulty in dialogue.  From each leader‘s discourse, evidence exists that their 

theologies heavily influence their positions on climate change; therefore, comparing these 
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similarities and differences provides insight for those struggling to pinpoint what 

motivates evangelicals concerning climate change. 

 

Wallis and Hunter 

 

 As two Progressive Evangelicals, Wallis and Hunter share similarities with each 

other, pertaining to climate change, that are deeper than encouraging others to be good 

stewards.  Both encourage their followers and listeners to conserve resources and reject 

materialism, requiring Americans to make economically moral sacrifices that will better 

the common good of humanity around the world.  The emphasis on the poor and the 

vulnerable of society is the most direct similarity, prompting both leaders to engage in 

climate change debate as a way of meeting the needs of the poor.  Additionally, both 

accept the scientific consensus on climate change, while rejecting the premillennial view 

of Perkins and Jeffress that nothing can be accomplished by humankind to stop or reverse 

the certain destruction of the earth.  Hunter and Wallis desire to engage others in moral 

reflection on the actions of individuals and on the policies of the government and how 

those decisions affect the most vulnerable of society. 

 As similar as Hunter and Wallis are, differences exist in how they emphasize 

evangelical witness and conversion.  As the leader of Sojourners, Wallis appears more 

concerned with politics in Washington than with a local church, making his emphasis 

concerning climate change more connected to government intervention than Hunter.  As 

a local pastor, Hunter must shepherd his congregation, meeting with them at least weekly 

while dealing with various church-related concerns; therefore, Hunter directs much of his 

teaching on climate change to his church and other churches.  This difference is also 

observed in their dialogues with others concerning climate change.  Wallis is likely to use 
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harsher terms and labels, generating more attention and support for his organization; 

Hunter, who criticizes the radicalization of the opponent that occurs in politics, must 

delicately approach controversial topics with his congregation by finding language that 

will challenge and also unite his members.   

Theological emphases vary among the two leaders as well, as Wallis criticizes 

what he perceives to be overly zealous evangelicals who ignore environmentalists due to 

their commitment to evangelism; however, Hunter enthusiastically shares his faith while 

addressing climate change, as he sees nonreligious people attracted to the Gospel as a 

result of his church‘s involvement in the environment.  Connected to evangelism 

differences is their use of ―repentance.‖  When calling for repentance, Wallis is likely 

addressing policy positions or practices that he desires changed; Hunter speaks 

specifically of the redemption that comes spiritually as well as the change that occurs in 

society when one repents from sin. Hunter‘s teaching on repentance connects to the 

spiritual aspect of the listener, while Wallis‘ teaching elicits a political change.  Although 

Hunter and Wallis accept the science of climate change and encourage society to act, 

they, at times, express differing theological practices and viewpoints. 

 

Wallis and Perkins 

 

 One might expect a vast array of differences between Wallis and Perkins on 

climate change, an assessment that would be correct; however, a few similarities are 

found among the two men.  Both cite Genesis 2:15 and the responsibility to steward 

creation and care for the vulnerable.  Additionally, both lack charity with each other, and 

instead they share in a seeming disrespect of the others‘ viewpoint and theology, 
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disparaging eschatological interpretations or accusing the other of following a false 

religion. 

 Whereas they agree that evangelicals should care for the vulnerable, Wallis 

emphasizes the poor, who are deeply affected by climate change ramifications; Perkins is 

concerned for the vulnerable unborn, who he suspects are targeted by environmentalists 

for destruction in order to save the earth.  Scientifically, each understands the threat of 

the problem differently, with Wallis embracing the notion that climate change is rapidly 

increasing and needs immediate attention, while Perkins doubts the ―alarmists‖ and trusts 

in his eschatology and doctrine of God‘s sovereignty for salvation from any natural 

dilemma caused by changing weather patterns.  While Wallis stresses the sinfulness of 

human consumption as the cause of climate change, Perkins rests on his theological 

position that God perhaps is the cause of climate change, if it is actually occurring 

beyond natural cycles.  While both men promote the idea of stewardship, Perkins allows 

for more freedom of humanity to ―tame‖ the earth rather than conserve, leaving the men 

far apart on common ground concerning the environment. 

 

Wallis and Jeffress 

 

 Concerning climate change, Wallis shares more in common with Jeffress than 

Wallis does with Perkins.  The first is a very thin agreement of stewardship, but an 

agreement on individual responsibility nonetheless.  Jeffress mentions that individuals 

should steward creation, but he details few specifics and instead focuses on spiritual 

elements facing humanity.  The other commonality concerns evangelism and the 

environment.  Both men agree that evangelism and environmental concerns conflict with 
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each other; however, Wallis faults evangelism while Jeffress fears environmental 

concerns will distract from the church‘s calling to evangelize. 

 With Jeffress‘ theology focused more on the spiritual elements while Wallis 

engages more in the here and now, the two men possess numerous differences on their 

approach to climate change.  From Scripture, Jeffress emphasizes the sovereignty of God, 

placing the omnipresent, omnipotent and omniscient God at the center of his discussions; 

however, Wallis centers his theological teachings on the humanity of Christ, drawing life 

lessons from his New Testament teachings and how these teachings connect with the 

biblical prophets.  Likewise, as noted, Jeffress and Wallis diverge on eschatology and the 

importance of personal conversion to Christianity.  With immense theological 

differences, and with their main similarity as the conflicting importance of 

environmentalism and evangelism, the two men seemingly lack political common ground 

to deal with climate change. 

 

Perkins and Jeffress 

 

 Perkins and Jeffress share much in common concerning climate change: they both 

stress evangelism as key, viewing climate change as a possible distraction, they both 

doubt the validity of much of modern science, including the data shared by the ―sissy‖ Al 

Gore, and they both mention a stewardship responsibility.  However, the most critical 

similarity among the two men is their eschatological view that human attempts to stop or 

reverse global warming are in vain.  As long as premillennialism holds such a critical 

emphasis in their theology, finding common ground with other non-premillennial 

evangelicals concerning climate change is difficult, but not impossible.  However, 

whereas Perkins is willing to work ecumenically with other conservative groups, Jeffress 
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hesitates to engage in the practice, which he feels may potentially dilute the Gospel.  

While only Perkins professes an opinion on climate change, both men share similar 

theological influences concerning the subject and come to similar conclusions.  

 

Perkins and Hunter 

 

 As a former president of a Conservative Evangelical group, Hunter shares 

commonalities with Perkins, particularly on the importance of evangelism and protecting 

the vulnerable.  As with Wallis, when Hunter speaks of the vulnerable, he is usually 

referring to the poor; however, although he is pro-life, Hunter disagrees with Perkins 

assessment that climate change encourages abortion.  Both emphasize a need for personal 

responsibility when it comes to climate change, encouraging conservation; however, the 

two differ on the immediacy of the crisis and the validity of the scientific data, which in 

turn, highlights the differences in the proper government response.  Both men value 

evangelism and call for redemption from sin for human beings; however, whereas 

Perkins sees conflict between evangelism and environmentalism, Hunter shares how 

participating in the climate change debate enhances his evangelism.  Although 

eschatologically the two men differ, Hunter attempts to find commonality in the belief 

that God is in control and desires for believers to be obedient to his commands, which 

includes conserving the earth and caring for the vulnerable.  By valuing evangelism and 

highlighting personal responsibility toward the environment, Hunter and Perkins, for all 

their differences, share in two integral doctrines of evangelicals. 
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Hunter and Jeffress 

 

 As pastors, Hunter and Jeffress understand the complexity and fragility of church 

members, particularly when politics enters the sanctuary, as both have faced fall-out as 

well as encouragement due to their various political participations.  Both Hunter and 

Jeffress, as evangelical pastors, emphasize the importance of evangelism and the calling 

of Christians to share the Gospel, allowing for redemption to occur.  However, related to 

evangelism, Jeffress fears that involvement in secondary issues potentially side-tracks 

evangelicals, which is the opposite teaching of Hunter.  By Jeffress considering climate 

change a secondary issue, he seemingly places little significance in delving into the 

controversy, and instead, stays the course on training and equipping his congregation to 

defend and to share the Gospel, while meeting the spiritual needs and transforming lives 

through Christ.  However, Jeffress considers taking care of the environment a 

responsibility of individual Christians, even if the environment cannot be salvaged from 

destruction.  With his understanding of stewardship for the earth, Jeffress finds 

commonality with Hunter, as Hunter encourages pastors to emphasize personal 

responsibility as one of three action areas for evangelicals.  For these two pastors 

committed to following their callings, Hunter and Jeffress share an emphasis placed on 

the spread of the Gospel throughout the world, even if they disagree on the most effective 

ways to implement the practice of evangelism. 

 

Conclusion 

 

 It is evident that the rationale and influences of these four evangelical leaders 

concerning climate change are complex and layered; however, for these four, the 

religious and theological influences include evangelism, eschatology, poverty, and 
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origins and responsibility of creation.  Additionally, accusations that evangelicals are 

anthropocentric appear true, since each leader in this study rationalizes their reasoning 

concerning climate change in relation to individuals, whether it is the poor, the unborn, or 

the ―unsaved.‖  The shift of environmentalism and climate change to a more 

anthropocentric orientation allows for evangelical involvement in many ways, which is 

evident from the discourses of these four leaders.  However, not all the evangelicals agree 

that the causes of climate change are anthropogenic.  The dispute over the science of 

climate change parallels the past dispute over the science of evolution.  With evangelicals 

accounting for 26 percent of the American public, the positions held by evangelicals 

concerning climate change impact the political directions on the issue.  Understanding the 

theological influences upon evangelical leadership illuminates potential future directions 

of American evangelicals concerning climate change, while also allowing for better 

knowledge of potential common ground among evangelicals.  The question remains, ―Is 

there a potential scenario or aspect of climate change that may possibly unite evangelicals 

into an influential political force on the topic?‖   
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

Conclusion 

 

 

Considering the impact of evangelicals throughout American history and the 

theological influences upon evangelical leadership today, understanding the complexities 

of how evangelical theology impacts political issues such as climate change better 

enables those engaged for and against the policies concerning the environment to better 

understand evangelical directions on the issue.  On a relatively new political issue such as 

climate change, opinions are still forming and coalitions are still posturing, particularly 

with new and sometimes controversial data unveiled in a partisan, economically 

challenged political world.  While the purpose of this study is not to prove or disprove 

climate change, one can imagine for a moment what implications from this study are 

available to those interested in building an evangelical response to the crisis of climate 

change. 

 Using the discussions, writings, sermons, and interviews of these four leaders, a 

wide array of evangelical viewpoints are represented full of difficult differences and 

promising similarities; however, for all their diversity, evangelicals remain influential at 

the grassroots, capable of providing support to a political movement.  Although issues 

quickly polarize on a national scale, the ability of local churches and evangelical groups 

to influence, or rather, to evangelize others provides real potential political persuasion.  

Hunter‘s perception of the partisan political atmosphere in Washington, D. C. keenly 

leads him to encourage a more grassroots approach to climate change.  In order to 
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successfully accomplish influence from the ground up, evangelicals need common goals 

to work for; however, common ground concerning climate change among various 

evangelical groups is not easily apparent.   

 Considering past scholarship on evangelicals and the environment, one could 

concede that Lynn White, Jr. correctly stated that evangelical emphasis on 

anthropocentric faith possibly stifled action on environmentalism.
1
  However, that same 

anthropocentric faith possibly possesses the most value to the climate change issue today, 

bringing values and a worldview focused on eternity to the controversy.  With 

environmentalism evolving into a more anthropocentric mindset, Progressive 

Evangelicals discovered their place in the movement: caring for the vulnerable.  As 

Wallis and Hunter articulate, the predicted devastating effects of climate change on the 

world‘s most poor convinced the two progressive leaders to take action.  Driven by a 

social minded Gospel requiring the presence of the Kingdom of God in the here and now, 

Hunter and Wallis encourage involvement with the climate change issue as acts of 

obedience and examples of sharing the Gospel.  By viewing evangelical theology through 

a communitarian lens, focusing on the common good of the world leads progressives 

toward a willingness to take action.  However, Conservative Evangelicals criticize what 

they perceive to be a distraction from evangelism and a slippery slope toward ignoring 

the sovereignty of God.   

When discussing the vulnerable, Perkins refers to the unborn, who he considers to 

be threatened by environmentalists pushing for population control.  As president of the 

FRC, Perkins advocates Conservative Evangelical values, convinced that following 

conservative values and principles will strengthen the nation, as he writes, ―We can either 
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take the path toward a spiritual awakening that will not only touch our churches but also 

reform our nation‘s policies, or we will veer left and take the path littered with once great 

nations.  It‘s ours to decide.‖
2
   

As hypothesized, Perkins‘ and Jeffress‘ understanding of premillennial 

eschatology leads to their rejection of or ambivalence to climate change policies.  Perkins 

mentioned that climate change, if it is happening, could potentially result from God‘s 

design of the earth and direction of history, even a sign of the end times.  For Jeffress, his 

eschatology drives him to focus on personal conversion, and thus, he declares no opinion 

on the topic of climate change and does not participate in any evangelical groups 

addressing the issue.  Instead, he channels his teaching to encourage personal evangelism, 

thus saving individuals from eternal punishment: ―The more we know – and reflect – the 

loving compassion of Jesus Christ, the more we will influence others to say no to hell and 

yes to heaven.‖
3
  This emphasis on evangelism is heightened by the eschatological 

understanding of the end of the world.   

By focusing on the end times and teaching that the world will end in destruction 

and fire, premillennialists find signs in global warming that validate their view.  

Additionally, due to their view of the sovereignty of God related to the end times, 

attempting to stop or slow climate change is impossibly vain, since God is ultimately in 

control and His plan is perfect.  However, Conservative Evangelicals not only are 

reluctant to join the climate change movement due to understandings related to the end 

times, but also as a result of historical suspicion of science and origins.  Viewing climate 
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change science as another attempt to undermine belief in God‘s sovereignty, 

conservatives link evolution and climate change together, hoping to ultimately use both 

scientific theories as an avenue to insert criticism of both views in public schools.
4
  

Potentially alleviating the conflict between Conservative and Progressive Evangelicals 

requires not only overcoming the suspicion of science, but accepting the findings related 

to climate change.  True difficulty faces evangelicals like Jeffress, since theology 

concerning literal six-day creation conflicts with scientific accounts of geology, biology, 

and other sciences.  However, with the strata of primary and secondary issues held by 

Jeffress, perhaps conflict with scientific data would matter little to the greater access for 

evangelism. Even so, Jeffress suggests that focusing on climate change potentially leads 

evangelicals astray from their primary focus of evangelism.      

 Humanity‘s role in stewarding creation also raises obstacles for evangelical unity 

related to climate change, as conservatives who view the earth as humankind‘s to subdue 

and hold dominion over place less emphasis on the fragile nature of the earth, instead 

teaching that God‘s sovereign power sustains the earth.  Although this is the case for 

many conservatives, as Jeffress mentioned, evangelicals personally should care for the 

earth, as long as it does not distract from the primary mission of evangelism.  By 

admitting to the personal responsibility of stewardship, perhaps one can draw a parallel 

between the Conservative Evangelicals shift from non-involvement politically prior to the 

Religious Right to becoming a formidable voting bloc today, and the current rejection of 

climate action and what might possibly transpire in the future.  Conservatives, like 

Falwell, entered the political arena when they were convinced that the culture needed 
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preserving; in the future, the possibility remains that Conservative Evangelicals may 

conclude the same concerning the physical environment.  The potential for evangelism 

possibly develops into the catalyst that spurs conservative action.  As Conservative 

Evangelicals continue to participate in global missions, the effects of those experiences 

broaden concern for the vulnerable among the churches in America and increase the 

awareness of struggles facing those in harsh environments.
5
       

Therefore, one issue that allows for possible unity for most evangelicals is the 

practice of evangelism, a doctrine that Perkins, Jeffress, and Hunter prominently stress.  

While conservatives continue to promote the certain future destruction of the world, they 

feel it important enough to engage, rather than ignore, the cultural decay, in order to 

provide better situations for them to exercise and to share their faith.  Perhaps the same 

could be true for climate change if the evangelistic opportunities convince enough 

Conservative Evangelicals to stem the decaying climate around the world.   

In providing tolerance and openness for conservatives and progressives to find 

commonality concerning the environment, evangelical leadership should refrain from 

critical rhetoric that creates conflict rather than cooperation.  While Wallis criticizes 

those who overly emphasize evangelism, he perhaps could build alliances by allowing 

evangelism unencumbered and demonstrating how working for his issues of concern can 

increase the evangelistic potential.  For Wallis, he hopes for an engaged evangelical 

community which carries the progress from the Gospel into the world, to advocate for 

                                                 
5
 Dave Bookless, ―Christian Mission and Environmental Issues: An Evangelical Reflection,‖ 

Mission Studies 25 (2008): 38, 49.  In discussing mission work, Bookless emphasizes that mission work ―is 

beginning to be understood to include not just people but also the non-human creation, not merely 

preparing for heaven but also caring for earth.‖  While Bookless foresees evangelicals engaging in care for 

the environment as a result of mission work, he also proposes that environmentalists need evangelicals: 

―There has been a growing awareness amongst environmentalists that science, politics and education alone 

are not enough to solve a crisis that is ultimately moral and even spiritual.‖     
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environmental reforms he views as necessary for the future of the most vulnerable.  In his 

vision for evangelical involvement, Wallis writes: 

Imagine social movements rising out of spiritual revival and actually changing the 

wind of both our culture and our politics.  Imagine a fulfillment in our time of the 

words of the prophet Amos: ‗Let justice roll down like waters, and righteousness 

like an ever-flowing stream.‘ Just imagine.
6
 

   

 The complexity of the issue of climate change, coupled with the theological layers 

for each of these leaders does not provide for easy organization or unification one way or 

the other on climate change.  It may be as simple as evangelicals following the 

charismatic evangelical leader that best represents their views, or, as more information 

becomes available on this relatively new field, evangelicals may move themselves to 

positions with new leaders, while abandoning the current leadership.  For Hunter, he 

stresses the need for evangelicals to obey God through worship and loving others, as he 

writes, ―If you hold fast to the focuses of both God and neighbor, you‘re going to make a 

difference in the political field and make the world better for everybody.‖
7
    

 In order to assess the influence of evangelical leadership, one area for future 

research involves gathering data from congregations concerning the members‘ opinions 

on climate change.  This would allow for more understanding in the overall influence a 

leader of a church possesses.  Unfortunately and understandably, pastors protect their 

parishioners from outside surveys, which is the case with Jeffress and Hunter.  While 

neither would grant a survey of the membership, Hunter allowed for members of his 

leadership team to answer questions pertaining to their views on climate change and the 

church‘s role in addressing the issue.  One question of significance asked, ―What is the 

                                                 
6
 Jim Wallis, The Great Awakening (New York: Harper One, 2008), 309.   

 
7
 Joel Hunter, A New Kind of Conservative (Ventura: Regal, 2008), 186.  
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primary responsibility for Christians in this world, in your opinion?‖  Overall, the 

importance of evangelism, including witnessing and converting others, placed highest 

among the respondents.  This parallels the teachings of Northland Church, as Hunter 

emphasizes evangelism in his ministry as well, citing his involvement with the issue of 

climate change as expanding his ability to evangelize others.  For the participants in the 

survey, those who believed that humans caused or partly caused climate change also 

overwhelmingly cited evangelism as the primary mission of the church, providing a 

connection between climate change and evangelism.  This was the most startling finding 

among the answers given, since I hypothesized that emphasis on evangelism leads to a 

rejection of human-caused climate change.  Among these respondents, that hypothesis 

did not play out.  However, it gives slight credence to the possibility of evangelism 

playing a key role in discovering common ground for evangelicals concerning climate 

change.  While the survey of Northland‘s leadership does not provide a complete cross-

section of the church‘s membership, the conclusions drawn from this survey further 

promote the idea that evangelism provides a possible opportunity that can unify 

evangelicals around the complex issue of climate change.  At the same time, the survey 

demonstrates how unsettled the issue of climate change is among evangelicals, since the 

leadership team in a church whose pastor advocates often for action on the topic 

continues to show division on the causes of climate change, while considering other 

issues facing society as more important than climate change.  

As a result, evangelical reaction to climate change presents a complex quandary 

for those analyzing the influences and actions of the group.  That most evangelicals who 

are now engaged on the subject have only done so in the past five years presents 
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challenges for those seeking to understand the influences on evangelicals concerning 

climate change.  Additionally, the seeming competition between the various facets of 

evangelical life presents a lasting challenge for evangelical leaders to overcome.  In an 

attempt to connect climate change to the impact of evangelicalism throughout American 

history, rather than focusing on the theological differences between progressives and 

conservatives, evangelical leaders should strive to find common ground in which to share 

the whole Gospel with a vulnerable world.  Among evangelicals, evangelism, both 

personal and corporate, should provide a motivation for all evangelicals to consider the 

possibility of climate change related to human activity.  The evangelical leadership must 

establish this common ground by setting the example for others to follow.    

Wallis, Perkins, Hunter, and Jeffress present various applications of their 

evangelical faith, leading them to variant conclusions on the issues; however, each 

upholds the definition of ―evangelical‖ as set forth in this study, as all hold the Bible as 

authoritative, consider a personal relationship with Jesus Christ as a necessity, and 

demonstrate the validity of their faith through sharing the Gospel with others.  The 

differences are apparent in how each works out his evangelicalism, particularly how 

sharing the Gospel differs from person to person.  Their differences exemplify the current 

struggle within evangelicalism concerning global warming; however, the potential exists 

for them to find their unifying theological points in order to faithfully share the Gospel.   

In American society, the ability of evangelicals to inject a moral framework for 

the climate change issue, as well as an eternal dimension of the debate, allows the 

potential for evangelicals to move the climate change issue out of the realm of the culture 

wars and into the realm of essential issues for Americans to address.  Evangelicals can 
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promote the autonomy of the individual while also emphasizing the responsibility for 

society to care for those who are vulnerable.  In the highly partisan issue of climate 

change, evangelicals potentially provide the bridge between the two political sides, while 

also benefiting the society at an individual and corporate level through their outreach.  

While opinions continue to form and alliances continue to be tested, evangelicals, by 

embracing the historical impact and the current numerical political influence, ultimately 

may decide whether the climate change issue becomes a lasting movement in the United 

States.  If so, like abolition, post-industrial revolution reforms, civil rights, and pro-life 

movements, evangelical faith will provide the moral compass and grassroots organization 

necessary for addressing climate change.    
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